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This bill repeals certain exemptions from the General Excise Tax (GET), including the
exemptions for disabled persons; sales of property, contracting or services exported out-of-state;
low-income housing; and a number of provisions benefitting airlines. The bill also repeals the
general excise tax exemption for non-profit organizations on their exempt activities, including
hospitals, but maintains the general excise tax exemption for religious organizations.

The Department of Taxation (Department) is concerned about the numerous repeal of
exemptions from the general excise tax.

I. EVALUATING HAWAII'S NUMEROUS SPECIAL GENERAL EXCISE TAX
EXEMPTIONS IS IMPORTANT

The Department of Taxation (Department) believes it is necessary to ensure that GET
exemptions are effective in promoting the various social and economic goals they were originally
designed to promote. However, the Department expresses concern regarding a wholesale repeal as
contemplated by this legislation.

As a general consideration, GET exemption repeals of the magnitude contemplated by this
legislation should be handled cautiously. This is a particularly serious responsibility, since these
tax provisions will completely disappear without a sound basis for legislative intervention. The
Department points out that all of these exemptions were important at some point and served
some purpose.

The current bill contains a number of items that are listed as exemptions from the GET that
probably do not merit repeal. These exemptions are necessary for the GET to have a sensible
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structure that minimizes economic distortions - they are not exceptions from a unifonn and
consistently administered excise tax.

II. REVENUE ESTIMATE

The revenue impact for this measure is an increase to the general fund of approximately
$410 million for fiscal year 2011, $423 million for fiscal year 2012, $435 million for fiscal year
2013, $448 million for fiscal year 2014, and $462 million for fiscal year 2015.
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BILL NUMBER: HB 2878

INTRODUCED BY: Say

BRIEF SUMMARY: Amends HRS section 237-23 to repeal the following general excise tax exemptions
granted to: (I) fraternal benefit societies, orders or associations which provide payment of death, sick,
accident, prepaid legal services, or other benefits to its members; (2) corporations, associations, trusts or
societies organized for charitable, scientific, or education purposes including the operation ofsenior
citizen housing facilities, operation of a prepaid legal services plan, operation of a homeless facility; (3)
business leagues, chambers of commerce, boards of trade, agricultural and horticultural organizations; (4)
hospitals, infirmaries, and sanitaria; (5) cooperative associations incorporated under HRS chapter 421 or
IRC code section 521; (6) corporations, companies, associations, or trusts organized to establish
cemeteries; and (7) nonprofit shippers associations.

Amends HRS section 237-24 to repeal the general excise tax exemption for: (1) the first $2,000 received
by any blind, deaf, or totally disabled person; and (2) amounts received by a producer ofsugarcane from
the manufacturer. Also proposes a general excise tax exemption for amounts received as a gift or
donation by a: (A) fraternal benefit society, order, or association; (B) corporation, association, trust, or
society organized and operated exclusively for charitable, scientific, or educational purposes; (C) business
league, chamber ofcommerce, board' of trade, civic league, agricultural or horticultural organization, and
organization operated exclusively for the benefit ofthe community and for the promotion of social
welfare; CD) hospital, infirmary, or sanitarium; (E) cooperative associations; or (F) corporation, company,
association, or trust organized for the establishment and conduct of a cemetery.

Amends HRS section 237-24.3 to repeal the general excise tax exemption for: (1) amounts received from
the loading, transportation and unloading ofagricultural commodities; (2) amounts received for the sale
of liquor, cigarettes and tobacco products, and agricultural, meat or fish products to any person or
common carrier in interstate or foreign commerce; (3) amounts received for the unloading of cargo,
tugboat service, or pilots to ships or barges; (4) amounts received for the sale ofprescription drugs and
prosthetic devices; (5) dues received by an unincorporated merchants association; (6) amounts received
by a labor organization for the leasing ofreal property; (7) amounts received from the rental or leasing of
aircraft or aircraft engines used for interstate commerce.

Amends HRS section 237-24.7 to repeal the general excise tax exemption for: (I) amounts received as
compensation by community organizations, school booster clubs and nonprofit organizations under a
contraCt with the chief elections officer for the provision ofservices; (2) amounts received as grants
under HRS section 206M-15.
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HB 2878 - Continued

Amends HRS section 237-27 to repeal the exemption ofcertain petroleum refiners and impose a tax of
0.5% on the gross income derived from the sale ofpetroleum products.

Amends HRS 237-29.55 to repeal the general excise tax exemption on the sale of tangible personal
property imported for resale and provide that such transaction shall be subject to the 0.5% wholesale rate.

Amends HRS section 238-1 to repeal the use tax exemption for: (1) the leasing or renting of aircraft used
in interstate air transportation; (2) the use of oceangoing vehicles for passengers or goods within the
state; (3) the use ofmateria~ parts, or tools imported or purchased for aircraft service and maintenance or
the construction ofan aircraft mainienance facility; (4) the use ofservices or contracting imported for
resale for use outside the state.

Amends HRS section 238-3 to repeal the use tax exemption for: (I) the sale of liquor, cigarettes and
tobacco products imported into the state and sold to any person or common carrier in interstate
commerce; (2) vessels constructed under a large fishing vessel loan program ofDBEDT prior to July 1,
1969; and (3) an air pollution control facility exempted under the general excise tax.

Amends HRS section 349-10 to delete the stipulation that proceeds earned from the annual senior
citizen's fair are a casual sale.

Amends Act 239, SLH 2007, as amended by Act 196, SLH 2009, to delete the December 31,2010
sunset date.

Makes conforming amendments to HRS sections 235-110.7,237-1,237-4,237-21,237-22,246-34.5,
356-129, 42lH-4, Act 70, SLH 2009; and Act 141, SLH 2009.

Permanently repeals the following general excise tax exemptions:

(1) HRS section 20lH-36;
(2) HRS section 237-16.8 - certain convention, conference, and trade show fees;
(3) HRS section 237-17 - persons with impaired sight, hearing, or totally disabled;
(4) HRS section 237-24.5 - stock exchanges;
(5) HRS section 237-24.9 - aircraft service and maintenance facility;
(6) HRS section 237-26 - exemption of certain scientific contracts with the U.S.;
(7) HRS section 237-27.5 - air pollution control facility;
(8) HRS section 237-28.1 - exemption ofcertain shipbuilding and ship repair business;
(9) HRS section 237-29 - exemptions for certified or approved housing projects;
(10) HRS section 237-29.5 - exemption for sales of tangible personal property shipped out-of

state;
(11) HRS section 237-29.53 - exemption for contracting or services exported out-of-state; and
(12) HRS section 237-29.8 - call centers, exemption; engaging in business.

Permanently repeals the following public service company tax provisions:

(1) HRS section 239-6.5 - tax credit for lifeline telephone service subsidy;
(2) HRS section 239-11 - exemption for certain contract carriers; and
(3) HRS section 239-12 - call centers, exemption, engaging in business;
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HB 2878 - Continued·

Amends HRS section 46-15.1 to repeal the general excise tax exemption for county projects that provide
low and moderate income housing projects.

Amends HRS section 209E-ll to provide that no general excise tax exemption shall be granted for: (1)
any qualified business that begins operation in an enterprise zone after June 30, 2010; (2) a contractor
who peiforms work for any qualified business that begins operation in an enterprise zone after June 30,
2010; or (3) a contractor who performs work after June 30, 2010 for any qualified business.

This act shall be repealed on June 30, 2015; provided that HRS sections 46-15.1 (re-enacts general excise
tax exemption for county housing projects but deletes the award of affordable housing credits for homes
built on Hawaiian Homes Lands), 209E-ll, 235-110.7, 237-1, 237-4, 237-21, 237-22, 237-23, 237-24,
237-27,237-29.55,238-1,238-3,246-34.5, 349-10, 356D-129, 42IH-4, amended by this act shall be
reenacted in the form in which they read on the day prior to the effective day ofthis act. The amendment
to Act 239, SLH 2007, as amended by Act 196, SLH 2009, shall be repealed.

EFFECTIVE DATE: July 1, 2010

STAFF COMMENTS: This measure attempts to broaden the general excise tax base by repealing numerous
exemptions including the broad-based exemption for not-for-profit organizations with the exception of
religious organizations. It does retain the exempt for recognition of gifts and donations to not-for-profit
organizations, but it subjects income that would be received for services and products provided by these
not-for-profit organizations. It should be remembered that many of these organizations are conferred
with tax-exempt status by both the federal and state income tax laws because they are recognized as
providing a public good or service that government would otherwise have to provide which includes
everything from scientific research to child protective services to affordable housing to medical services.
Because these organizations are not burdened with the bureaucracy found in government, they can often
provide these goods and services much more efficiently and at a lower cost that government can. Thus,
the tax exempt status recognizes that ifburdened with the payment of taxes, those goods and services
would either come at a much higher cost or the delivery would be at a far lower quality. Thus, it makes
no sense to impose the general excise tax on the gross receipts ofthe not-for-profit organizations in turn
for a lesser tax rate as many of these organizations will go out ofbusiness.

Lawmakers should remember that the general excise tax is a tax on gross receipts and not on net income,
so a company, or in this case a not-for-profit organization, pays the tax without regard for costs and
expenses incurred for the goods or services provided.

While some of the other exemptions, such as for scientific contracts, may seem plausible targets for
repeal, care should be exercised as to unintended consequences ifrepealed. For example, the exemption
for stevedoring activities was enacted with the thought that ifthe general excise tax was imposed on
those activities the cost of everything brought in or sent out of the state would be that much more
expensive, increasing the cost of living in Hawaii while making Hawaii made products less competitive on
the world market.

In addition, it appears that the proposed general excise and use tax exemptions are to be repealed to
generate additional tax revenue. While the continuance ofsome ofthese exemptions is questionable,
many of the exemptions exist because if the general excise tax were imposed on these entities or
transactions, it would impose an undue burden or cause businesses to structure transactions in an
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HB 2878 - Continued

inefficient manner. Other exemptions exist because imposing the general excise tax would mean double
taxation of the same income, or it would mean imposing the tax on another tax or where superior law
prohibits taxation.

Those exemptions of questionable existence were granted as incentives to encourage taxpayers to engage
in certain types ofbehavior. Whether or not these exemptions should be continued is a matter ofpolicy
for the legislature to reaffinn. Ifthese exemptions are deemed necessary to maintain a specific type of
activity, lawmakers should justify the contnbutions to the economy the activity makes and acknowledge
that such incentives come at the expense of all taxpayers. Existing general excise tax exemptions should
be examined to ascertain whether they are still necessary.

Among those general excise tax exemptions which, ifrepealed, could create inefficiencies in the way
business is conducted in Hawaii, are the exemptions for cooperative associations (HRS 237-23),
cooperative housing corporations (-24), and reimbursement ofnonprofit homeowner associations, and
advertising contributions to an unincorporated merchants association (-24.3).

Then there is the matter of consistency in recognizing certain entities as being exempt because they
provide a public purpose such as charitable, scientific, and educational organizations, nonprofit health
care organizations, nonprofit shippers, nonprofit child placing organizations (HRS 237-23 and -24).

This then leaves those exemptions which beg justification based on policy established by the legislature.
It is a matter for the legislature to justify repealing the exemption or continuing it. Included in this group
are exemptions for fraternal benefit societies, business leagues, cemetery associations (HRS 237-23),
income ofthe blind, deafor disabled, (-24), prescription drugs and prosthetic devices (-24.3), stock
exchanges (-24.5), scientific contracts with the U.S. (-26), shipbuilding (-28.1), and certified housing
projects (-29).

The elimination of these exemptions may cause more inequities and problems. An examination and
elimination of the tax credits would be a preferable method in the search for additional revenues.

The measure also repeals the sunset date ofAct 196, SLH 2009. Act 239, SLH 2007, provided that
amounts received by a submanager ofan association of apartment owners of a condominium property
regime or nonprofit homeowners or community association as reimbursement for payment ofcommon
expenses shall not be subject to general excise taxation. Act 239 also provided that the general excise tax
shall not be applicable to amounts received by a timeshare association and by the suboperator of a hotel
from a timeshare association or from the operator of the hotel that are disbursed for employee wages,
salaries, payroll taxes, insurance premiums and benefits. While Act 239, SLH 2007, was scheduled to
sunset on 12/31/09, Act 196, SLH 2009, extended this exemption until 12/31/10. This measure would
make it pennanent.

Another inconsistency in the bill is that while the general excise tax exemption for an affordable housing
project is repealed for the duration ofthe bill, the measure restores the general excise tax exemption for
county affordable housing projects but not for affordable housing projects certified by the state. It would
seem that in its pursuit ofmore affordable housing, this is one exemption that should be reinstated.

( Digested 2/17/10
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February 16, 2010

Committee on Finance
Representative Marcus Oshiro, Chair
Representative Marilyn Lee, Vice Chair

Hearing:
4:30 P.M., Wednesday, February 17, 2010
Hawaii State Capitol, Room 308

RE: HB2878, Relating to Taxation

TESTIMONY IN STRONG OPPOSITION

Chair Oshiro, Vice Chair Lee, and members of the Committee on Finance, thank you for the
opportunity to testifY in strong opposition to HB2878, which would repeal certain exemptions under
the general excise tax for nonprofit organizations.

The American Cancer Society Hawaii Pacific Inc. is a community-based, voluntary health
organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem by preventing cancer, saving
lives, and diminishing suffering from cancer, through research, education, advocacy, and service.
In addition the Society provides free of charge extensive patients support services th~t includes:

e The American Cancer Society's National Cancer Information Center (NCIC) is a nationwide
help line open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, that answers calls and e-mails from cancer
patients, family members, friends of cancer patients, and others who have questions about
cancer.

e Our Patient Navigator program is a collaborative program between the American Cancer
Society and partners, such as hospitals, and cancer centers in Hawaii. Our Patient Navigator
program helps patients, families, and caregivers navigate the many systems needed during
the cancer journey. Our trained patient navigators link those dealing with cancer to needed
programs and resources.

e Reach To Recovery (RTR) is a peer-support program that is designed to help women
cope with their breast cancer experience.

e In addition the Society sponsors other cancer specific peer-support groups.

Over the last 50 year tens of thousands ofcancer patients and their caregivers in Hawaii have
availed themselves of our services. No has ever been turned away.

American Cancer Society Hawai'i Pacific, Inc., 2370 Nu'uanu Avenue, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817-1714
ePhone: (808) 595-7500 ePax: (808) 595-7502 e24-Hour Cancer Info: (800) 227-2345 ehttp://www.cancer.org
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The Society does acknowledge that Hawaii is facing an economic downturn that could be
protracted. We have tightened out belt just as many other organizations have. Over the last year
we have been forced to lay offvaluable employees and make do with less.

We feel compelled to point out that in the last 15 years the State of Hawaii has abrogated its
responsibility for many direct services to nonprofit organizations. Our many nonprofit
organizations have hecome Hawaii's safety net.

Nonprofits are tax-exempt because they provide for the social good. Nonprofits are able to
provide these services more economically and efficiently than the state. Taxing them would add
tremendously to their cost. Perhaps the state needs to look candidly at improving its own
inefficiencies before taxing others.

Ifpassed, HB2878 will have far reaching consequences especially if income from donors, grants,
contracts and income generating special events are taxed.

Our nonprofit based programs are vital to the well being our residents. Our charity care provides
medical care for the sick, food for the hungry, shelter for the homeless, transportation for elderly
and disabled, and hope for everyone.

HB2878 is a very bad bill that will shatter our safety net. We urge the committee to hold this
measure.

Mahalo for giving us the opportunity to provide testimony here today.

Very truly yours,

George S. Massengale, JD
Director of Government Relations
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To: The Honorable Marcus Oshiro, Chair
The Honorable Marilyn Lee, Vice Chair
House Committee on Finance

From: Laura Robertson, President/CEO
Goodwill Industries of Hawaii, Inc.

Date: February 17, 2010

Re: Testimony strongly opposed to H.B. 2878 - Relating to Taxation

Goodwill Industries of Hawaii, Inc. is strongly opposed to this measure which will repeal vitally important
tax exemptions, including the nonprofit exemption, for the next five years. As the Hawaii general excise
tax is a gross receipts tax, it would affect every incoming nonprofit dollar, not just net income after
expenses.

The services that nonprofits, including Goodwill Industries of Hawaii, provide the community warrants
the tax exemptions the State has provided for the past fifty years - since our organization began.
Nonprofits have not been immune to funding cuts and the resulting staff level impacts. Yet, social
service agencies have been asked to step up their service levels to the community. The number of
people served through Goodwill's employment services programs increased by more than 20% last
year. We believe that is due to the current economic conditions of our State. A quick media glance
confirms this number is only going to increase. Our community continues to be challenged by
economic forces beyond our control. The number of people who have been laid off from their jobs and
are reaching out to Goodwill for help in finding another one is growing.

The government provides tax exemptions to nonprofits with the recognition that the nonprofits proVide
valuable services to the community. If we have to curtail services or make additional staff reductions to
be able to afford to pay taxes we previously were exempt from, the people in our community will turn to
the government for these services. Or worse, they will be forced to choose between buying food,
paying their electric bill, or paying renl. Our beaches and parks are filling with the results of those
choices. Now is not the time to limit a nonprofit's ability to serve the most vulnerable people in its
community and help their families achieve or maintain self-sufficiency. For these reasons, Goodwill is
strongly opposed to this bill.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide testimony on this matter.

we see the good. we see the will. Goodwill works.
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2343 Rose Street, Honolulu, HI 96819
Phone: (808) 848-2074; Neighbor Islands: 1-800-482-1272

Fax: (808) 848-1921; e-mail: info@hfbf.org

TESTIMONY

RE: HB 2878 RELATING TO TAXATION

Chair Oshiro and Members of the Committee:

HFBF on behalfofour member farm and ranch families and organizations
opposes the portion ofHB2878 deleting HRS 237-24.3 which provides at
GET exemption for the loading, transportation and unloading of agricultural
commodities produced in the State

GET exemption for interisland transportation of agricultural produce was put
into place recognizing Hawaii's geographic disadvantage ofbeing an island state.
n recognized that population centers and agricultural production areas are
separated by water and the GET exemption is a policy statement supporting
farmer viability to help in Hawaii's self sufficiency. Beef/livestock production
was not significant during its passage so livestock commodities were not included

, in the definition. Times have changed and local beef and other livestock products
are beginning to be transported interisland. HB2729 and SB2527 are in FIN
and WAM Committees to provide parity within the industry utilizing
this ll1easure.

This measure proposes to delete those very exemptions. During this time when
costs with increased food safety and other regulatory requirements are
increasing, this exemption is an offset to help keep farmers and ranchers viable.

HFBF respectfully requests your reconsideration of the deletion ofthe
HRS 237-24.3 as it relates to the loading, transportation and unloading of
agricultural commodities produced in the State. Additional transportation costs
borne by neighbor island farmers/ranchers can often make them very
noncompetitive and keeping this exemption will help dampen this expenditure.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide our opinion on this matter. If there are
any questions, please contact Luella Costales at 848-2074.
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February 17, 2010

To: Representative Marcus Oshiro, Chair
And members of the Committee on Finance

From: Judith F. Clark, MPH
Executive Director
Hawaii Youth Services Network

Testimony in Oppostion to HB 2878 Relating to Taxation

Hawaii Youth Services Network, a statewide coalition of youth-serving
organizations opposes HB 2878 Relating to Taxation.

TIris bill would remove the exemption from excise taxes for all non-profit
revenues except for gifts and donations. Even membership dues and service
fees would be taxed.

Hawaii Youth Services Network opposes this bill because:

• Nonprofits are tax-exempt because they provide a social good that
government would otherwise furnish, such as caring for the mentally
ill. Nonprofits are able to provide these services more economically
and efficiently than the state, but taxing them would add
tremendously to their costs. Even nonprofit schools, which reduce
state spending on education, would have to pay.

• This far-reaching bill wouldhave dire implications, especially when
donations, grants and contracts are being cut, unemployment is
surging and the community is pleading for more nonprofit services,
such as health care, food, shelter, and child and elderly care.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.

Sincerely,

udith F. Clark, MPH
Executive Director
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Testimony for FIN 2/17/2010 4:30:00 PM HB2878

Conference room: 308
Testifier position: oppose
Testifier will be present: No
Submitted by: Marla Momi Musick
Organization: Hawai'i Arts Alliance
Address:
Phone: (808) 533-2787
E-mail: marla@hawaiiartsalliance.org
Submitted on: 2/17/2010

Comments:
Hawai'i Arts Alliance opposes HB2878.
We have grave concerns about further burdens placed on arts and culture non-profits already
suffering layoffs, cutbacks and closure.

Non-profits are already struggling to raise from individuals the necessary resources to
bridge the gap in this economically challenging time. We fear this legislation would further
lissuade onrestricted gifts, and other forms of support.

Here are some points to consider:

The Hawaii GET is a gross receipts tax, which means it would tap every dollar your nonprofit
receives, except for gifts and donations, not just net income after expenses. Nonprofits
would have to pay even if they are losing money.
Nonprofits are tax-exempt because they provide a social good that government would otherwise
furnish, such as caring for the mentally ill. Nonprofits are able to provide these services
more economically and efficiently than the state, but taxing them would add tremendously to
their costs.
Even nonprofit schools, which reduce state spending on education, would have to pay.
This far-reaching bill would have dire implications, especially when donations, grants and
contracts are being cut, unemployment is surging and the community is pleading for more
nonprofit services, such as health care, food, shelter, and child and elderly care.

Thank you for your consideration that the non-profit sector provides services that we need
more now than ever, and need to be able to continue to deliver services with your help.

Marilyn Cristofori, CEO, Hawai'i Arts Alliance Marla Momi Musick, Communications Director,
Hawai'i Arts Alliance

&quot;Member of the Kennedy Center Alliance for Arts Education Network&quot; State Captains,
Arts Advocacy, Americans for the Arts
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ReadToMe.,
INTERNATIONAL

February 17, 2010

Rep. Marcus R. Oshiro, Chair
Rep. Marilyn B. Lee, Vice Chair
House Conul1ittee on Finance

Liane Akana, Executive Director
Read To Me International Foundation
(808) 955-7600 01' liane@readtomeintl.org

Testimony Against SB 2878, Relating to Taxation.

On behalf of Read To Me International,· a Hawaii-based non-profit organization dedicated to
promoting childhood literacy by encouraging parents and caregivers to read aloud daily to their
children, I am testifying against SB 2878.

In recent years, non-profits such as ours have been hard hit by the nation;s financial crisis and
the resulting decrease in available funds tlu'ough donations, private foundations and gove1'llment
grants and contracts.

Dll1'ing these tough times we have stepped up our efforts in fundraising and tightened our belts.
We have diligently strearnfuled our operations and put off much .needed large purchases and
expenses. Because of such measures, we have been able to keep our doors open and continue
providing services. However, our financial position is fragile at best, and should this bill become
law and every donal' our nonprofit receives is taxed, except for gifts and donations, the result
would be devastating. Further, because the Hawaii GET is a gross receipts tax, even if we were
losing money, we would still be responsible for paying those taxes.

Hawaii's non-profits make-up a significant sector of the State's economy, accounting for
approximately 7% of an wages paid in the state. Should this bill pass, the non-profit sector
would suffer many casualties and its impact would be felt statewide in lost wages, rents, and
purchases. But most importantly, over time much needed services would be cut back or lost.

During these tough times, I would urge the House Finance Committee and our lawmakers to look
for ways to support non-profits so we can continue to meet the rising demand for services. Please
do not pass SB 2878!

Read To Me International, 1833 Kalakana Aveline, Suite 301, HOllOlulu, HI 96815
Pholle: (808) 955-7600 Fax: (808) 955-7601 Web Site: www.ReadToMeIntl.org
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HAWAII
THEATRE

C E N T E R

Testifier's Name: Sarah M. Richards
Committee: House Committee on"Finance
Date/Time of Hearing: February 17,2010,4:30 p.m.
Measure: House Bill 2878
Committee is Requesting Two Copies

Dcar Rep. Oshiro, Rep. Lee, and House Fmance Committee Membcrs:

I am Sarah Richards, President of the Hawaii Theatre Center and I appreciate the opportunity to
testify in opposition to HB2878.

With the economic turndown of the past two years, all entities - non-profits, the State, the private
sector, cOl"porations - are sttuggling to cope with how to operate with considerably less revenue.

Exempting non-profits from paymg GET tax has been a long-standing policy and it is appropriate
given the nature and sClvices which non-profits provide to the community. Without the sClvices the
non-profits provide to the general public, the State would be forced to assume some of these
responsibilities or the public would go without. It is impOl1:ant to note that non-profits are really
smaIl businesses that contribute significandy to the economic condition of our State by hiring
people, buymg goods and si:lvices, and employing die sClvices of ihe consttuction community, for
example.

Repealing the GET exemption would be velY harmful to the non-profits and really doesn't make for
good public policy. Non-profits depend on contributions and with conttibutions already down and
projected to go lower this is a double-dip incentive and compounds the problem for non-profits. In
fact, d,e very imposition of GET tax can cause some organizations to be put out of business.

I believe die bottom line is iliat this bill, should it pass, would cause immeasurable harm to non
"profits and really doesn't accomplish the pUlpose of trying to increase the State's revenue.

"While I am sympailietic to ilie Legislature's plight of serious State budget issues, I believe it would
be a mistake to tty to accomplish increased revenue on ilie back of non-profits. I would be pleased
to work widl the Committee 011 how non-profits and ilie State government can work closely
together to improve our economy and quality of life.

Sincerely,

~,w;L,)y.~
Sarah M. Richards

.President

cc: Lisa Maruyama, HANO

1132 Uishop Street, Suite 1404 • HOllOhdu. Hmvaii 9681.3 • Ph: (8t18> 791~1395 • Fll.'i: (808) 528·0461 • www.bRwaiiUw.ltl.c.(.olll
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Conference room: 308
Testifier position: oppose
Testifier will be present: No
Submitted by: Susana Browne
Organization: Maui Arts &amp; Cultural Center
Address: One Cameron Way Kahului, HI
Phone: 808-575-7454
E-mail: susana@mauiarts.org
Submitted on: 2/17/2010

Comments:
Non-profit arts organization are struggling to keep their doors opened in this difficult
economy. Maui Arts &amp; Cultural Center has already lost thousands of dollars that we
depend upon to bring the arts to our Maui students. The state should be our partner, not our
executioner. PLEASE DO NOT IMPOSE AN EXCISE TAX ON NON-PROFITS!
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TESTIMONY

HB2878
RELATING TO TAXATION

Testimony Presented Before
The Finance Committee

February 17, 2009 @ 4:30pm in Conference Room 308
by

Kanoe Naone, Ph.D. Chief Executive Officer

INPEACE OPPOSES this bill, particularly in regard to the repeal of taxation exemption on gifts
and donations for non-profiVpublic service organizations. INPEACE humbly urges and requests
the committee to prevent the bill from passing.

INPEACE is a non-profit status, public service organization that annually serves more than
2,400 children, parents and community members through its early childhood and workforce
development programs on 5 different islands. The work of INPEACE over the past fifteen years
has been extensive and progressive in Hawai'i, particularly within comrnul]ities that would not
otherwise have access to the services it provides. While INPEACE'Ja,rg~ts rnanyof its services
for the health and survivance of the Native Hawaiian commuI]Jlil'Js,~ei:lI$o.a,[e.tleavilY invested
in statewide collaborations and partnerships becausewl'Jbelie\leintfi~)ioli~tich.~alth ~nd future
of all of Hawai'i. Not only does INPEACE provide,<di[e.pls(;ln,.iPEl£:Mr~U~hittearty.childhOOd
education program, Keiki Steps, but also ail11§ to.6pli~;;~~~lllirallyi~ornpet(;lptw6~kforce by
recruiting, training, and developing teaghers-ftofu th~yi;fry CQfhm1!nitie$ ·fri·whichWe~er:vEl';h.

,:};, "\t~;:::~ .. ':.:-:-' ",::.~:'~':>":' 'c- >:<:~~~if',:ci,zg '<,~:::, : ,"·:~:S.':<';<" "',..-'. """:';:'~'\::'-'-

The vision for INPEACE is t6·tbiJ1IJ::IQ~gKf~~~ dB~ngg.·~~~'· s4§i~i'!ikQ!~;!>eifVjcEl~'i'Jo';our
:,"-:" ,"'~~:::::"'_'-/'''''',>':I'':::: ::;"":::"~', ' ,-:.,':.,; ",,:,,~(~_; '~">~!' '';;i:'\",' .:_:,~ _,"",0_"_,,,,_,:,,',':-"0, :''j''<: ';,"":.

communities; we know that finahCi.~L!i!ffi.fi.~CYC~fll~ efficiernl;Y;:I~.!?f';YCllg~~8m~ lon~~\iity <Ipd:,
health of our organization andqij\frt~t~i9):pgEgAm!fi~l]i,li~S)~W~6i?"4t.I~~·;~~n~r~Sity(gf~,~;:
fUilders, INPEACE could not accompii~b its'"wofl(t,eattlfdO'lfiii\i'ls"cariied'to its maximum

capacity·CE;~~;(i,·.t<;"~~, ..:""~;,~,~:~;~Iif;"r~r:;i+~.:'~ ..;.·••~.•'.·,?#;,:,~.;;.i~\2S:;;..:: ....
Non-profits such as INPEACE are deper:i~~iifo?ctnegem~ri)~!tY 0fg()?Qrs;"~nd dorfatipri$,ari.d<
gifts are maximized to extend the qua'il.y.aqdt:!1'C:~Ul'!rice6t(idr woi-R:~yef)i'doll~rrn~ttels.ib •...•
the work that we do-please leave'p&.~li{~t:!rviceiorg~n~atioii~t~x-e'xe[l]pt,Jin.cl,!!ding·'Our.
donation and gift funds. While seemingly extraneoys fUllOS/public seivipe'?rgani:?;~tlons such
as INPEACE maximize these funds towardttlee~hJ:!?~me~tqfbiirser\iic.~sandthe good of
our communities. The strength, vibrancy, aiici~~1I1I:ld~tiqnof~~;~i'j'.~ ~omrT1unities could not
be possible without the work of its various;i~iiit:!J-$iiL'§~dfarlreaching pUblic service
organizations. •.... '.:;,:'\"{ i"

~:' ":;:2:~, .~

1001 KamokiJa Blvd, Suite 226 Kapolei, HI 96707 Phone: 808.693.7222 Fax: 808.693.7221
info@inpeace-hawaii.org Website: inpeace-hawaii.org
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Testimony to the House Committee on Finance
Wednesday, February 17, 2010 at 4:30 pm

Testimony in opposition to HB 2878. Relating to Taxation

To: The Honorable Marcus Oshiro, Chair
The Honorable Marilyn Lee, Vice-Chair
Members of the Committee on Finance

My name is Stefanie Sakamoto and I am testifying on behalf of the Hawaii Credit Union League,
the local trade association for 90 Hawaii credit unions, representing approximately 810,000
credit union members across the state. We oppose HB 2878, Relating to Taxation.

This bill would temporarily suspend the general tax exemption for the Hawaii Credit Union
League, as outlined in section 9 of this bill.

The philosophy of credit unions has always been to first serve those of modest means. The
loss of the credit union trade association tax exemption could potentially result in a significant
reduction in resources to serve credit unions and their members. The ability cif credit unions to
offer low-cost services to members will be affected, should this legislation go through.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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The Twenty-Fifth Legislature
RegUlar Session of201 0

HOUSEOFREPRESENTATNES
Committee on Finance
Rep. Marcus R. Oshiro, Chair
Rep. Marilyn B. Lee, Vice Chair

State Capitol, Conference Room 308
Wednesday, February 17, 2010; 4:30 p.m.

ADDENDUM TO THE
STATEMENT OF THE ILWU LOCAL 142 ON H.B. 2878

RELATING TO TAXATION

The lLWU Local 142 already submitted testimony with concerns about H.B. 2878. However, we
wish to provide additional comments on the bill.

If we Ufiderstand the bill correctly, it would appear that H.B. 2878 seeks to remove the exemption from
the general excise tax for amounts received by labor unions for union dues. If that is the case, we
believe this would be tantamount to an attack on labor unions in Hawaii.

Unions already are struggling in a bad economy. Our members are faced with furloughs, reductions in
work hours and pay, concessions, and layoffs. Similarly, their unions are faced with fmancial issues
of their own. Some unions have themselves had to layoff staff. Others have resorted to their own
furlough days. Still others have had to increase union dues.

Taking away the tax exemption on union dues is adding insult to injury. Dues paid by union members
do not constitute a business transaction but are provided to the union by members who are an integral
part of the organization. In fact, interpretation of federal law distinguishes members, who belong to
the union, from non-members, who pay fees for services rendered. Union dues should not be
considered taxable income. The ILWUvigorously opposes any effort to tax union dues.

We urge you to consider our concerns as you deliberate on H.B. 2878. Thank you for accepting this
addendum to our original testimony.
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HB 2878
RELATING TO TAXATION

PAUL T. OSHIRO
MANAGER - GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

ALEXANDER & BALDWIN, INC.

FEBRUARY 17,2010

Chair Oshiro and Members of the House Committee on Finance:

622 Bishop Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
P.O. Box 3440
Honolulu, HI 96801·3440

www_alexanderbaldwin.com
Tel (808) 525-6611
Fax (808) 525-6652
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I am Paul Oshiro, testifying on behalf of Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) on HB

2878, "A BILL FOR AN ACT RELATING TO TAXATION." We respectfully oppose this

bill.

This bill repeals, ufltil June 3D, 2015, various general excise, use, and public

service company tax exemptions. While we understand the fiscal constraints that the

Legislature must deal with, We are concemed with the negative impact that this

measure may have upon Hawaii's businesses, residents, and our economy. We

anticipate that the repeal of these general excise tax exemptions will increase the costs

of goods and services to the consumer. The pyramiding effects of the general excise

tax may also increase impacts to the consumer. In addition, the increased costs that

businesses are unable to pass on to the consumer due to contract or market

circumstances may likely lessen financial margins for the business that may render the

business to be less financially viable. Finally, we are concerned that this bill may

negatively impact Hawaii's efforts towards economic recovery.

Based on the aforementioned we respectfully request that this bill be held in your

Committee.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Conference room: 308
Testifier position: oppose
Testifier will be present: No
Submitted by: Sandy Baz
Organization: Maui Economic Opportunity, Inc.
Address: 99 Mahalani St Wailuku
Phone: 808-249-2990
E-mail: sandy@meoinc.o~g

Submitted on: 2/17/2010

Comments:
This bill would hu~t the effo~ts of nonprofit organizations to p~ovide critical services to
the community. Many nonprofits ~eceive State dollars to provide services. If these were
taxable, then the nonprofit would have to pay taxes on tax earned revenue. In addition, being

. a nonprofit, operating without a profit would mean that the nonprofit would have to charge
the State more money to provide the services.
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Conference room: 308
Testifier position: oppose
Testifier will be present: No
Submitted by: Sandra Silva, CPA
Organization: 8ig Island Substance Abuse Council
Address: 135 Puuhonu Way Hilo, HI
Phone: 808-969-9994 x 822
E-mail: fiscal@bisac.com
Submitted on: 2/17/2010

Comments:
This proposed change ~o the general excise tax would effectively cripple many .non profit
agencies. We are currently operating at a loss, and could not sustain a general excise tax
on our revenue. We are providing a much needed service (substance abuse treatment) our
absence would cause far reaching damage in our community.
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Gary North
Executive Director
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Board Chairman

Vtc Angoco
Matson Navigation Company,
Inc.
Board Vice Chair

Douglas Won
Sause Bros., Inc.
Board Vice Chair

Glenn Hong
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Grant Karamatsu
NCL America, Inc.
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Inc.
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American Marine
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HB 2878
RELATING TO TAXATION

MAR LABRADOR
CHAIR

HAWAII HARBORS USERS GROUP

FEBRUARY 17, 2010

Chair Marcus Oshiro and Members of the House Committee on

Finance:

I am Mar Labrador, testifying on behalf of the Hawaii

Harbors Users Group (HHUG), on HB 2878, "A BILL FOR AN ACT

RELATING TO TAXATION."

The Hawaii Harbor Users Group (HHUG) is a non-profit

maritime transportation industry group comprised of the following

key harbor users: Matson Navigation Company, Horizon Lines,

LLC, Young Brothers/Hawaii Tug & Barge, Norwegian Cruse Line,

Sause Brothers Inc., Aloha Cargo Transport (ACT), Hawaii

Stevedores, McCabe Hamilton & Renny Stevedores, Hawaii

Superferry, Tesoro Hawaii Corporation, The Gas Company,

Ameron Hawaii, Hawaiian Cement, American Marine, Kapolei

Property Development, and the Hawaii Pilots Association.
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While HHUG recognizes the need for the State of Hawaii to obtain

additional income, the removal of the exemptions in the maritime area will

markedly impact the cost of goods in the state because of the multiple levels

of services that are required in-the transportation process. This bill proposes

to remove the exemptions that currently exist in §237-24.3(4) for amounts

received or accrued from the loading or unloading of cargo; tugboat services

including pilotage fees performed within the State; the towage of ships,

barges, or vessels in and out of state harbors, or from one pier to another; the

transportation of pilots or governmental officials to ships, barges, or vessels

offshore; rigging gear; checking freight and similar services; standby charges;

and use of moorings and running mooring lines. Moreover because of the

complicated array of providers of maritime goods and services, the impact of

the removal of these exemptions would be compounded. For example there

could be three or more levels in which GET taxes are commonly assessed on

the same services. This would occur in the situation in which exempt services

are initially provided by independent companies to a stevedore, the stevedore

company then provides and charges the carrier for the entire stevedoring

services, and finally the carrier charges its customers for the total carriage,

including the stevedoring services. Without the exemptions GET would be

assessed at each level and the cost of the initial services would effectively be

charged GET three times and the stevedoring, pilotage or other now exempt

services would be charged GET twice.
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The bill similarly proposes to remove the exemptions that currently exist

in §237-24.3(1) for amounts received from the loading, transportation and

unloading of agricultural commodities shipped for a producer or produce

dealer on one island of this State to a person, firm organization on another

island of this State. As with HRS §237-24.3(4), the impact of the removal of

these exemptions may be compounded by multiple instances of taxation and,

in addition, this new tax burden would be disproportionally borne by groups,

i.e., neighbor island farmers and residents, that may already face the most

difficult climbs out of the present recession.

The bill also proposes to remove the exemption §237-28.1 that applies

to the gross proceeds arising from shipbuilding and ship repairs rendered to

surface vessels federally owned or engaged in interstate or international trade.

The removal of this exemption would increase the cost of obtaining these

services in Hawaii, which could result in a decrease in the demand for such

work to be performed in Hawaii.

Since carriers cannot be expected to bear the cost of these additional

taxes, tariffs would increase and as a result the co~t of all goods purchased by

consumers would increase to cover this expense. If this bill proceeds, HHUG

urges that the bill be amended to preserve the current exemptions in the

maritime area for stevedoring services; tugboat and towage services; pilot

transportation, standby charges, loading, transportation and unloading of

agricultural commodities, lines services and related services; and shipbuilding

and ship repair services. Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
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Conference room: 398
Testifier position: oppose
Testifier will be present: No
Submitted by: Doris Segal Matsunaga
Organization: Individual
Address: 98-897 DKaonohi St Aiea, HI
Phone: 487-3439
E-mail: dsmatsunaga@hawaii.rr.com
Submitted on: 2/17/2919

Comments:
Please look at the overall economic and social impact of this measure. We cannot raise
state&quot;funds by shifting the burden to private non-profits who will then cut staff and
services -- the &quot;state&quot; (all of us) will then pay for more people on unemployment,
using ER services, CPS, police, courts, etc.
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PETER L. FRITZ
4-14- KUWILI STREET, #104

HON9LULU, HAWAII 96814-
TELEPHONE: (808) 532-7118

E-MAIL: PLFLEGIS@FRITZHQ.COM

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
THE TWENTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE

REGULAR SESSION OF 2010

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Hearing February 17, 2010

Testimony on H.B. 2878
(Relating to Taxation)

Chair Oshiro, Vice-Chair Lee and members ofthe Committee:

My name is Peter Fritz. I am an attorney specializing in tax matters. I am opposed the
provisions in Section 9 and 10 which change the tax treatment ofcharitable organizations, as
well as an exemption for the disabled individuals and veterans and Section 26 which changes the
tax treatment ofpersons or veterans who are totally disabled.

Sections 9 and 10 ofH.B 2878

• Section 9 would remove the exemption that charitable nonprofit organizations
have under current law. The new tax treatment for charitable organizations
appears in Section 10 which provides that only gifts and donations would be
exempt from the General Excise Tax ("GET").

• Many charities perform services on behalf of State and local governments. The
charities provide services to an underserved population.

• These charities receive grants from the federal and State government that are
essential to funding their services. While these amounts are not taxed under
current law, pursuant to the changes that would be made by this bill, grants from
the federal, State or local government would be taxed at the full GET rate of4%.

• This will result in a reduction in the amount of the services that can be provided
because the charity would now have to pay taxes on grants and other income that
was previously exempt. This reduction comes at come at a time when furloughs
have reduced the amount of available State services.

• This change would have its greatest impact on the segment of society that has the
greatest need for these services.
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Testimony ofPeter L. Fritz
R.B. 2878
February 17, 2010

• Exemption for the Disabled. This bill, in Section 10 removes the exemption for the first
$2,000 of gross receipts for an individual who is totally disabled.

o The cost of a disabled veteran needing more assistance from the state because of
the loss of the benefits will likely exceed any revenue gain.

Sections 260fR.B 2878

• Section 26 ofR.B. 2878 deletes HRS §237-l7 which provides that disabled persons,
such as veterans, are pay any GET on gross receipts or sales at the rate of Yz of one
percent instead of 4%.

o Increasing the rate to 4.0% may create a burden on a disabled individual or
veteran which will cause their business to fail. A failure would more likely than
not result in their having to request assistance from government agencies.

Thank you for the opportunity to testifY.
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February 17, 2010

RE: TESTIMONY ON HE 2878

FROM: Marsha Schweitzer
Nonprofit Affiliations: Secretary-Treasurer, Musicians Association ofHawaii, Local 677

American Federation ofMusicians; Secretary and Manager, Live Music Awareness;
Administrator, Mohala Hou Foundation; Management Consultant, Chamber Music Hawaii;
musician, the former Honolulu Symphony and various other nonprofit music presenters

TO: COMMlTTEEONFmANCE

HEARmG: Wednesday, February 17, 2010, 4:30 P.M., Conference Room 308, State Capitol415
South Beretania St.

The public policy rationale for the existence ofnonprofit organizations means that nonprofits do
the work that would normally be done by government - social welfare, environmental protection,
the arts. Nonprofit organizations, like government, are meant to serve the public good and make
their services available to all the people at an affordable price. To remove any of the tax
exemptions provided to nonprofit organizations by government would only make sense if
government taxed itself.

Exemption from various taxes allows nonprofits to make their services available to the public at
a price that is affordable for the vast majority of citizens. These organizations pass on that tax
savings in the form ofdiscounted prices to the public that benefits from their services. IfGET
exemption were removed, nonprofits would find it necessary, as in any other business, to pass on
their General Excise Tax liability to those who purchase their services. Often those receiving
such services are among the least able to pay increased prices.

Please consider not only the deleterious effect that repeal ofGET exemption would have on
already-struggling nonprofit organizations, but also on the struggling public that needs the
services that these organizations provide. Vital services to the public could become too
expensive for those who need them most. Some organizations could die, and with them, the vital
services that they provide - forever - thus increasing the burden on government to provide those
servIces.

The long-term damage that could be done by repealing the GET exemption far exceeds any
short-term benefit from increased income to the State.

Aloha,
Marsha Schweitzer
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Conference room: 308
Testifier position: oppose
Testifier will be present: No
Submitted by: Alan Gottlieb
Organization: Hawaii Cattlemen's Council
Address:
Phone: 808-306-7769
E-mail: gottlieb@hawaii.rr.com
Submitted on: 2/17/2010

Comments:
This exemption for Agricultural Products from the General Excise Tax is one small piece of
the puzzle which keeps our Agriculturtal industry alive. Every measure which makes it more
expensive to grow thing for our people in Hawaii, drives us one step closer to total
dependancy on imports to feed the people of Hawaii.
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Conference room: 3e8
Testifier position: oppose
Testifier will be present: No
Submitted by: Linda Umstead
Organization: Individual
Address: Ualalehu Mililani, HI
Phone: ses 623-6497
E-mail: lrumstead@yahoo.com
Submitted on: 2/17/2ele

Comments:
It seems that while the government has turned to nonprofits to fill the void left by their
budget deficits, they still think it is OK to add a tax to their already heavy burden. This
is called killing the golden goose. Be reasonable! Please don't tax nonprofit organizations.
They are already struggling mightily to help those left behind by the government itself.
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Conference room: 308.
Testifier position: oppose
Testifier will be present: No
Submitted by: Karen A. Fischer
Organization: Individual
Address: 661 Kilihau St. Wailuku
Phone: 808-283-7007
E-mail: awapuhi1@hawaiiantel.net
Submitted on: 2/17/2010

Comments:
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TAXBILLSERVICE
126 Queen Street. Suite 304 TAX FOUNDATION OF HAWAII Honolulu, Hawall96813 Tel. 536--4587

SUBJECT: GENERAL EXCISE, PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY; Exemptions and exclusions;
exempt amounts received by submanager and suboperator

BILL NUMBER: HB 2878

INTRODUCED BY: Say

BRIEF SUMMARY: Amends HRS section 237-23 to repeal the following general excise tax exemptions
granted to: (1) fraternal benefit societies, orders or associations which provide payment ofdeath, sick,
accident, prepaid legal services, or other benefits to its members; (2) corporations, associations, trusts or
societies organized for charitable, scientific, or education purposes including the operation of senior
citizen housing facilities, operation of a prepaid legal services plan, operation ofa homeless facility; (3)
business leagues, chambers of commerce, boards of trade, agricultural and horticultural organizations; (4)
hospitals, infirmaries, and sanitaria; (5) cooperative associations incorporated under HRS chapter 421 or
IRC code section 521; (6) corporations, companies, associations, or trusts organized to establish
cemeteries; and (7) nonprofit shippers associations.

Amends HRS section 237-24 to repeal the general excise tax exemption for: (1) the first $2,000 received
by any blind, deaf, or totally disabled person; and (2) amounts received by a producer of sugarcane from
the manufacturer. Also proposes a general excise tax exemption for amounts received as a gift or
donation by a: (A) fraternal benefit society, order, or association; (B) corporation, association, trust, or
society organized and operated exclusively for charitable, scientific, or educational purposes; (C) business
league, chamber of commerce, board of trade, civic league, agricultural or horticultural organization, and
organization operated exclusively for the benefit of the community and for the promotion of social
welfare; (0) hospital, infirmary, or sanitarium; (E) cooperative associations; or (F) corporation, company,
association, or trust organized for the establishment and conduct of a cemetery.

Amends HRS section 237-24.3 to repeal the general excise tax exemption for: (1) amounts received from
the loading, transportation and unloading ofagricultural commodities; (2) amounts received for the sale
of liquor, cigarettes and tobacco products, and agricultural, meat or fish products to any person or
common carrier in interstate or foreign commerce; (3) amounts received for the unloading of cargo,
tugboat service, or pilots to ships or barges; (4) amounts received for the sale ofprescription drugs and
prosthetic devices; (5) dues received by an unincorporated merchants association; (6}amounts received
by a labor organization for the leasing of real property; (7) amounts received from the rental or leasing of
aircraft or aircraft engines used for interstate commerce.

Amends HRS section 237-24.7 to repeal the general excise tax exemption for: (1) amounts received as
compensation by community organizations, school booster clubs and nonprofit organizations under a
contract with the chief elections officer for the provision of services; (2) amounts received as grants
under HRS section 206M-15.
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Amends HRS section 237-27 to repeal the exemption of certain petroleum refiners and impose a tax of
0.5% on the gross income derived from the sale of petroleum products.

Amends HRS 237-29.55 to repeal the general excise tax exemption on the sale of tangible personal
property imported for resale and provide that such transaction shall be subject to the 0.5% wholesale rate.

Amends HRS section 238-1 to repeal the use tax exemption for: (1) the leasing or renting of aircraft used
in interstate air transportation; (2) the use of oceangoing vehicles for passengers or goods within the
state; (3) the use of material, parts, or tools imported or purchased for aircraft service and maintenance or
the construction ofan aircraft maintenance facility; (4) the use of services or contractingimported for
resale for use outside the state.

Amends HRS section 238-3 to repeal the use tax exemption for: (1) the sale ofliquor, cigarettes and
tobacco products imported into the state and sold to any person or common carrier in interstate
commerce; (2) vessels constructed under a large fishing vessel loan program ofDBEDT prior to July 1,
1969; and (3) an air pollution control facility exempted under the general excise tax.

Amends HRS section 349-10 to delete the stipulation that proceeds earned from the annual senior
citizen's fair are a casual sale.

Amends Act 239, SLH 2007, as amended by Act 196, SLH 2009, to delete the December 31,2010
sunset date.

. Makes conforming amendments to HRS sections 235-110.7,237-1,237-4,237-21,237-22,246-34.5,
356-129, 42IH-4, Act 70, SLH 2009, and Act 141, SLH 2009.

Permanently repeals the following general excise tax exemptions:

(1) HRS section 201H-36;
(2) HRS section 237-16.8 - certain convention, conference, and trade show fees;
(3) HRS section 237-17 - persons with impaired sight, hearing, or totally disabled;
(4) HRS section 237-24.5 - stock exchanges;
(5) HRS section 237-24.9 - aircraft service and maintenance facility;
(6) HRS section 237-26 - exemption of certain scientific contracts with the U.S.;
(7) HRS section 237-27.5 - air pollution control facility;
(8) HRS section 237-28.1 - exemption of certain shipbuilding and ship repair business;
(9) HRS section 237-29 - exemptions for certified or approved housing projects;
(10) HRS section 237-29.5 - exemption for sales of tangible personal property shipped out-of-

state; )
(II) HRS section 237-29.53 - exemption for contracting or services exported out-of-state; and
(12) HRS section 237-29.8 - call centers, exemption; engaging in business.

Permanently repeals the following public service company tax provisions:

(I) HRS section 239-6.5 - tax credit for lifeline telephone service subsidy;
(2) HRS section 239-11 - exemption for certain contract carriers; and
(3) HRS section 239-12 - call centers, exemption, engaging in business;
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Amends HRS section 46-15.1 to repeal the general excise tax exemption for county projects that provide
low and moderate income housing projects.

Amends HRS section 209E-II to provide that no general excise tax exemption shall be granted for: (1)
any qualified business that begins operation in an enterprise zone after June 30, 2010; (2) a contractor
who performs work for any qualified business that begins operation in an enterprise zone after June 30,
2010; or (3) a contractor who performs work after June 30, 2010 for any qualified business.

This act shall be repealed on June 30,2015; provided that HRS sections 46-15.1 (re-enacts general excise
tax exemption for county housing projects but deletes the award of affordable housing credits for homes
built on Hawaiian Homes Lands), 209E-Il, 235-110.7, 237-1, 237-4, 237-21,237-22,237-23,237-24,
237-27,237-29.55,238-1,238-3,246-34.5,349-10, 356D-129, 421H-4, amended by this act shall be
reenacted in the form in which they read on the day prior to the effective day ofthis act. The amendment
to Act 239, SLH 2007, as amended by Act 196, SLH 2009, shall be repealed.

EFFECTIVE DATE: July I, 2010

STAFF COMMENTS: This measure attempts to broaden the general excise tax base by repealing numerous
• exemptions including the broad-based exemption for not-for-profit organizations with the exception of

religious organizations. It does retain the exempt for recognition of gifts and donations to not-for-profit
organizations, but it subjects income that would be received for services and products provided by these
not-for-profit organizations. It should be remembered that many of these organizations are conferred
with tax-exempt status by both the federal and state income tax laws because they are recognized as
providing a public good or service that government would otherwise have to provide which includes
everything from scientific research to child protective services to affordable housing to medical services.
Because these organizations are not burdened with the bureaucracy found in government, they can often
provide these goods and services much more efficiently and at a lower cost that government can. Thus,
the tax exempt status recognizes that if burdened with the payment of taxes, those goods and services
would either Come at a much higher cost or the delivery would be at a far lower quality. Thus, it makes
no sense to impose the general excise tax on the gross receipts of the not-far-profit organizations in tum
for a lesser tax rate as many of these organizations will go out ofbusiness.

Lawmakers should remember that the general excise tax is a tax on gross receipts and not on net income,
so a company, or in this case a not-far-profit organization, pays the tax without regard for costs and
expenses incurred for the goods or services provided.

•
While some of the other exemptions, such as for scientific contracts, may seem plausible targets for
repeal, care should be exercised as to unintended consequences if repealed. For example, the exemption
for stevedoring activities was enacted with the thought that if the general excise tax was imposed on
those activities the cost of everything brought in or sent out of the state would be that much more
expensive, increasing the cost ofliving in Hawaii while making Hawaii made products less competitive on
the world market.

In addition, it appears that the proposed general excise and use tax exemptions are to be repealed to
generate additional tax revenue. While the continuance of some of these exemptions is questionable,
many ofthe exemptions exist because if the general excise tax were imposed on these entities or

. transactions, it would impose an undue burden or cause businesses to structure transactions in an
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inefficient manner. Other exemptions exist because imposing the general excise tax would mean double
taxation of the same income, or it would mean imposing the tax on another tax or where superior law
prohibits taxation.

Those exemptions of questionable existence were granted as incentives to encourage taxpayers to engage
in certain types ofbehavior. Whether or not these exemptions should be continued is a matter of policy
for the legislature to reaffirm. If these exemptions are deemed necessary to maintain a sp'ecific type of
activity, lawmakers should justifY the contributions to the economy the activity makes and acknowledge
that such incentives come at the expense ofall taxpayers. Existing general excise tax exemptions should
be exainined to ascertain whether they are still necessary.

Among those general excise tax exemptions which, if repealed, could create inefficiencies in the way
business is conducted in Hawaii, are the exemptions for cooperative associations (HRS 237-23),
cooperative housing corporations (-24), and reimbursement of nonprofit homeowner associations, and
advertising contributions to an unincorporated merchants association (-24.3).

Then there is the matter of consistency in recognizing certain entities as being exempt because they
provide a public purpose such as charitable, scientific, and educational organizations, nonprofit health
care organizations, nonprofit shippers, nonprofit child placing organizations (fIRS 237-23 and -24).

This then leaves those exemptions which beg justification based on policy established by the legislature.
It is a matter for the legislature to justifY repealing the exemption or continuing it. Included in this group
are exemptions for fraternal benefit societies, business leagues, cemetery associations (HRS 237-23),
income of the blind, deaf or disabled, (-24), prescription drugs and prosthetic devices (-24.3), stock
exchanges (-24.5), scientific contracts with the U.S. (-26), shipbuilding (-28. I), and certified housing
projects (-29). .

The elimination of these exemptions may cause more inequities and problems. An examination and
elimination of the tax credits would be a preferable method in the search for additional revenues.

The measure also repeals the sunset date of Act 196, SLH 2009. Act 239, SLH 2007, provided that
amounts received by a submanager of an association of apartment owners of a condominium property
regime or nonprofit homeowners or community association as reimbursement for payment of common
expenses shall not be subject to general excise taxation. Act 239 also provided that the general excise tax
shall not be applicable to amounts received by a timeshare association and by the suboperator of a hotel
from a timeshare association or from the operator of the hotel that are disbursed for employee wages,
salaries, payroll taxes, insurance premiums and benefits. While Act 239, SLH 2007, was scheduled to
sunset on 12/31/09, Act 196, SLH 2009, extended this exemption until 12/31/10. This measure would
make it permanent.

Another inconsistency in the bill is that while the general excise tax exemption for an affordable housing
project is repealed for the duration of the bill, the measure restores the general excise tax exemption for
county affordable housing projects but not for affordable housing projects certified by the state. It would
seem that in its pursuit of more affordable housing, this is one exemption that should be reinstated.
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Comments:
Non-profit arts organizations in Hawaii have been seriously shaken by the economic crlS1S.
Directors of small non-profits have lost their jobs, e.g., Lyman Museum in Hilo, and will
subsequently loose' their accreditation with the American Museums Association because they do
not have a full ~ime, qualified director. The purpose of terminating the director's position

(and stepping down to volunteer run museum was to save money.

',nis is just one instance in Hawaii. There are many others .and HB2878 along with the loss of
funding for art in public places will have an irrevocable, damaging effect on the nonprofit
arts organizations for our state.

The Hawaii GET is a gross receipts tax on every dollar a nonprofit receives, except for gifts
and donations, not just net income after expenses. Nonprofits would have to pay the tax even
if they are losing.money.

Nonprofits are tax-exempt because they provide a social good that government would otherwise,
in theory, have furnish, such as caring for the mentally ill. Nonprofits are able to provide
these services more economically and efficiently than the state, but taxing the nonprofit
would add tremendously to their costs and would reduce the services that they can provide the
public.

Even nonprofit schools such as Hawaiian Charter Schools, that reduce state spending on
education, would have to pay the tax.

This far-reaching bill would have dire implications, especially when donations, grants and
contracts are being cut, unemployment is surging and the community is pleading for more
nonprofit services, such as health care, food, shelter, and child and elderly care.

Support for the Arts and artists is at an all time low. According to the National Arts
Index, conducted over four and a half years, the first study of the health and Vitality of
the arts industry in the united States looked at seventy-six indicators in nine categories to

irive at a decade-long view of trends in arts philanthropy, participation, and creativity as
'well as the relationship of the arts to other areas of American life, including employment

and education. The measures include capacity and infrastructure, participation, contributed
support, employment, nonprofit, creativity, demand for arts education, arts business, and
competitiveness.



Please read the attached National Arts Index report to get a better understanding of the
importance of the arts nonprofits for our local community.

{
',_ ia musician, dancer and arts coordinator, I very strongly oppose HB2878.

Sincerely,
Teri L. Skillman
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Introducing The National Arts Index

Robert L. Lynch, President & CEO, Americans for the Arts
...- ',. ·i.",

, ,.:"

What a difference a half century of support for the arts rnak~s.. .... .... ....••. i.
When Americans for the Arts was established 50 years ago, iil.l?(iO •.. :··
there was no National Endowment for the Arts nor the $5 billion in~rts funding it h~sii'1~~iliyest~do~er~~~y~~is
in the.arts in America., , Today's billions in corporate arts contributionswas so small that it \'lias list~di''1'P'19'9ther~

in philanthropy reports '" Fifty years ago, 13,000 bachelor's degrees were conferr~d in tnevisual. <uicip¢rfwrning:.·
arts-70,000 fewer than in 2008 ... There were less than 7,000 nonpr9fit artsorganizationsccirnpareci~o,04,900
today ... We had just one-third of the 1,750 TV channels that we have today. " The Lib~aryof<:oi1gr~ssrec~iiieci '.' '.
70,000 copyright registrations for musical compositions; todays annual figure of1 31,0001$ n~arlyt\Vice that; ,: .
There were just over 20,000 photography businesses in the entire U.s.-today We count that inany in.CillJf9rnia~L .
Five state arts agencies have blossomed to 50, and 400 local arts agencies t05,000 ... and.w~ocoyldhilveirnagined
technology would enhance art forms and create new ones-opera simulc~sts,YouTubea$ a cilStri.bution networ~'
for concert music" or sports stars dancing in competitions on TV? . . .. "" ... ... . ..

8road measures and provocative anecdotes such as these paint anex~ans!vePictur~~i~o~t~~a~~"ali,,'gr~~n.
Yet, the arts are filr from adequately represented through the kind of rigorous national research effort nee~eci .
by the public, policy makers, anci scholars to track their progress anci public effectiveness.: :.. . . ... . ,

Why measure? If something is important to us, we want to know as much a<we can ab~~t it·.p!ogress •..' ',' .... "
and problems, how much of it there is, and how it is changing over time; Thatis why we set OUt to.createa~jn!lle .. · '
indicator system that measures the health and Vitality ofthe arts.."similarto hO.w Unite<:lWilyofAn'lericatrac;is .•
"Goals for the Common Good" orThe Conference Board tracks consurner tonfidente-'a;t001 to stirnulatepublic
dialogue about the value ofthe arts as well as improve policy and decision-making. ..' .. .,. ". ' ".

(
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3. How the public participates in and consumes the arts is expanding. Tens of millions of people attend
concerts, plays, opera, and museum exhibitions, yet the percentage of the U.s. population attending these arts
events is shrinking, and the decline is noticeable. On the increase, however, is the percentage ofthe American
public personally creating art (e.g., music making, and drawing). Technology is changing how Americans
experience the arts and consumption via technology and social media is also up.

4. The competitiveness ofthe arts is slipping. The arts, in many ways, are not stacking up well against other'
uses of audience members'time, donor and funder commitment, or spending when compared to non-luissectors:'

Many of us have experienced the realities these figures indicate. Only now, however, do we havethe';~sear&:' ' "
to underscore our observations on a national scale, to track ifconditions improve or worsel), and gaLJg¢_t~e' .,
effectiveness of remedial efforts designed to strengthen the arts. We will publish Index updates every QctClber,
during the annual National Arts and Humanities Month. ' ,,' ' , , ",'

A Time of Opportunity

The current economic crisis offers a unique and important opportuni~ to begina natio~al~onve;~a;i';habCJut how", ' •
we value the arts, as individuals, communities, and a nation. We need to rethinka nonpr9fjt ~'lts ~;'Ctqr that has , ",','"
experienced drastic growth and success, yet in many ways remains tethered to support mod'lls that have remaine~.~'',-,--c-
unchanged for a half century. ' "':' ' '" ' ' ,

• How do we build greater demand for the arts? Declines in audience and tl1einarketshiirefdr sOme parts ", '
ofthe arts can only be reversed by greater engagement by citizens. Renowned viQ,liriistisiiaditemsaid, '
"If nobody wants to go to our concert, nothing will stop them." Ample supply of thearts is onlyori" part '
of the equation. ' , ' '

Can the capacity issues be addressed by broadening the business structure opportunjti~$b~y'ond ,
the 501 (c)(3) using incubators, shared services and spaces, or betteruse ofexisting lielll.!es? ' '

• Are public and private sectorfunders ready to embrace more fitting fundi rig inodeisforaneW (olnpetlt;ve
world? Do funders need to examine theirrole in the arts and consider how arts programs l1!'l!d' ' '
to be validated by the audience as well as by the institution?' . , ",

• How do we help arts organizations-nonprofit, for-profit, and voiunteeralike-WhQ"a\lernui:~,
in common take advantage of their shared circumstances in the form of collal>ol'litiQris?' " ,,

~ ..'. .
" ,-

The National Arts Index establishes an enormous opportunity to begin a conversation aboJHhead:s~nclt?eirvalue
to communities-one that is more considered and lacks the fervor often associated withthetypic:ali,rnp~tusfor:Such,
conversations ("Funding cuts!"or"Public art controversyl"). It provides a commOn currency oflanguage/aWay,' ' "
for more people to talk about the health and vitality ofthe arts using similar information and simlla.f'terrns.' '
The National Arts Index makes it easier to talk in an informed manner about why change is octuraiig,'wh"re '
things are going in the future, and how the arts can stay vital. ,,' ' " ','

As Americans for the Arts celebrates its 50'" anniversary in 2010, we will use the findings fromtheNational Arts,
Index and tackle these paradigm-changing questions. We will spend our 50'"year listening andlearning" "
by travelling to communities across the country, hosting national-Ievelconferences to exchange ideas,' '
and engaging not just the artists and arts leaders, but a host of local, state, and national leaders from, "
other sectors aimed at shaping a positive future for the arts in America.• ' " . ,

Iam grateful to the Rockefeller Foundation, Henry Luce Foundation,TheKresgeFOundati~n,~ndtl1eRJt~LinYTr4st
for their support of this work and creating the opportunities made avail~bl,e by our new NatiorlalAJ1S Index> At last
we have the national-level longitudinal trends of meaningful data that will enable us to track andtalk ~l!:iotit
the health and vitality of the arts in America. Let the conversation begin!, ." ",' ,', '
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Chapter 1. Overview and Major Findings

The arts are deeply embedded in America's society. economy, and everyday life. The presence of arts and culture is seen
in the more than two million working artists, 100,000 nonprofit arts organizations and 600,000 more arts businesses, hundreds
of millions of consumers and audiences, and billions of dollars in consumer spending. Given its significance to American life,
the vitality ofthe arts and c;ulture system is a matter of continuing interest, and good information about the condition ofthe arts
is a critical element afthat interest. There are rl)any individual measures of artists, markets, and audiences that are used to track
aspects of the arts industries, but very few on the whole arts system, and they are intermittent. This report addresses that gap
by assembling awide range of indicators about the arts into a single annual measure, the National Arts Index.

The National Arts index, created by Americans for the Arts, is a highly-distilled annual measure of the health and vitality of arts
in the U.S. using 76 equal-weighted, national-level indicators of arts and culture activity. This report covers an 11~year period,
from 1998 to 2008. Simiiarto reports such as The Conference Board's tracking of consumer confidence or United Way's Goals
for the Common Good, the National Arts Index views the arts as a dynamic system and provides reliable longitudinal information.
The National Arts Index is unique when compared to other arts data systems in its scope, amount of data it presents, and annual
publication. With easy-to-read tables, graphs, and analysis of five- and ten-year trends in the arts, the Index is a tool to stimulate
public dialogue about the value olthe arts as well as improve policy and decision-making.

,~

~li~,,~re,thoU~h higher is better. Ascore of lis would conveyth~tarts ~nd:c~ltu;~'
oll'\ponen(dfsociety than Quring the past decade...:charae;te'izedbY..stiong,finari'·

.~~~~~i!:~~iff~!~?,~'i'?;~!i'~;·:~;if~!:·~~.~:~;~~l~!Y:e ·~:P.~_i!i9~)_nAm~~i;~~,2f~~~~\~~~~~~t~i~i~~~ ';;"~';'~_:
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What's Treasured is Measured

If something is important and vital, we want to know how much of it there is and how it is changing. We want to measure it
and track it over time, as people do with their weight and income. The arts are a fundamental component of a healthy society,
based on virtues that touch the individual. community, and the nation-benefits that persist even in difficult social
and economic times:

- Aesthetics: The arts create beauty and preserve it as part of culture

- Creativity: The arts encourage creativity, a critical skill in a dynamic world

- Expression: Artistic work lets us communicate our interests and visions

.-Identity: Arts goods, services, and experiences help define our culture

-Innovation: The arts are sources of new ideas, futures, concepts, and connections

- Preservation: Arts and Eulture keep our collective memories intact

- Prosperity: The arts cr~ate millions of jobs and enhance economic health

- Skills: Arts aptitudes and techniques are needed in all sectors of society and work

- Social Capital: We enjoy the arts together, across races, generations, and places

For these reasons, it is important to understand how the arts thrive and remain healthy, enabling them to deliver these valuable
benefits. It is this health and ability to sustain itself over time that we refer to as the "vitality"of arts and culture.

.Transforming Complexity to Simpli(ity

The difficulty faced by most individuals-even those within the arts-is synthesizing many sets of data into a concise, cogent
portrayal of the arts. Indicators (from the latin indicaTe-meaning to announce, show, or point out) are statistical measures
that, quite simply, help people understand how things change over time (outputs, opinions, operations). Indicators are not
one-time snapshots of current conditions. Rather, they are a systematic data collection initiative that is conducted regularly
overtime.

One need not look far to appreciate the ubiquitous presence of indicators in our society. In other areas of broad social
interest. like the stock market or the overall economy, there are standard measures that provide a common language
and understanding. If sbmeone says that the "Dow" is going up or down, arthat Gross Domestic Product (GOP) is rising
or falling, we understand that these are broad measures of stock market performance or overall economic strength. Indicators
are well understood and respected by public and private sector leaders as well as by ordinary citizens. They compress large
amounts of data into one number that is calculated the same way every day (the Dow) and every year or caiendar quarter (the
GDP), making it easy to compare performance between time periods. The National Arts Index provides an annual measure
of the arts with these same qualfties, at annual intervals.

The National Arts Index offers an enormous opportunity to begin a conversation about the arts and their value to communities.
It provides a "common currency of language;' a way for more people to talk about the arts using similaJ information and similar
terms. By offering a consistent way to measure change over time, the Index makes it easier to talk about why change
is occurring, where things may be going in the future, and how the arts can stay vital.
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Arts and Culture: An Interdependent System of Industries

While the use of the term "the artsU is common, there is no single arts "industry~ The arts are, in fact, composed of millions
of artists, hundreds of thousands of businesses, tens of thousands of nonprofits, and numerous government agencies
and programs at every level, involving paid staff and volunteers. Artists work not only as sculptorsJ musicians, and poets,
but also in automobile design, advertising, and video game animation. Arts organizations include theaters, symphonies,
and museums as well as design, architecture, and publishing companies.

Adding to this complexity is the interdependence ofthese efforts. For example, while some artists are independent, they
may depend on arts facilities in which to exhibit their work and audiences to purchase it. Philanthropic giving is a whole
area of study, as is how arts organizations turn contributions into products and experiences to be consumed by an audience.
Thus, the National Arts Index measures not just a single industry, but rather an entire interdependent system of arts industries.
Some of the many elemen.ts captured in this system include personal creation, arts education, personal spending on the arts,
private and public funding to the arts, attendance at performing arts events, museum visitation, the arts labor market, money
flowing into arts and culture, arts retailers, technological effects of the arts, and more.

Context matters. The nation is constantly changing in ways that affect the arts. Some indicators in this report are adjusted
to account for the effects of broad national change factors, such as population growth, in order to distinguish changes in the
arts from shifts that aff~ct all business sectors. For example, attendance at public performances is considered not solely as total
numbers, but also as a share of the ever-growing U.S. population. If total attendance at a particular art form increases at a rate
of 0.5 percent per year-while total population grows at a 1 percent rate-then thai art form is effectively losing ground.
That is, even though attendance numbers may be up, a shrinking portion o£the population is attending. Reporting both
the number of people attending as well as the population share provides a more broadly informative measure ofactivity.

(,

• The U.S. population grew by 34 million people from 1998 to 2008, an increase of 13 percent.
Additionally, the pQpulation became more diverse, olde.r, and clustered in metropolitan areas.

• Real Gross Domestic Product (GOP), • widely used measure ofthe economy that takes inflation
into acco~nt, increased by 29 percent from 1998 to 2008, even with the steep drops between
2000 and 2002. Thus, the arts in that time period had access to an expanding economy.
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• Inflation has a powerful effect when examined over the past 11 years. While small
in each individual year, it totals 32 percent between 1998 and 2008. This creates
a decline in purchasing power that puts pressure on the arts to produce for more
people at a progressively higher cost. For this reason, almost all financial indicators
in this report are in Hconstant" dollars with a base 012003.

Ten Key Findings from the National Arts Index

The overall National Arts Index score is only one of the big stories in this report. The accompanying detail supporting
that score is another rich source of data and perspectives on the arts fields. Following are ten "sub-stories'from the Index
-decade-long views illustrating trends in philanthropy, participation, and creativity as well as the relationship of the arts
to other areas of American life, such as employment and education. They highlight the years from 1998 to 2007, and provide
initial estimates for 2008. Since the purpose of the National Arts Index is to promote discourse about the arts, we offer several
questions about each of these findings as a means to stimulate dialogue. (Additional detail on the specific indicators used
in these views can be found in Appendix F.)

For those seeking a systems-based approach to analyzing the Index, Chapter 2 of this report presents the 76 indicators as
components of a comprehensive system called the 'Arts and Culture Balanced Scorecard~ This model groups the 76 indicators
Into four components: financial flows, capacity, participation, and competitiveness. Finally, the 76 individual indicators have
their own compelling story. One-page reports about each of them-data, vintag'e, index score, and interpretation
-are presented in chapters 3-6.

1. The arts follow the business cycle.

In general, the arts are responsive to changes in the economy, both positive and negative. This is not
surprising, as the U.S. arts industries are composed of nearly 700,000 businesses, 2.24 million artists
in the workforce, and·count on billions in consumer spending. Thus, the arts are subject tothe booms
and busts that the whole economy experiences. The National Arts Index was strongest in the late J9905
and dipped following the recession in the early 2000s. It Inched back between 2004 and 2007-though
failed to regain its 19905 levels-before dropping again in 2008 during the recession. As there is no one
single arts industry, at any given time some sectors of the arts are thriving while others falter. Motion
pictures, for example, have historically done very well in a down economy. In 2007, more than half
of the indicators rose from the previous year. In 2008, however, just one-third increased. Based on past
patterns, including lags between overall economic changes and the fortunes ofthe arts, the arts may
not "hit bottom" until 2011..

2.The number of artists and arts organizations has grown steadily over the past decade.

720'"

Figure B. National Arts Index Capacity & Infrastructure Measure (2003 =100.0)
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This finding illustrates one of the report's most striking results: the steady increase in the capacity olthe
arts industries. Capacity and Infrastructure indicators reflect the growth of entities-both individuals
and organizations-that provide arts and culture in the U.S. Over the ten-year span from 1998 to 2007, the
arts attracted more and more organizations, workers in artistic occupations, employees at arts businesses,
and individual artists; raised more capital; and produced more aggregate payroll. This steady increase
in supply was found in both the nonprofit and business sectors.

Americans have increasingly shown that they want to be artists, want arts organizations in their communities,
and want to study and enjoy the arts -all of ",hich is evidenced by the data. The concern for the future is
that we don't know (1) ilthe current capacity is sustainable, or (2) how today's capacity -both physical
and human-will match tomorrow's demand for the arts.

Questions for consideration:

• How sustainable is the past decade's growth in capacity (i.e., are the arts ·overbuilt?")?

• What businesses in your community are artists working in that are not typically considered
an arts organizations (e.g., design, planning)?

How can available facilities be used to deliver the arts as creation, exhibition, performance,
preparation, collaboration, and education?"

• What will be the effects of continuing developments in technology on the capacity needed
to deliver the arts?

3. How the public participates in and consumes the arts is expanding.

Figure C. National Arts Index Participation Measure (2003 = 100.0)

Arts participation has grown steadily between 2002 and 2007-with 2007 the highest olthe 10 years.
There are 22 indicators in the National Arts Index that comprise the arts participation measure. While
there is greater participation overall, there are measurable shifts. This change is being driven by advances
in technology, increased diversity and aging of the population, a growing interest in personal creation,
and more direct audience engagement and interaction.

• Attendance at mainstream nonprofit arts organizations is in a steady decline. Marketdata gathered
by Scarborough Research (200,000 surveys annually in the largest 81 metropolitan areas) indicate
the percentage of the population attending museums and performing arts events (symphony,
dance, opera, theater) decreased 13 percent and 17 percent, respectively, between 2003-2008.

• The percentage of the American public personally creating art (e.g.. photography, music making,
and drawing) is growing slightly ahead ofthe growth rate ofthe U.S. population, up from 18.5
to 19.5 percent between 2003 and 2008. For example, the National Association of Music Merchants
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developed the Weekend Warriors program, designed to bring baby boomers back to active music
making, which has yielded a significant increase in guitar sales.

• A greater percentage of total personal consumption WillS spent on arts and culture (e.g., theater,
books, movies), growing from 1.78 to 1.83 percent.

• Community-based and culturally specific arts organizations are driving participation and vitality.
The number of these organizations has grown faster than the rate of growth for all n(>nprofit arts
organizations-and even faster than the rate ofthe minority population in the U.S. Additional
analysis oftheir financial data reveals thatthey are more likely to complete their fiscal year with
ill surplus than the remaining universe of nonprofit arts organizations.

• Technology is changing both how the arts are accessed and consumed. The number of CD
and record stores has been reduced by half in five years, while online downloads of singles
and albums have grown fourafold in three years. This not only provides consumers with access
to ill vastly larger catalogue, but greater control of when and how to access their music. More arts
organizations use the Internet to share program content with their audien'ces or market using social
networking. For instance, the Metropolitan Opera has had great success with movie theater
simulcasts. ArtsMemphis, ill local arts agency, has created an app for iPhone users providing instant
access to an interactive cultural calendar. Even within technology, there is variation ",public radio
listenership is up, while public TV viewership is down).

4. The subsidy model is struggling: nonprofit arts organintions are losing their"market share"
of philanthropy to other charitable areas.
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Figure D. National Arts Index ContributedSupport Measure (2003 = 100.0)

This view averages the scores of 17 separate indicators of private philanthropic support of the arts
by corporations, foundations, and indiViduals, plus government funding atthe federal, state, and local levels.
The typical nonprofit arts organization generates only half of its revenue from earned income (ticket sales,
advertising), thus the other half raised through contributions and grants is vital.

In the public sphere, federal funding stayed level, and local government funding increased when adjusted
for inflation. State government funding grew to record levels in the 19905 and then plummeted in the early
2000s. Private sector giving tracks very closely with the economy. The current economic turmoil complicates
matters for arts organizations as the finance sector, severely hit in this economic downturn, has traditionally
been the strongest arts funder in the corporate community.

The share offoundation and corporate funding being directed to the arts is in an unmistakable decline.
Between 1998 and 2007, the percentage offoundation funding directed to the arts decreased from 14.8
to 10.6 percent. The corporate giving share to the arts decreased from 10.3 to 4.6 percent during
the same period.
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Apreliminary estimate of 2008, using 12 ofthe indicators, shows that the Contributed Support measure
declined to 96.0.

These data provoke some hard questions:

• Is the failure of the arts to maintain market share among providers of contributed support a
short-term problem related to increased social service, health, and educational needs,
or will it persist?

• Are the funding IDsses a symptDm Df a mDre fundamental prDblem Df dDnDrs and funders nDt
valuing and appreciating the arts?

• How can available facilities be used to deliver the arts as creation,exhibition, performance,
preparation, collaboration, and education'1

• Is "art for art's sake"a sufficient rationale any more, or will support depend on validation·
by audiences of serious potential for earned income? If the latter, what does that mean for the future
of artistic creativity, the"R and D" of the arts?

5. Arts emplDyment has grDwn steadily Dver the past decade.
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Figure E. National Arts Index Employment Measure (2003 = 100)

Eleven employment related indicators (numbers of artists, workers in arts industries, volunteers, labor
organization, and artistic workers' income measures) show long-term growth in the number of people
making a liVing as artists and as a result of arts businesses. Some of these employment indicators are based
Dn occupation, using the kind of work that people do (according to their employer). There were 1.7 million
such arts workers in 2007. Others are based on the kind of employer, some of which are in arts and culture
industries. These employers have about 2.1 million workers·in 2007, including some who do work that is
not clearly artistic (e.g., the accounting staff in a theatre). Athird approach is. based on what people declare
as their primary occupation. By that standard, the number of artists in the workforce is 2.24 million. The
specifics of each measure help to explain the apparent contradiction. For example, there were almost
700,000 solo artists in 2007. They are arts workers, but not necessarily arts "employees~ Many artists also
work only part-time as artists and supple~ent their income with other kinds of work.

There is notable growth in independent artist-entrepreneurs (509,000 to 6BO,000 from 2000 to 2007). There
was a 17 percent increase from 1996 to 2008 in the number of working artists (1.9 to 2.24 million). Artists
remained a steady 1.5 percent share of the total civilian workforce.

Using the six indicators out of 11 available at this time, the 2008 Employment measure is estimated at 105.3,
practically equal to its 2007 score.
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Despite this, the future holds many uncertainties for the arts labor market:

• Continued entry into the arts labor force in the past is encouraging, as it shows how the arts have
attracted different kinds of workers into different kinds of jobs. Now, the question is, how will the
arts and culture labor markets rebound from the recession?

• Will the growing interest in fields like mobile applications and video gaming lead to additional
hiring of designers and artists?

• Unemployment has been such a strong feature of the recession for all sectors of the economy.
Recent NEA studies point out that artists have twice the unemployment rate of other professional
workers. Will that gap widen or narrow?

Part~timework is a growing part of every occupation and business. This is the case in the arts as well
(as it has been historically). How will this affect the institutional structure ofthe arts?

6. The number of nonprofit arts organizations grows annually, yet one in three fail to achieve
a balanced budget.
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Figure F. National Arts Index Nonprofit Measure (2003 = 100.0)

This measure is composed of 22 indicators. Many of them are based on data collected by the National Center
for Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute as well as other information from national service organizations
for art forms that are typically made up of nonprofit organizations (theatre, opera, sYmphony, and museum).
Some indicators in this view are financial, others address attendance, volunteerism, and measures
of philanthropy. The high numbers in the early years of the decade are largely driven by philanthropy,
while increases in 2006 stem from the creation of new organizations, nonprofit arts revenue, and a strong
influx of capital.

There has been a steady growth in the number of nonprofit arts organizations over the past decade
(73,000 to 104,000). So rapid was this growth that between 2003 and 2008, there was a new nonprofit arts
organization created every three hours. The challenge for these organizations is that even in good economic
years, one in three failed to achieve a break even budget. So, it is not surprising to note that the estimate
of the 2008 Nonprofit Organizations measure dropped significantly, to 92.1 (using 12 of the 22 indicators).
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The challenges facing the nonprofit sector of the economy are mirrored in the arts, as has been widely
reported. For the arts nonprofits in particular, some of the struggles are at the survival level:

• In the face of declining levels of philanthropic support, is there a threat to the continued
viability of the nonprofit structure as a home for the arts?

• For decades, nonprofit arts organizations have been venues of artistic entrepreneurship,
organizations with imaginative, independent leaders.. Will as many small entities be able
to thrive in an environment with scarcer resources, and how will they respond to pressure
to collaborate and even merge?

• As these threats to the nonprofit arts mount, what other kinds of social enterprise, and what
other kinds of structures (such as umbrella organizations and incubators) will attract audiences
and contributed support?

7. Arts organizations continue to create new work; more of the American public is creating
their own art.

12D~,

Figure G. National Arts Index Creativity Measure (2003 = 100.0)

This view is composed of eight indicators ranging from personal creativity to premieres of new 'works
on the concert stage. The creation of new artistic work is critical to a successful arts ecology. Creativity is
generally vigorous at the individual level, driven by entry into the field by individual artists and new
organizations. We believe that this is only the "tip of the iceberg"for other kinds of activities that are harder
to measure~ such as music recording, photography, weekend rock bands, and increased amateur artistic
endeavors (examples of the "curatorial me"trend described by BiIIlvey and Steven Tepper). The percentage
of the American public personally creating art (e.g., ceramics, music making, and drawing) is groWing slightly
ahead of the growth rate of the U.S. population, up from lB.5 to 19.5 percent between 2003 and 200B.

The major performing arts disciplines continue to be exciting settings for the development and presentation
of new work. Data on premieres by American theatre companies, symphony orchestras, operas, Broadway
producers, and filmmakers are available from their trade associations: the Broadway League, league
of American Orchestras, Motion Picture Association of America, Opera America, and Theatre Communications
Group. These service organizations do valuable work in gathering information on their members'activities
and summarizing it for the public. They show over 1,100 new movies, plays~ operas and symphonies
premiered each year, a number that has grown annually since 2004. Premieres are often commissioned
and planned years before the public sees theil), so current economic problems are probably affecting
the number of such new works that were planned in 2008 and 2009 for release in 2010 and beyond.
While only five of the eight indicators are available to estimate the Creativity measure for 2008, they
show a decline to 102.2.
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Like so many other elements of the arts, personal creativity is both made easier and more challenging
by technology. At a minimum, technology has made creativity easier to disseminate. But it creates
difficulties for long-standing producers of the arts:

• How do these changes in method affect the content of new art, and what kinds of artistic techniques
will be valued?

• Aesthetic preferences are always in flux, but rarely as much ~s in the Internet era. Will this newfound
ease of creation and distribution lead to even faster changes in what is considered to be lJbeautiful?"

• How can arts organizations capitalize on the increased interest in making art, and will Americans'
creativity be expressed on their own or through arts organizations?

8. Demand for arts education is up.
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Figure H. National Arts IndexEducatianallnterest Measure [2003 =100.0)

Research by James Catterall at UCLA and others has demonstrated that students who are engaged in the
arts perform better academically-higher grade point averages and standardized test scores, lower drop-out
rates-a finding that cuts across all socio-economic strata. Yet, studies by the Center for Education Policy
and the Council for Better Education have both shown a decrease in the amount of arts education taking
place in the nation's schools, with cuts ranging from 25 to 33 percent.

While much attention is focused on the travails of arts education, there is surprisingly little national data
to measure how America's students are learning about the arts. The National Assessment of Educational
Progress, produced by the U.s. Department of Education, addresses the arts only sporadically. All of the
anecdotal information about local and state arts education funding for levels K-12 has not been assembled
into a single national statistic. By contrast, more information is available about student interests and choices
as they enter college and when they graduate. This education measure uses five such indicators.
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There is a clear increase in demand among college-bound high school seniors-the 1.5 million students
who take the SAT 1 ReasoningTests. Data from The College Board, which administers the test, show an
unmistakable upward trend in the percentage taking four years of arts and music classes while in high
school, and even an increase in the percentage who intend to pursue an arts-related degree in college.
Many of them have lived up to that expectation, too, with a steady growth in the number of arts degrees
conferred annually:

• The percentage of all SAT test takers with 4 years of arts and/or music increased from 1S.4 to 20.2
percent, between 1998 and 2009.

• Between 1998 and 2007, there was annual growth in the number of college arts degrees conferred
annually (75,000 to 120,000) as well as growth in the share of arts degrees as a percentage of all
degrees conferred (3.9 to 4.1 percent).

• The percentage of SAT test takers intending to pursue a college degree in the arts increased from 6.4
to 7.1 percent (1998-2008).

• Students taking four years of courses in art and music have higher SAT scores than those of students
taking fewer years.

Only three indicators are available for 2008, too few to provide an early estimate of the Educational Interest
measure for that year.

These findings provoke additional questions about arts education, particularly at the high school
and college levels:

• Will these positive associations between arts education and college entrance scores help push
education funders to reverse the slide in resources available for arts education?

• The number of intended arts majors and arts degrees awarded grew over the Index time period,
both in numbers and as a share. Are institutions of higher education ready to manage that increased
demand, with the faculty and other resources needed?

• As the share of degrees in the visual and performing arts grows, what will the labor markets hold,
and will those graduates find work in the arts?

9. The number of arts businesses is gr~wing, but success is inconsistent over time.
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Figure I. National Arts Index Arts Business Measure (2003 = 100.0)
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The Arts Business ~easure is 15 indicators measuring activity of commercial, profit-seeking businesses
in the arts, including their number, size, and performance. This overall measure largely tracks the nation's
business cycle, which is not surprising given that analysis of Dun & Bradstreet data reveals about 600,000
"for-profit" arts businesses in the U.s. Many ofthe businesses are small. ,There are steadily growing numbers
of solo artists, and composer's royalties and Broadway revenue are increasing. However, music and CD
stores, attendance at pop music concerts, and recording revenues are all tipping downward. Profitability
is also erratic.

Ofthe 15 indicators making up this view, 14 were available for 2008, and they show a sharp drop in the
overall measure, to 93.1, a decline of 8.5 percentage points.

Questions about the business of the arts:

• Some long-standing business forms (CD stores, bookstores, record companies) are facing the
stresses of new technologies. What roles will be left for them in the face of an economic turnaround?

• Similarly, what new forms of cultural enterprise are emerging to channel artistic goods and services
from their creators to audiences?

• While the number of small nonprofit arts organizations has grown, the businesses that dominate
some arts sectors (such as record companies, media companies, and concert promoters) are large.
Will an economic turnaround reinforce this concentration, or will it provide new opportunities
for entrepreneurial arts businesses?

10. The competitiveness ofthe arts for resources and investment is slipping.
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Figure J. National Arts Index Competitiveness Measure (2003 =100.0)

The Competitiveness Measure is one ofthe most telling measures of the National Arts Index. As a gauge
of how the arts stack up against other uses of audience members'time, donor and funder commitment,
and spending, it shows that over the long term, the arts are struggling to stay competitive. The measure
is an analysis of 25 indicators that contextualize the data against a broader backdrop, such as growth of the
population or changes in the economy. In the case of arts philanthropy, for example, it is a measure ofthe
share of all giving that is directed towards the arts. Of the 25 indicators in this measure, 10 declined between
2006 and 2007, and 17 ofthe 25 declined from their earliest observations.

The Competitiveness Measure is in many ways reflective of the"traditional" arts and culture forms (theater,
symphony, museums) and forms of philanthropy, about which comparatillely more data are available.
As the data begin to better reflect changes in arts participation (e.g., amateur involvement in the arts
and consumption via the Internet) the Competitiveness Measure may strengthen.
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Looking Ahead

The National Ar15lndex offers an enormous opportunity to begin a conversation aboutthe arts and their value to communities
and a dynamic society. It makes available, for the firsttime, a highly distilled measure ofthe health and vitality of the arts in the
u.s. While that vitality was more in evidence in the early years of the Index, the 2008 Index score is at its lowest level in the 11
years tracked during this project. Within individual views of the Index data, we see some of the elements that make up this drop.

The National Arts Index thus provides an evidence-based platform for genuine paradigm-changing conversations about key
issues. It is reasonable, based on the economy in 2009 and the 200Blndex score, that 2009 will be another year of declining
scores. So, the urgency in the need to build audience demand for the arts-to create more "want" by the American public
-is one ofthe most potent takeaways from the Index. Alternative arts business models beyond the 501 (c)(3) show promise
as a means of easing the stress on capacity, such as arts and business incubators, shared services and spaces, hybrids, support
for unincorporated entities, and better use of existing venues. Other funding models for a new competitive world can help
funders evolve their role in advancing the arts. Should arts programs have to be validated by audiences as well as by the
institutions? Arts organizations-even those in different industries, for-profit and nonprofit-have much in common. It is
important to see how they can exploit their shared circumstances in the form of collaborations~especially those that build
demand. There also may be social equity issues related to arts education that need to be addressed in further conversation:
Who is being ieft out?

The arts are fundamental to the health of a successful society. By understanding how the arts thrive, we can better understand
how to make communities thrive. The National Arts Index is the beginning of this conversation, not the end.
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Chapter 2. The Arts and Culture Balanced Scorecard

Chapter 1 introduced the Index and some of its major findings related to long-standing issues in cultural policy and arts
management. This chapter moveS the Index narrative along by showing how the annual indicator data can tell some new
stories about the systemic character of the arts, and the ways that the elements of the arts ecology interact with each other.
To illustrate this, we introduce the data used to build the Index and show a iogic model, the Arts and Culture BalancedScorecard,
which links all of the indicators to each other as components of the arts system. Drawing on the highly regarded and widely
used Balanced Scorecard system developed by Robert Kaplan and David Norton, the Arts and Culture Balanced Scorecard gives
us tools for evaluating the overall vitality of arts and culture. In building the Scorecard. we drew on lessons from various sources,
including systems analysis, program evaluation measurement of cultural capacity around the world and in different regions
and arts industries, and other policy index reports.

The Data in the National Arts Index

To best explain this model, It is first necessary to briefly describe the data used to compute the National Arts Index. The Index is
composed of 76 annual indicators of arts and culture activity, measured at a macro, national level. Each individual indicator is
analyzed and reported in a common format with data for years from <at least) 2003 to 2007, with most data sets reaching back.
to 199B and/or as far forward as 200B. All indicators meet the following eight criteria:

1. The indicator has at its core a meaningful measurement of arts and culture activity
2. The data are national in scope
3. The data are produced annually by a reputable organization
4. Five years of data are available, beginning no later than 2003 and available through 2007
5. The data are measured at a ratio level (not just on rankings or ratings) .
6. The data series is statistically valid, even if based on sample
7. The data are expected to be available for use in the Index in future years
B. The data are affordable within project budget constraints

The data that we found were thenl'indexed" or set to a base of 2003 using procedures described in Chapter 8.

Building the Arts and Culture Balanced Scorecard

We Identified four different views ofthe arts system that captured the data we found: financial flows, organizational capacity,
arts participation, and competitiveness of the arts. These four are the basis for the Arts and Culture Balanced Scorecard (ACBS)
system that groups indicators based on where they fit into this systemic view of the arts ecology.

ACBS is a descriptive model, rather than a predictive one, and is a tool for placing the many individual indicators of arts vitality
in a systemic relationship to each other. We organized them so that every individual indicator is associated with only one main
component of the ACBS model. These four key components are:

• "Financial Flows" include privateand public support to institutions, pay of individual artists, and revenues of arts
businesses and nonprofits. All ofthese are payrnentfor artistic services and provide fuel for capacity to produce arts
activities and experiences for arts audiences.

• HCapacityH indicators measure relatively durable levels of institutions, capital, employment, and payroll levels in the
arts and culture system.. Capacity and infrastructure transform financial flows into arts activities.

I
• Arts Participation"indicators measure actual consumption of those activities, which may be in the form of goods,

services, or experiences.

• "Competitiveness" indicators illustrate the position of the arts compared to other sectors in society, using measures
of market share and economic impact.

ACBS
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Figure Kshows the systemic relationship between the components:

Figure K. The Arts and Culture Balanced Scorecard

The ~rts and Culture Balanced Scorecard 'Dashboard'

The idea of a"dashboard" as a compact way of showing the performance of key indicators in an organizational system can
be applied to arts and culture as much as to any individual organization. Figure Lshows the four components from 1998
through 2007.

Financial Flows Capacity

Arts Participation
~

Competitiveness

Figure L.The Arts and Culture Balanced Scorecard Dashboard (2003 =100)

What these figures show, and what the rest of the report illustrates in more detail, is a more fine-grained picture of where the
arts are doing well and where they are struggling:

Aces



• Financial flows into the arts fell sharply after 2001. While they recovered somewhat after 2003, they have not reached
the levels ofthe late 1990s. This is one area where inflation has had a noticeable effect.

• More and more capacity has been added to the arts, in numbers of individuals, organizations, and other entities
that create infrastructure.

• The level of arts participation-especially attendance-dropped in the early 2000s and has only grown gradually
since 2002.

• The competitiveness of the arts, in measures of how the arts compete against other uses of audience members'
time, as well as donor and funder commitment, has fallen noticeably. In this component, the expanding population
has a noticeable effect because participation and attendance are measured from a market share perspective.

Components and Indicators in the ACB5

The 76 indicators were assigned to ACBS components as follows:

; Indicators in the ACBS

Financial Flows

IS

Capacity

14

Arts Participation Competitive~~5s

22 25

(

i
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Chapters 3 through 6 present summaries of each of the four components, along with detailed data describing the 76 individual
indicators using all available data from 1998 to 2008. All indicators associated with each component are presented together.
The four components are reported with:

· A list of specific indicators that go into that component.

• Acolumn chart showing the average of those indicators for all available years from 1998 to 2008, indexed against the
2003 value. The Index score axis is scaled from 0.50 to 1.50. All Index scores are calculated by dividing every year's
indicator value by the value in 2003, which makes the 2003 Index equal to 1.00. 8ecause they are averages, they give
equal weight to each indicator within each component.

The number of indicators for which data was available in each year.

A brief discussion of how the indicators in that component changed from 1998 to 2008.

Each individual indicator is reported on a separate page with:

· An explanation ofthe area of interest and the data, including its sources and limitations.

• Acolumn chart with the Index score for the chosen data series for all available years from 1998 to 2008, indexed
against the 2003 value. The Index score (vertical] axis is scaled from 0.50 to 150, a range that fits all but one of
the Index scores (Arts and Culture Share of Corporate Funding). In that page report, the number is boldfaced
in the data table.

• A table of the data used to make the Index score. The second·to-Iast line in the table is the series of numbers used
to make that index score, with each year's number divided by the number in 2003. The last line of each table is the
resulting Index score for each year. It is this Index score that is displayed in the column chart.

For indicators based on a selected setof codes (as for industries and occupations), the codes are listed in an appendix.

A note of related indicators

A brief note of who provided the source data. More detailed source information is in Appendix G.

ACBS
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Chapter 3. Financial Flows Indicators

Financial Flows is the first of the ACBS components presented. It is made up of 15 Financial Flows indicators, all measured
in dollars, and all expressed in inflation-adjusted or"constant" dollars, with the base period set in 2003. These indicators
measure how arts and culture incorporate both nonprofit and commercial activities, and how revenues into the sector come
from customers, donors, and public support. The ordering ofthe indicators is (roughly) in a sequence of: individuals' income,
business income, nonprofit income, private philanthropy, and government funding.

The next two tables show the indicators used in the Financial Flows component and the number of indicators that are used to
make up the overall Financial Flow score in each year. Those scores are shown in Figure M, below.

(
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Averaged across all available data, they produce the following ten-year trend:

120

Figure M. National Arts Index Financial Flows Indicators (2003 =100.0)

The 15 indicators in this component represent financial resources measured in dollars. They function as resources, fuel
for the arts workers and organizations that produce artistic activities, goods, products, and experiences.Those indicators
measuring financial resources include several measures of government funding. Some examples of financial resources
coming' into the sector include the royalties earned by composers and songwriters, salaries earned by workers in artistic
occupations,.and the revenues ofnonprofit arts organizations.

All indicators measured in dollars are converted into constant dollars, using the Consumer Price Index «(PI) set to a base
of 100.0 in the year 2003. Using "real"or inflation-adjusted dollars shows, more or less, the constant purchasing power
of dollars. The"constant dollar" rows In the tables can be read as dollars the way they were understood and used in 2003.
Although Inflation has been low on an annual basis since the late 1998s, it has been steady. Financial indicators that have
increased have actually grown less than they would ifmeasured in current, or nominal, dollars. While it was only 2-3 percent
in most ofthe years covered in the index, this compounded to a total change in of about 27.2 percent from 1998 through
2007, and 32.1 percent through 2008. in 2008, this meant that almost one third of the increase in dollars generated
over the ten-year span by arts entities was not because of more volume, (i.e., more art, more performances, more books).
Rather, it Is the effect of general price level changes on overall revenues. Inflation had a significant effect in particular
on sales by publishers and booksellers and sales of recorded music and musical instruments.

Ofthe 15 Financial Flows indicators, 10 were available for 2008, and they show a decline In the Financial Flows
component to 95.0.

The follOWing 15 pages prOVide additional detail on what has been an uneven time for the flow of resources available
to arts and culture. Considered together, these indicators confirm in specific terms what has been a Widely suspected
reduction in resources flowing into the arts industries. This chart reveals that the decline was systemic, with an overall
drop of 13 percent from the high point in 2001 to 2003. From 2003 to 2007, financial resources floWing Into the arts
improved. But, heading Into a difficult economic period from 2007 through 2009, it is clear that the arts were competing
with fewer inputs and resources -,especlally financial ones- than they had access to earlier in the decade.

The fact that fewer data points are available for the earliest years is an unavoidable problem and makes it more likely
that outliers (such as high corporate philanthropy in 1998 and 1999) are affecting the average. This problem corrected
itself in more recent years (since 2003) as data were available for every indicator.

Financial Flows
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1. Songwriter and Composer Performing Rights Royalties
Royalties for use of copyrighted materials are one source of revenue for artistic creators and producers. Royalties are paid'
to copyright owners for live performance of music, in return for licenses issued to live performance venues and broadcasters.
Composers in the US. have the choice of affiliating with one ofthree designated performing rights licensing organizations:
American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI), and Society of European Stage
Authors & Composers (SESAC). Ofthese three,the first two are nonprofit and annually report total receipts and disbursements
to copyright owners (either the original composers or publishers). SESAC, which is by far the smallest of the three, does not
make this information available.

This indicator measures the total amount of songwriterlcomposer royalties paid by ASCAP and BMi, adjusted to constant 2003
dollars. This royalty stream grew from 2003 to 200B, from $1.09 billion to $1.37 billion, a 20 percent increase over a four-year
span, even after adjusting for inflatiOn. This speaks to the resiliency of demand for new musical compositions. This is not
a complete picture ofthe royalties available from copyrighted music: there are also streams of revenues for other uses,
as well as emerging approaches to securing and licensing performing rights for transmission of music over the Internet.

Ro altles'
Ro alti.~"o.:,

Total:ro~.i*'i
CPI setto'
ConSt:a:rit do
royaltiespai~c

Scurte~ Amt'ritan Sotiety of Composers. Authors, and PubHshers; Broadtast Muslt,lntorporated

Related Indlc:ator{s); 7, 22, 31, 33, 41-0
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2. Wages in Artistic Occupations
Employment can be classified in more than one way-for example, some indicators in this report are based on the North
American Industrial Classification System industry classification, which associates workers with the kind of place where
they work. A different perspective on the arts labor market looks at the kind of work, or occupation. Defining work
by occupation helps to give a more complete picture of how people work in the arts. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
monitors the workforce using the Standard Occupational Code system (SOC). The SOC system has approximately 450
separate occupational types, of which, 46 (listed in Appendix B) are substantially related to arts and culture. An example
is "Floral Designer'-a type ofworker who would not be included in a count based on industry, because florists might not
generally be considered arts and culture businesses. Data from BLS also indicate average annual wages earned by workers
in each occupation.

This indicator measures the average annual salary of all 46 occupations, adjusted to constant 2003 dollars. These are
weighted by the number in each occupation as a share ofworkers in all artistic occupations. These reduce the effect
of outliers, so that neither comparatively' high-income jobs with few employees (such as architects), or low-income positions
with many workers (like cinema ushers) distort the average. ·Work in some occupations is only part-time, and adjustments
were made forthose occupations where the percentage of full-time workers was available. In the face of inflation of about 29
percent in current dollars from 1999 to 2008, real wages for these occupations fell over that time. Some ofthe change resulted
from a change in the SOC system in 2004; from 2004 until 2008, real wages for artistic occupations increased only two percent.

Soutce, 6ureau of labor Statistics, Occupational Employm~nt Estlmares, Natronal Endowment for th~ Arts, Re;~Qrch R~port #48

Related IndlcatoT{s); 1,3, 16-21,25,28,56-56
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3. Payroll in Arts and Culture Industries
Payroll expenditures by employers, like the number of establishments and employees, are a basic measure of the economic
scale of arts and culture. Because arts and culture organizations are more likely to provide services than to manufacture
objects in quantity, payroll typically makes up a greater share of total expenditures in these businesses and nonprofits.

This indicator measures constant dollar total payroll in firms in the arts and culture industries, defined by the 43 NAICS codes
listed in Appendix A, and used in measures of employment and establishments. These data are gathered by the Census Bureau
and published annually in County Business Patterns. This total grew from about $64 billion in 1998 to $94 billion in 2007
in current dollars. When inflation is factored in, the rise was more moderate, from $72 billion to $B4 billion in constant 2003
dollars. This increase in payroll stands in conlrastto the relatively flat level of employment and numbers of establishments
in these same industries, suggesting that arts industries were gradually paying their staff more considering the time period
asa whole.

Source5: Bureau of the Cenius, County BlJsifleJSPatletM

Related IndiCiltor(s): 2. 16-19.56, 57, 58
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4. Publishing Industry Revenue
The publishing industry plays a vital role in the dissemination ofthe written word. Companies in the industry serve as
intermediaries, financiers and gatekeepers between authors, poets. playwrights, essayists and their various distributors
and readers. Figures from American Association of Publishers (AAP) estimate total publishers' revenues, collected from its
260 publishing firm members, who produce trade, text, mass market paperback and other forms of books. Like 50 many
other forms of media and intellectual property, published materials find their way to readersin new ways and over new
media. For example, MP estimates that e-booksales increased at an annual rate of 55.7 percent between 2002 and 2007,
compared to single-digit annual growth rates in all other book product categories (and declines in some other product
categories). Because of that, revenues are a better way to measure industry fortunes over time than are counts of volume.

This indicator tracks "Estimated Book Publishing industry Net Sales; adjusted to constant 2003 dollars. Current dollar net
sales grew by about 10 percentfrom 2002 to 2007,reaching $25.0 billion. However, the effects ofinflation overthat time span
counteracted that growth -when converted to constant dollars. there was a slight decline in industry revenue starting in 2005.

CPls.et tt, 2OQ3~:1
Constant dolla{"-'
,even~es _($Mj'j~:g:

- -"',"-""

Source: Americ:~n Association of Publishe!5

Related Indkator(sl; S

N/D
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5. Bookseller Sales
Book sales are aprimary means oftransmission-for the written word in general, and for fiction and literature in particular.
This measure is based on data collected by the Census Bureau on monthly sales data for some 70 different types of retailers.
Ofthe retailers listed, only booksellers, with NAIC5 451211, fall into the arts and culture area. This measure does not distinguish
between independent and chain booksellers, making it impossibie to judge the health ofthe prototypical small, independent
bookstore in American commerce.

This indicator shows a retail sector that maintained a steady level of increase through 2005 in Qverallsales, which preceded
a multiyear decline in both current and constant dollars. When inflation is factored in, the picture is even less reassuring
for years 2005 through 200B. .

Source: Bureau ofthe Census, Monthly RetailSales

Related IndICiltor(s): 4, Sl
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6. Musical Instrument Sales
Along with drawing, painting, and photography, playing a musical instrument is one of the most common ways for individuals
to fi rst become involved in the arts. The nation's cultural traditions, its love for instrumental music, and the role ofinstruments
in supporting live performance by vocalists in pop music are all sources of demand for musical instruments. National
Association of Music Merchants (NAMM), measures annual U.S. sales of fretted, keyboard, wind and percussion instruments,
as well as printed music, electronics for music making, and sound reinforcement.

This indicator measures total u.s. sales in these musical instrument and related categories, adjusted to 2003 constant dollars.
Sales reported in this indicator are at the wholesale level, which means that retail-level instrument sales are certainly higher
than the amounts reported here, depending on markups for each kind of instrument and in each retail venue. While instrument
sales in current dollars have consistently been more than $7 billion, they have not kept pace with inflation, and constant dollar
sales trended generally downwards since 2000. 2008 was a particularlydifficult year, when instrument sales declined 10 percent
in constant dollars from the prior year.

Source; National Assodatlon of Music Merchants. NAMM Global Repon (earurlng MIlS;' USA annualreports

Related Indicator(s);30,32
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7. Recording Industry Shipment Value
Records are the principal channel for music reaching listeners, whether through physical or digital media. Changes in the
recording industry provide some of the most visible examples of how digitization of content and file transfers over the Internet
are reshaping the arts industries. The Recording industry Association of America (RIAA) talliestotai units sold and total value
of units shipped in various forms: CD, cassette, Lp, DVD, music video and digital download (the latter since 2004). RIM statistics
cite volume and shipment counts for uses of recorded music ranging from recorded CDs to 30-se~ond (en phone ringtones.
Because these diffetent units are counted in many ways, and because of the rapid growth of digital uses of music, there ate
very wide swings in product counts. RIAA data show that albums downloaded digitally increased from 4.6 million to 56.9 million
between 2004 (the earliest year for which data are available) and 2008, while digital single downloads grew from' 39 million
to 1.03 billion. These swings make it practically impossible to derive a single measure of how many of a standard "unitR is sold
that incorporates all ofthese diverse media. However, information on the dollar value of all uses of music is kept by RIAA
and can be used as a proxy for recording industry activity.

This indicator measures the dollar value of recording industry shipments, which incorporate all ofthose unit volumes
at the various prices that recording companies and their distributors charge. This avoids some ofthe difficulties of unit
counts. Despite the trend of increasing numbers ofsales of digital music, total indUstry revenues declined in current dollars
and even more sharply in inflation-adjusted dollars. In current dollars, revenues in 2008 were $8.5 billion.

Source: Recording Industry Assodatlon of America, Year-End Shipment Statistics

Rl!latl!d Indicator(s): 1,22
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8. Revenue of Arts and Culture Nonprofits
Nonprofit arts organizations in the arts can be identified using the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE).
Organizations in major Group A, plus group N52 (fairs and festivals) are the prototypical arts producers in the U.s. Theyare
the theaters, orchestras, museums, choruses, community arts schools, dance companies, and more that collectively form the
backbone of the U.S. arts and culture systems. Revenues into these charitable nonprofit organizations come from fees paid by
arts consumers and audiences, from grants, contributions and other subsidies and as income from reserves and endowments.
Together, these income streams are resourcesthat arts nonprofits use to produce services and programs that accomplish their
missions and meet the artistic interests of their communities. While the total number of arts organizations with S01(c) 3) status
grew to more than 100,000 by 2007, a little more than one in three (about 35 percent), are large enough to be required
to file a Form g90 in any given year.

This indicator measures the total revenues of these nonprofits that file Form g90, converted to constant 2003 dollars.
While the total number of these organizations grew by more than half, from about 25,000 in 1998 to 38,000 in 2007, the total
revenues increased by about 75 percent in current dollars, increasing in every year. On first glance, this indicates that the
growth in revenue was greater than the growth in number of organizations. However, when revenue growth is adjusted
for inflation, it becomes only 38 percent in constant dollars. This means that while the total revenues of the field increased,
average 'real" revenues of each organization fell. This is an effect of having so much entry into the field, that newer arts
organizations -o(which there are many- typically have less revenue than older ones.

Sources: National Center for Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute

Related Indicator(s): 26,29, 76
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9. Corporate Arts and Culture Funding
Along with individuals and foundations~ businesses are the third major source of private support of the arts. The Conference
Board surveys major corporations every year on their charitable contributions, including the sectors to which they give.
Response levels range from 189 to 232 companies. The board estimates that in 2006, these contributions represented 62
percent of overall corporate contributions from U5.-based companies. Respondents to Conference Board surveys, typically,
are major corporations. It is important to note that besides these large companies, small businesses that number in the millions
also contribute to arts and culture activity, though usually at lower levels.

This indicator measures total corporate giving (by survey respondents) targeted to, arts and culture. The survey is annual.
but different companies respond each year. Reported support ofthe arts doubled from $2.2 billion to $4.0 billion between
1998 and 2007. However, the effects of inflation eroded much 01 that increase. Declining sharply after 2001, reported corporate
support 01 the arts On current and inflation-adjusted dollars) began to increase again after 2004.

Source:The Conference Soard

Related Indicator{s): 11-15, 61, 62.64. 66
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10. Foundation Arts and Culture Funding
Arts funding by foundations is one ofthe three main elements of private philanthropy in support ofthe arts, along
with individual and business funding. Across all nonprofit service areas, giving by foundations, including independent,
corporate, and community foundations, is second only to individuals as a source of private support for nonprofit work.

This indicator measures total funding by foundations to arts organizations. These data originate in the Foundation
Center's annual surveys offoundation grants of $1 0,000 or more, made by approximately 1,200 ofthe nation's foundations.
Foundation funding thus represents abright spot for arts funding, especially compared to the slower rise in corporate support.
The number of grants of this scale -reported in the Foundation Center's FC 5tats program- increased from 97,000
in 1998 to more than 150,000 in 2007. Along with the number of grants, foundation dollar amounts increased from 1998
through 2007 by almost 60 percent, when measured in current dollars, but by only about 25 percent when adjusted
for inflation. Foundation grants to arts and culture as reported by the Center actually decreased in current dollars
from 2006 to 2007.

Source: Foundation Ceow

Related lnclicalor(s): 9, 11-15,61
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11. Private Giving to Arts and Culture
Private giving to arts organizations comes primarily from individuals, with major components also coming from foundations,
corporations, and bequests. Private funds are typically a much larger source or revenue in arts organizations than public funds,
making up about 40 percent of the total income stream of nonprofit arts groups. Areliable source of total private philanthropy
to the arts is the annual Giving USA report, published by the Giving USA Institute, which is a trade association of major
fundraising consulting firms. Giving USA presents estimated total private dollars going to arts and culture, one of several
other nonprofit sectors. Arts support was $13.67 billion in 2007 compared to giving of $1 02 billion to religion, $'13 billion
to education, $30 billion to human services, $28 billion to foundations, and $23 billion each to public-society benefit
and to health.

This indicator measures total private giving to arts and culture organizations, converted to 2003 dollars. Total private
giving increased in current dollars most years since 1998, but the effects of inflation have reduced the benefits of that
increase. Real, or constant dollar giving, increased especially in recent years. Private support ofthe arts, however, varies
from year to year, because of business cycle effects. While the arts dollars have increased, the share of private sector
giving to the arts has decreased.

Source: Giving USA

Related Indlcator(s): 8-10, 26, 27, 53, 74
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12. United Arts Fundraising Campaigns
United arts funds are federated campaigns, community-wide efforts to raise money to support arts and culture. These funds
are analogous in some ways to the United Way, which raises community funds for various human service programs. Americans
for the Artsstudies United Arts Funds to understand their performance and help them improve their results. Ofthe more than
60 united arts funds, 28 have reported their performance every year since 1998. In current dollars in 2008, they range
from as little as $40,000 to as much as $12 million, with a median of about $1.1 million.

This indicator measures the average revenues ofthese 28 funds in constant 2003 dollars. While a median would show the
typical fund~ performance, an average is exactly proportional to the total that all 28 united arts funds were able to bring in.
While other sources of support for the arts have varied widely, and mostly declined, united arts funds have been able to attract
consistent levels of support from year to year, at least keeping up with inflation. Even so, their constant dollar revenues have
fallen since 2006.

Source; Americans for the Arts

Related InditatOf/$); 9-1 t, 1S, 26,27, S3
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13. Federal Government Arts and Culture Funding
The federal government is a vitally important source offunds for arts and culture in the U.S. Much attention is focused
on the National Endowment for the Arts (NEAl, but it is only one of several federal arts and culture programs. Others
include the National Endowment for the Humanities, Institute for Museum and Library Services, and Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, all of which, like the NEA, support arts activities around the country. Some attractions in Washington, D.C. have
wide impact both as national centers and visitor attractions -among them. the Smithsonian Institution, Holocaust Museum,
National Gallery and the Kennedy Center. There are also many (comparatively smaller) arts programs that are immersed
in the budgets of other federal agencies.

This indicator measures funding ofthe listed programs, adjusted to 2003 dollars. Spending peaked in 2004, and then leveled
off in current dollars until increasing in 2008. Overall, federal arts spending just kept up with inflation.

(

Comrrtfssioil'
InstiiUieQf"~

Holo~ili:tM'

Arts h;Ediic
Corpor~tiCirr

Total teder~1
CPIseUo2
Constarit4'~;-j'"

($000) .

Sourtes: Congressional Research Servlce,Art.5 and Humanftif1S; Bad/ground on FundIng Reports, Govemment Printing Office Budget offhe United Stllte!

Related lndlcator{s): 14, 1S, 63, 64
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14. State Arts Agency Legislative Appropriations
State governments· are important supporters of arts and culture, reaching many communities, organizations and artists.
Every state has a state arts agency, which is funded by allocations from state legislators as well as by funds from Congress,
passed through the National Endowment for the Arts.

This indicator measures funding in constant dollars provided to state arts agencies from their legislatures, using data
from the National Assembly of State Arts Agencies. Arts funding is discretionary, and at the state level has typically tracked
the business cycle, increasing in good times and declining when the economy is sliding. During the various"boom and bust"
times between 1998 and 2008, total state funding grew by 17 percent in current dollars, from $304 million to $354 million.
However:. when converted to 2003 dollars, this increase disappears, as constant dollar state funding declined by more than
11 percent from start to finish, and by.more than 37 percent from Its peak in 2001.

Sources: National Assembly ofStilte Arts Agendes

Relilted Indicator(s): 13, 15. 65. 66
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15. Local Government Funding of Local Arts Agencies
Local governments playa major role in public sector funding of the arts. With thousands of counties, cities, townships
and other local entities, there is no consistent measure of local support that covers the entire country. One area in common
is that local government funding is channeled through local arts agencies and councils. Arts councils in and of themselves
vary widely in their structures and roles. Some are nonprofits that seek funds from private and public sources; others are offices
afloeal government. Some arts councils give grants to artists and arts organizations, while others produce programs directly
-and some do both. Through its United States Urban Arts Federation program, Americans for the Arts gathers annual data
from the 60 most populous U.s. cities on local government support of local arts agencies.

This indicator measures the total level of funding provided by local governments to those arts agencies. The range ofsupport
to individual local arts agencies in this group is wide, ranging from about $20,000 to more than $1 SO million in 2008. The five
largest local arts agencies account for about half of the total. During the last decade, local governments provided steadier leveis
offunding directly to local arts agencies, mor~ than what state governments have provided to their counterparts.

395.358
117.1

360.820

1.17

Source:Americans forthe Arts, UnIted States UrbanArts federation

Related lndJcator(s): 12-14
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Chapter 4. Capacity Indicators

There are 14 Capacity indicators that measure the numbers and strength of individuals and organizations providing-arts
and culture in the u.s. Capacity is also seen in the channels through which specific art forms (movies and music) reach their
audiences, in the level of capital investment in arts businesses and nonprofits, and in organizational networks that create
a supportive infrastructure. They are presented here in an order roughly from individuals to institutions.

The next two tables show the indicators used in the Capacity component, and the number of indicators that are used
to make up the overall Capacity in each year. Those scores are shown in Figure N, below.

Capacity
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Aver"ged "crO$$ "II "v"il"ble d"t", they produce the following ten-ye"r trend:

720~

Figure N. National Arts Index Capacity Indicators (2003 =100.0)

Thi$ figure iIIu$tr"te$ one of the mO$t $triking re$ull$ we found: the r"pid incre"$e in the capacity of the "rl$ indu$trie$ $hown
in thi$ component. Thi$ wa$ vi$ible in both human and financial term$. In every year from 1998 through 2007, the art$ attracted
more and more workers, employees, and individual artists. These effects were seen in both the nonprofit and business sectors.
A$imilar growth in capacity wa$ $een at the organization level, with more art$ bU$ine$$e$ and nonprofit$. Nonprofit growth
in particular was rapid, but the number of CD stores has dropped sharply, as consumers switch their music buying to the
Internet. What i$ more, the level of capital inve$tment in the art$ grew, in the familiar form$ of concert hall$ and exhibition
$pace$, but al$o through capital $pending on technology.

Taken together, every year in that span showed an increase, which is most marked in measurements ofthe capital assets
of arts nonprofits and business, numbers of independent artists, numbers of arts organizations and arts support organizations,
and workers in artistic occupations. The.se are only net increases, meaning that.they only report on the total number
of organizations, individuals, or the amount of capital each year. They can't tell us about the level of attrition in existing
capacity, a$ $ome organization$ fail or worker$ find other occupatiom. It i$ likely that in 2008. 2009, and beyond, the level
of attrition will be more pronounced.

The individual indicators described in the following 14 pages provide additional detail on the overall increase in capacity
in the art$ and culture indu$trie$ from 1998 to 2007. Of the 14 Capacity indicator$, nine were available for 2008, and they $how
a decline in the Capacity component to 105.4.
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16. Artists in the Workforce
Employment in the arts is perhaps the most fundamental signal ofthe h'ealth and vitality of the arts sector. In this report,
three different measures provide alternative views of the arts labor market. This employment indicator is a'measure
ofthe kind of work people do. This measure in particular is based on data published by the National Endowment forthe Arts
(NEA). The NEA's research division uses data from the monthly Current Population Survey (CPS) of the Census Bureau,
and classifies workers as I/artists" if their primary occupation is one of eleven occupational types related to artistic work
in the Bureau of Labor Statistics category scheme.

This indicator measures the total number of artists in the civilian workforce, based on the CPS data published by the NEA.
According to this measure, there were between 2.0 million and 2.2 million artists in the workforce from 1998 through i008.
The jump from 2006 to 2007 was driven by increases in the number of architects, designers, producers and directors
(four ofthe eleven). The total declined for 2008, but still remained higher than in most prior years. The CPS determines
a respondent's occupation based on the work that he or she does -the work that takes the most time during the prior
week. This is an important distinction because of how many artists work part time andlor hold multiple jobs.

Source: National Endowment for the Art~, ReseQfr:h Notei76, 87. 90. and97

Related Indicator{s): 17·21,56-58 .
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17. Workers in Arts and Culture Occupations
This employment indicator is another measure ofthe kind of work people do. Other indicators have detailed the number
of workers in arts industries. However, artistic work is defined by occupation as well as by industry. To illustrate the difference,
consider that a theatre company (an organization in an arts industry) may employ one or more accounting staff (who are not
specifically artistic workers). Correspondingly, a department store (not an arts and culture industry) may employ designers
(who work in artistic occupations).

This indicator measures the total number of workers in 46 arts occupations defined by the Standard Occupational Code system
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) (see Appendix B). This total increased from 1.30 million to 1.66 million from 1999 to 2008,
a rise of about 27 percent. it should be noted that the BLS periodically changes its measurement systems, and did so in 2004,
recognizing more detailed types of occupations, and making the overall national estimates more accurate. This is part
ofthe reason for the increase in the number of arts and culture workers between 2003 and 2004. However, the rise
in numbers of workers from 2004 through 2008 is with a consistent set of occupations.

Source: Bureau of Labor 5tatinics, OccupationalEmploymentStatistics

Related llldicator(s): 16, 18-21, 56-S8
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18. Employees in Selected Arts and Culture Industries
This employment indicator is a measure of where people work. Employment in the arts and culture industries signals overall
economic vitality, engagement by workers and is a clear economic benefit of demand for artistic products and services.
The federal government classifies businesses by industry using the North American Industrial Classification System, or NAICS.
NAICS has about 1,800 six-digit codes, of which, 43 describe firms in the arts and culture industries. 8ecause SIC-coded data
are no longer easily available, this set of NAICS codes was selected to match the larger list of SIC codes used in the annual
Creative Industries studies. Data on numbers of employers, employees and total payroll are available from the Census Bureau
in County 8usiness Patterns. These figures refer specifically to employees of companies in arts industries, not to all artists
or to workers in all artistic occupations (which are the basis for other indicators).

This indicator measures the total number of empl'oyees working in those 43 industries (listed in Appendix A). According
to this measure, there have been between 1.9 million and 2.1 million workers in these industries from 1998 through 2007,
with a gradual increase, but no dynamic changes.

Source: Bureau of the Census, (ounly SUI/nels Patterns

Rela.ed Indicator!s): 16, 17, 19-21,56-58
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19. 'Creative Industries' Employment
Because employment is such a key measure of overall vitality of the economy and the nation, and because there is more
than one way to measure employment, the index includes morethan one reliable employment measure. Another research
project ofAmericans for the Arts since 2003 is an annual "Creative Industries"study, examining only businesses involved
with the production and distribution of the arts. These studies use data from Dun & Bradstreet, a well-known· business
information provider. The"Creative Industries" are defined by Americans for the Arts as fitting into one of 643 Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. The SIC is the predecessor to NAICS, and was more detailed, with a total ofabout 18,500
individual codes at the eight-digit level. For example, the SIC system has 23 separate classifications for specific musical
instrument manufacturers, whereas the NAleS system has only one.

This indicator measures the number of employees in creative industry organizations. As we note elsewhere, this measure
does not distinguish between artistic and non-artistic workers, even though they are all in artistic industries (e.g., both actors
and finance managers might work in a theatre organization). Employment in these industries remained steady at slightly
fewer than 3 million, with a drop in 2006, and at least a one-yearrebound since then. Viewed as a fraction of employees
in all industries where D& 8 gathers data, the "Creative Industries"share of all employment has ranged from 2.0 percent
to 2.2 percent.

,
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Sources: Americans for the Ans

Related Indic.ator(s): 16-18, 20, 21,25, 56-S8
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20. Arts Union Membership
Professionals in many fields organize in associations and guilds to maintain professional standards and to proted their
members' rights in the workplace. -Certain unions, especially in performing arts and moviemaking, serve the arts and culture
fields as bargaining agents for actors, musicians, writers, directors, choreographers and others. Union membership totals
do not equate ,to the number of jobs, as most arts unions members are typically self-employed and freelance. Nonetheless,
we treat labor organizing in the arts as a measure of arts capacity.

This indicator measures total membership in 10 such arts-related unions. Data are from the Office ofLabor Management
Standards in the U.s. Department of Labor, using self-reported data from those unions. Overall arts union membership
was flat before rising sharply, starting in 2006. In the total tally, some of this increase results from multiple union memberships
by some performing artists. For example, the Screen Actors Guild and American Federation ofTelevision and Radio Artists
may have as much as 40 percent shared membership, reflecting the work of performers in new digital media platforms.
Further, some arts workers, such as ticket takers, are represented by unions not listed here (e.g~,Teamsters or Service
Employees international Union).
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Source:: Department of labor, Offic::e of Labor Management Standards

Related Indlcator(s):2, 3, 16-19,21
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21. Independent Artists, Writers and Performers
While much ofthe attention paid to the arts in the public arena is to established arts organizations and institutions, individuals
also enter the arts as entrepreneurs and proprietors. Individual 'arts entrepreneurs or soloists are active as poets, painters,
musicians, dancers, actors and in many other artistic disciplines. The solo artist who works without employees is one such
entrepreneur. Many independent artists ply their cultural trade ana part-time basis, combining arts entrepreneurship
with other jobs and work. Data on the number of"non·employers" in business are kept by the Census Bureau.

This indicator measures the total number of individual artists in NAIC5 7115 who are not employers, labeled "Independent
artists, writers, and performers~ This figure grew every year between 2000 and 2007, from 509,000 to 679,000. Ofthese,
more th?ln 97 percent are sole proprietors, with small numbers of corporations and partnerships. The steady growth
in proprietor numbers -an increase of one-third during a seven-year period-IS a mark of continuing interest,
and shows enthusiasm on the part of individual artists to be commercial competitors.

Sources: Bureau of the Census, Non-Employrl StotJstla

Related Indicator(s): 1, 16-20, 56-57
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·22. CD and Record Stores
Arts and culture products like books and records often reach their end consumer markets through traditional retailers.
The number of retail outlets helps to indicate the capacity of the marketplace to serve the needs of music customers.
Clearly, much of this traffic has moved to the Internet, changing the ways that recording artists and record labels each find
their listeners. The Almighty Institute of Music Retailing is a company that monitors the retail sector, maintaining a database
that is updated three times each year. The Institute covers all retailers including "big box" retailers, department stores, record
company chains and independent"mom and pop" record stores, as long as they regularly stock a minimum of 200 unique
new recordings. -

This indicator measures the number of the independent retail locations and record store chains in the U.s. that fit this
description. These are the stores that specialize in music retailing. The data show that record retailing has suffered as fewer
small competitors remain in business, and as big box retailers, legal downloads, and online retail have been capturing market
share. In 2003, there were more than 5,500 such independent retailers, but the number had declined by almost half,
to 2,800, by 2008.

Source: AlmightY Instltute of Music Retailing

Relaled lndicator(s): 1,16-21
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23. Movie Screens
Film production reaches audiences on screens in movie houses, via their televisions, through film distribution or (increasingly)
in the form of digital files. While some ofthis distribution migrates to the Internet, and bypasses movie houses, the viewing
experience of the cinema is still a vital element of the movie ecology.

This indicator measures the number of movie screens, as reported by the National Association ofTheatre Owners. Movie screens
increased from about 34,000 in 1998 to about 39,000 in 2007. This translates into almost 130 screens available per million
people, making movie screens one of the most widely available venues for public arts and culture presentations. It should be
noted that there are fewer cinema facilities than movie screens, because multiplex cinemas house multiple screens.

Source: Motion Picture Assoclatlon ofAmerica, MPAA TheatrlcolSunistla annual reports

Related Indlcator(51; 28, 45
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24. Establishments in Arts and Culture Industries
Arts organizations and businesses are the backbone of arts and culture activities, a5 producers of arts goods, services
and arts experiences. Both profit-seeking and nonprofit organizations have important rolesto play. They are repositories
of artistic and creative technique, maintain artistic traditions and provide employment for artistic workers.

This indicator measures the number of all establishments that are in arts and culture industries, using the same 43 NAICS codes
and County Business Pattems data that are used to describe total employment. Almost 230,000 arts firms -both commercial
and nonprofits- play important roles as intermediaries between individual artists &creative ensembles and audiences.
The tally of arts establishments grew slowly; but steadily, from 199B through 2007.

Source: Bureau ofthe Census, County Businl!5S Pattetru

Related lndlcator(s): 22,23, 25-27
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25. I Creative Industriesl Establishments
In addition to studying the numbers of employees, the studies of the Americans for the Arts "Creative Industries"count
the total number of establishments. This count includes different kinds of establishments, such as sole proprietors, business
companies of any size and nonprofits. 'Establishments" refers to locations, so that companies with more than one location
are counted more than once. The "Creative Industries" are defined by the same set of SIC codes used in the count
of"Creative Industries" employees.

This indicator measures the number of employees in the"Creative Industries:' There were more than 680,000 such employees
in 2008, an increase of 25 percent since 2003., As in the case of employment, the "Creative Industries" maintain a, steady share
oftotal establishments -between 4.2 percent and 4.4 percent of all establishments counted by Dun & Bradstreet.

Sources:Americans for the Arts

Related Indlcator(s): 19, 24, 26,60
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26. Registered Arts and Culture 501 (c)(3) Organizations
The vigor of the arts rests in manyways on thousands of nonprofit organizations that present and organize arts programs
in communities around the country. In many arts and humanities disciplines (visual and performing arts, historical and museum
organizations and arts education), nonprofit status is the norm. Most ofthese are charitable organizations as defined by section
S01(c)(3) ofthe Internal Revenue Code.

This indicator is based on the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE), which includes about 400 different organizational
types. Of special interest are those in 43 different categories in NTEE Major Group uN (Arts Culture and Humanities), such
as music, theatre, visual arts, dance, museums, media, and those in group N52, Fairs and Festivals. The data come from the
National Center for Charitable Statistics in the Urban Institute. The total number of organizations in these categories increased
from about 72,000 in 1997 to almost 104,000 in 2008. It should be noted that only about 3S percent of these organizations
file IR5 Form 990 In any given year. The most likely reason forthis is that they are smali; organizations with less than $25,000
in total revenues are not required to file Form 990.

Sourc~:National Cent~rfQr Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute

Related Indlcator{sJ: 8. 24, 25, 27, 29
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27. Arts Support Organizations
A healthy arts ecology clearly requires organizations whose primary mission is to actually create arts products, services
and experiences. Those producing organizations can benefit from the help of partners to support them through advocacy,
fundraising and research. Examples include local arts agencies, united arts funds, national service organizations for many artistic
disciplines, auxiliary groups or guilds raising money for specific arts organizations, advocacy groups focused on cultural policy,
researchers on philanthropy, and more (many such organizations have generously provided data for this report).

This indicator measures the number of arts organizations classified in the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities as Alliance!
Advocacy Organizations, Research Institutes andlor Public Policy Analysis, Monetary Support -Single Organization, Monetary
Support- Multiple Organizations and Nonmonetary Support Not Elsewhere Classified. The number of such support
organizations increased from about 2,600 in 2000 to more than 3,600 in 2007.

Source: National Centerfot Charitable Statl~tlC5 at the Urban Institute

Related Indlcator(s}:], 75
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28. Capital Stock of Arts and Culture Industries
Most forms of artistic production need one or another kind of capital equipment, if not to produce the most basic form (the
song or the dance), then certainly to reach larger audiences. "Capital" here refers to long-lasting assets that organizations use
to produce output. In accounting statements, capital assets are designated as Pproperty, plant, and equipment" or some similar
language. The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) estimates the depreciated value of capital stock affirms in different industries
at the national level, classified atthe four-digit level in NAICS. .

This indicator tracks inflatiOn-adjusted net capital in industries related to arts and culture (Motion picture and Sound Recording
and Book Publishing). The bureau's data do not describe all six-digit NAICS industries, so the share ofthe entire publishing
industry (which includes software, directories, and magazines as well as books) was adjusted using the share of revenue earned
by different kinds of publishers. Companies in industries that create and disseminate literature, film and music invested more
every year (except during the early-decade recession). In any year, some capital spending is for expansion, and some

. is to repiace equipment that has been fully depreciated, so total capital spending is probably understated in the table.
Current dollar capital increased 37 percent to $65 billion in 200B, but constant dollar change was only three percent. .

1.06 1.05 I.03 1.00 ·1.04 1.05 ·1.07 1.08 i.07

Sources: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bureau ohhe Census, Service AnnuQI Survey

Related Indicatorb): 24, 29
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29. Capital Stock of Arts and Culture Nonprofits
The physical capital of nonprofit arts organizations includes property, plant, equipment and facilities. Museums, theatres,
concert halls and the equipment in them are examples ofthis kind of asset. These are one measure ofthe capacity of nonprofits
to provide services and activities, even while they only reach their full potential for the arts when artists and audiences fully
activate them. In the business sector, the NAICS system can be used to identify companies that operate in one industry
or another. In the nonprofit sector, the NTEE system is used.

This indicator measures the constant dollar average annual value of physical capital on the balance sheets of nonprofits
in NTEE Major Group A, plus group N52 (fairs and festivals) -net of depreciation. The average is the sum of beginning
and end-of-year values for each year, divided by two, then converted to 2003 dollars to adjust for inflation. After several
years of steady increase from 199B through 2004, capital stock leveled off, then grew again through 2007, ending at $24.3
billion in constant dollars. Because these figures are reduced from their original value by depreciation, and because they are
converted to constant dollars, they reflect a vigo[ouslevel of capital investment. Further, as in the figures for nonprofit revenue,
they only describe the 35 percent of arts organizations that file Form 990. The overall growth in capital spending is probably
greater than reported, because the reports do not distingUish between capital spending for expansion, and capital spending
to replace equipment that has been fully depreciated.

Sources:Nationa[ CenterforCharitabfe Statlstlcs at the Urban Institute

Related Indlcator(s}:8,28, 76
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Chapter 5. Arts Participation Indicators

There are 25 indicators of arts participation, mainly.showing arts and culture activity in the marketpiace. They measure the
activity and experience in the arts in the form of personal engagement; being a part of audiences for public broadcasting,
museums, and live performances; and spending on cultural experiences and products. Like some of the Financial Flows
indicators, the indicators in this section offer visible and easily recognized measures of the arts as they answer the questions,
"how much art is being produced:' and "how many people are consuming the artsr Here, however, they are tracked mainly
in terms of numbers of people.

The next two tables show the indicators used in the Arts Participation component, and the number of indicators that make
up the overall Arts Participation score in each year. Those scores are shown in Agure 0, below.
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Averaged across all available data, they produce the following ten-year trend:
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Figure O. National Arts Index Arts Participation Indicators [2003 = 100.0)

The Capacity indicators in Chapter 4 showed a steady increase over the ten-year span. An Initial look at the chart suggests
that this has not been echoed in the consumption and delivery of art services. This is one ofthe more striking findings ofthis
research, that the vigor of the arts industries did not generate asteadily increasing level of participation and engagement.
Capacity has expanded, but demand has not kept pace when measured in the number of people who are consuming,
as opposed to the dollars generated.

The participation measure is composed of 22 indicators. Taken together, they steadily increased since 2002, but very .slowly.
The 2006 index score of 103.3 is the highest of the 10 years studied, and the slight decline in 2007 may only have been a
warning of more substantial decreases to follow. In important ways, demand for long-standing art forms lagged over the
ten-year period. These indicators show major shifts in. how Americans are consuming the arts, some of which are positive,
others more or less stable, but many negative.

Attendance at mainstream nonprofit arts organizations is in a long-term decline. Market data gathered by Scarborough
Research [200,000 surveys annually in the largest 81 metropolitan areas) indicates a steady decline in the percentage of the
population attending museums and performing arts events (symphony, dance, opera, theater)-decreases of 13 percent
and 17 pe(cent, respectively, between 2003-2008.

Personal arts creation by the public, however, has generally been in'creasing (making art, playing music). Technology has also
had an impact: while the number of CD stores has been reduced by half in just past five years, online downloads of singles
and albums grew four-fold in three years. Attendance at Broadway shows and participation by foreign visitors in American
arts and culture increased by varying amounts. College students maintain vigorous interest in the arts in their choice of majors.

Arts participation and Vitality is being heavily driven by smaller, community-based and culturally specific arts organizations.
The number of these organizations has grown faster than the rate of growth for all nonprofit arts organizations and even faster
than the rate of the minority population in the U.s. Additional analysis of their financial data reveals that they are more likely
to complete their fiscal yearwithout a deficit than the remaining universe of nonprofit arts organizations.

Overall, levels of production and consumption of the arts were not very satisfying. The concern that these indicators raise
is that despite the virtues ofthe arts, the attention they receive, and the vigorous increase in arts capacity, demand is not
vigorous. Some ofthese effects will be seen again in Chapter 7, which looks at the competitiveness of the arts.

The individual indicators described in the following 22 pages provide additional detail on the sometimes stable, but mostly
declining levels of consumption and participation in arts industries, including goods, services, and experiences in arts
and culture from 1998 to 2007.

The estimate of the 2008 Arts Participation component score was 99.2, based on 16 indicators that were available as this report
was finalized. This Is a 3.7 percentage point drop from the 2007 score.

Arts Participation
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30. Participation in Personal Creativity Activities
Personal engagement in the creative process is a basic driver of arts and culture vitality, typically driven by individual creativity,
a desire to express oneself and interest in creative technique. Some evidence of personal engagement and creativity is shown
in the indicator that measures purchases of musical instruments. Writing poetry and prose, or exploring movement through
dance and drama through theatre performance are other examples of this engagement, as is the creation of visual art work
through painting or drawing. Photography is another individual creative process, one that has both grown in accessibility
and declined in expense with the advent 01 digital photography.

This indicator uses Mediamark data reported in the Statistical Abstract 01 the United States to measure activity in making
music, painting, drawing and/or photography. These activities have engaged tens of millions of Americans in recent years,
with total participation peaking at 60 million in 2007 and remaining close in 2008. It should be noted that these totals do not
differentiate between those people who participate in only one 01 these creative activities and those who participate in all
olthem; there are certainly people who paint and take photographs and play musical instruments. Thus, this is a maximum
number of participants. Correspondingly, this is not a comprehensive list of all creative activities, only those covered by this data
source. For example, the Statistical Abstract reported that between 2 and 3 million people also participated in ceramics in years
through 2006 -but stopped reporting these data in 2007. It also does not explicitly count the 6.3 million Americans whose
main volunteer service is to make music -presumably, many of them as choral singers, among other community music settings.

Participantsil1: 14,020 12.356 14.425
ParticiparJ_ts)~ : :23,7~4 24.645 28.504 28.445
Play mJ,isi¢alf c15,828 16.680 16,852 16.526
Total r:iartlcip~'f;~

painting~ ~ra_~_~g;~.n .. 55.862 53,711 55.345 55.034 57.712 60.594 59.396

Indexed to 2003:'~~'; N/D 1.04 1.00 1.03 1.02 1.07 1.13 1.11

Source: Bureau of the Census, Sledsffeol Absfractofrhe UnlledStotes

Related lndiC<ltor{s); 31,21.52, 54
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31. Copyright Applications
The copyright system gives the creators or authors of original material a way to register ownership of their creations, which
may include literary, dramatic, musical, artistic and certain other intellectual works. The rights of copyright are distribution,
duplication, public performance and/or exhibit, and preparation of derivative works. In the common law, copyright exists
from the moment a work is created, but registering a work creates a more formal and legally defensible documentation
of ownership. Of course, the formal copyright system is inherently only the tip ofthe iceberg -many more artistic creations
are not registered. However, these additional protections are meaningful to many creators for artistic andlor commercial
reasons. The Copyright Office in the Ubrary of Congress administers copyright in the United States. Creators of new work
such as authors, composers, lyricists, playwrights and others claim copyright by submitting a copy oftheirwork, along
with an information form. The Copyright Office then formally registers the claim.

This indicator measures the number of daims to copyright made in each year in the U.S. Claims flow in from the creators
of artistic wqrk, rather than out from the Copyright Office. There is a time lag from when a copyright claim is submitted
to when it is registered. In recent years. there have been an unusually high number of claims in process. Therefore, claims
submitted by creators of new work represent a better measure of underlying artistic activity. The number of claims declined
about 14 percentfrom 1998 through 2008. Part of this may be attributable to an increase in registration fees in 1999 and 2006,
making it more costly for creators to register their work.

607,492 "614,235 600.535

Source: Copyright Office. annualreports

Related Indlcator{s): 30, 54
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619.022

1.02 0.97 0.97 0.87 1.00 1.01 0.99 0.98
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0.89 0.92
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32. Personal Expenditures on Arts and Culture
Personal consumption spending is motivated by underlying dem.nd by individuals and households through the entire
population. Personal spending makes up about two-thirds of all economic activity in the U.S. In the National Income
and Product Accounts, the Bureau of Economic Artalysis presents yearly data on total personal consumption expenditure
on different kinds of consumer items. Ofthe 100-odd kinds of expenditures listed, four specific types are closely related
to arts and culture.

This indicator measures the total ofthose expenditures, and is the largest-scale economic indicator in this Index. The items
covered include arts and culture goods, services and experiences: books, recorded audio and video media, and tickets
to live performing arts and movies. Between 1998 and 2007, these expenditures increased from $108 billion to $169 billion
in current dollars, a total growth of 44 percent. The tempering effects of inflation reduce that to a constant donar rise of 16
percent over 10 years, a fairly steady pace. .
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129.3
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1.00
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1.03

142.2

1.04

148.5

1.08

150.0

1.09 N/D

Sources; Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of labor Statistics, Bureau ofthe Census., ServlceArmualSUNeJ!

Related fndicatorbl: 29
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33. New Work in Theatre, Orchestra, Opera, Broadway and Film

The creation of new artistic work is critical to a successful arts ecology. The major performing arts disciplines are exciting
settings for the presentation of new work. Data on premieres by American theatre companies, symphony orchestras, operas,
Broadway producers and filmmakers are available from their national service organizations: The Broadway League, League
of American Orchestras, Motion Picture Association of America, Opera America and Theatre Communications Group.
These service organizations do valuable work in gathering information on their members' actiyities and providing
a summary of that information for the public.

This indicator measures the number of world premieres and new films presented by these arts organizations as they report
to their associations. The figures below are the only ones reported to these organizations, and therefore probably understate
the numbers. There is a time lag between the concept fora new work and its eventual premiere, because performing arts
seasons and films are planned years in advance. It is probable that the 2004-to-2007 increase occurred some time beforehand,
reflecting optimism and willingness to invest among producers in different disciplines. Ofthe different sources for new
productions, film is the most dynamic, while the live performing arts disciplines maintained approximately the same level
of new work from 2003 through 2007. During the longer term, there have also been large proportional jumps in the
reported premieres in symphony and in theatre.

N/D

348
528

1.024

1.00 0.97

996

0.97

1.071

1.05

1.116

1.09 N/D

Source: Opera America, Broadway league, League ofAmerican Orchestras,Theatre CommunicatIons Group, MotIon Picture AS50ciallon ofAmerica

Related Indiator(s:):21, 31, 41-45,48-50
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34. Volunteering for the Arts
Nonprofit arts organizations can accomplish their missions using a combination ofpaid staff and volunteers. Some
arts organizations, like choruses and community theatre. only use or mainly use volunteers, while others are more likely
to be fully staffed with professionals (such as urban symphonies). Overall, voluntarism is critical to the arts. In its annual
Current Population Survey (CPS), the Census Bureau gathers data on Americans'volunteer activity, including the organizations
where they volunteer.

This indicator measures the number ofvolunteers who identify an arts and culture organization as the 1st, 2nd or 3rd choice
among the organizations they serve. In the list of possible organizations, arts ranked between 10th and 12th from 2003 to 2007,
behind religion, youth sports, social and community groups, health and education ~amongother types. The number of arts
volunteers reported in the CPS has stayed between 1.8 million and 2.0 million in the years since the CPS started reporting
volunteering activity. The number of arts volunteers, however, is believed to be ~with certainty- much higher than these
numbers suggest. In the 200S, 2006 and 2007 editions ofthe CPS, the Census Bureau gathered additional data on the work that
volunteers perform. In 2007, an estimated 63 million volunteers said that they serve mainly as musicians. This most likely refers
to choral singers in worship and community settings -among other avocational artists.

(

Volunt
organa: 1.082.362
Volunteer!' . ',''-'' """",
orgal'lii:;ti" 476.682 : 5~~,i;18< 595.106 480,229 552.077
Volunte~'n

orgai,,~.t( 249.940 232,451 236.249 210,708 237,449 278.439 240,973
Volunte~ri

organi%att 1.819.176 2,006.684 1,860.810 1.765.755 1,884.151 1,866.598 1.875.412

N/D 0<91 1<00 0<93 0.88 0.94 0.93 <0.93

Source: Bureau ofthe Census. CurrentPopu/oritm5uIVey

Related rndlcator{s)l 16-21.26,27. 56, 57
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35. Performance of SAT Test Takers with Four Years of Art or Music

Arts education is generally associated with higher scores on student achievement tests. One way to evaluate this is to compare
standardized testing scores such as the SAT 1 Reasoning Test offered by the College Board. SAT scores are a measure primarily
used by college admissions officers as a factor in college admission decisions, and typically predict about nine percent of the
variation in first-year GPA. The Board publishes SAT 1 scores of college-bound seniors that illustrate the impact of studying the
arts in school.

This indicator is the percentage difference in SAT Iscores between students with four years of art or music courses and the
scores of all other test takers. It is calculated by taking the total of verbal and math for 199B to 2005 (critical reading and math
in 2006 and 200n subtracting a minimum score of400 that is reached by every test taker, and calculating the percent difference
between those with four years of arts courses and all other test takers. This adjusted margin averaged almost nine percent from

. 199B to 200B and rose steadily from 2001 through 2006, then declined through 2008. While they are consistent, these results
and trends should be interpreted carefully and do not imply that taking arts courses is the sale reason for this difference. Other
factors influencing test scores include the type of school, student socioeconomic status, and other high school coursework,
so high school students with multiple years of arts education may not be representative of all college-bound seniors. Without
information on within- or between-group variation, it is not possible to draw any inferences about the statistical significance
ofthese margins.

(

671 669 670 675 674: 684 653 650 663

613 613 616 617 614 613 610 617 614 614 605

9.5% 9.1% 8.4% 7.8% 9.1% 10.1% 10.5% 10.9% 11.2% 10.7% 9.6%

\
0.94 0.90 0.83 0.77 0.90 1.00 1.04 1.07 1.11 1.06 0.95
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Related Indlcator{s):36, 37, S9
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36. Arts Majors by College-Bound Seniors
High school students taking the SAT Iare asked to indicate a major that they may pursue. Certainly many students in all
prospective majors change their path to 'pursue new majors, 50 their responses are not sole indicator of students'final'
educational plans. Still, they do point to later graduation and career expectations and inform colleges and universities
about trends in demand for particular programs. While some students will change out of arts majors, there are others
who change into and add majors and minors in the arts disciplines.

This indicator measures the share of college-bound seniors taking the SAT I reasoning tests who declare an initial interest
in a major in the performing or visual arts. The number of such students rose from about 70,000 in 1998 to 85,000 in 2007,
while the share has ranged close to seven percent.
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Source:The College Board, College-BoundSenlon annual reports

Related IndICiltor(sl:35,37,SS,S!l
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37. Visual and Performing Arts Degrees

Educated artists make long-lasting contributions to artistic creation and activity. They sustain quality, technique, and artistic
traditions. The personal investment in an associate, bachelor's, master's, or doctoral degree in the arts is not just a signal
of an individual's personal interest and accomplishment -it also holds the promise for future artistic creation. Growing
demand for arts training is self-sustaining, too, as some trained artists themselves become educators, and as graduates
at one level continue on to further study.

This indicator measures the total number of associate, bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees in the visual and performing
arts. The data for this measure are from the National Center for Educational Statistics in the federal Department of Education.
This Center uses the Classification of Instructional Programs (CIPl, an exhaustive list of postsecondary instructional programs
and majors. From 1998 to 2007, more than 1 million degrees were awarded in the visual and performing arts, with annual
graduations growing from 79,000 to more than 120,000 -an increase of 52 percent.

0.74 0.78 0.82 0.85 0.93 1.00 1.07 1.09 .1.11 1.12 N/D

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, Department of Education, Digest ofEducation Statinia

Related Indlcator(s): 35, 36, 55, 59
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38. Noncommercial Radio Listenership
Public broadcasting, both radio and television, has long been regarded as one ofthe principal means oftransmitting culture.
Public radio incorporates a wide range of radio station types, from the well-known National Public Radio stations to more
community- or campus-based stations.

This indicator measures the share ofthe u.s. population age 12 and older that listens to noncommercial radio supported
by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting at least once during the year. The measure is calculated by Radio Research
Consortium (RRCl, the firm that publishes the industry standard Arbitron ratings. These figures are reported as share
data by RRC. Public radio, in all its forms, attracted a share of listeners that rose to , 1.3 percent of adults in 2003 and has
maintained that level ever since. Because the population has been growing, this represents a progressively larger listenership.

Source: Radio Research Consortium

Related Indlc:atorls):39
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39. Public Television Viewing
While public radio is fragmented among different kinds of stations, public television broadcasting is primarily in the
domain of affiliates of the Public Broadcasting System (PBS). The national programming of PBS in educational, cultural, news,
and scientific content is broadcast in full or in part over a network of 356 TV stations. While there are other noncommercial
and cable access TV stations, PBS is recognized a5 an especially significant contributor to arts and culture.

This indicator measures the so-called "household cume,"the percentage of homes that tune to a particular station for six
minutes or more during a measurement time period. These data were prOVided by PBS from the Nielsen Television Index.
They measure average public television cumulative households viewing (24 hoursl7 days) using the average of one week
per month in September and October each year. The percentage of households that view public television broadcasting
has declined fairly consistently from 56 percent to 39 percent. It is likely that sOme of the decline is attributable to shifts
in viewing from broadcast networks and towards cable, satellite and Internet transmission, as well as changes in data
collection by Nielsen during the change to digital TV broadcasting.

Source: Public afoadC:a5t1ng Synem

Related IlldlcatQr(s): 38
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40. Foreign Visitor Participation in Arts and Culture Leisure Activity

EffectivelYi cultural tourism by foreign visitors is a form of export by domestic arts and culture industries. Like Americans
who travel abroad, foreign tourists in the U.s. also participate in the American arts and culture sectors as audience members
at arts events and as visitors to cultural attractions.

This indicator measures participation by tourists who fly to the u.s. in arts and culture activities as a part of their total leisure
activities in the u.s. The data are collected by the International Trade Administration in the Department of Commerce (ITA).
The ITA's monthly Survey of International Air Passengers is conducted on a voluntary basis on in- and out-bound flights to the
u.s; The survey lists 29 leisure activities, of which six are most closely related to arts and culture: Art G~lIery/Museum, Concert!
Play/Musical, Cultural Heritage Sites, Ethnic Heritage Sites, Visit American Indian Community, and Visit Historical Places. Survey
sample sizes have exceeded 21,000 since 2002, and were more than 31,000 in 2008. The indicator shows a gradual decline
from 1998through 2002, with fairiy steady growth since.
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Source: Department of Commerce, IntematlonalTrade Administration

Related lndltiltor{s): 41-50
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41. Attendance at Broadway Shows in New York
Broadway refers to the theatre district in New York, generaily thought of as the most prominent venue for A.merican theatre.
The success of Broadway has long been regarded as a significant measure ofthe overail health of live theatre around the
country, not only in New York.

This indicator is total attendance at Broadway shows in New York, using data from the Broadway League (formerly the
League of American Theaters and Producers). Until 2000·2001, the Broadway League reported data rounded to the nearest
10,000; the data have been more precise since. The indicator illustrates a widely reported trend, that attendance dropped
after September 11, 2001 (in the 2002 season), but graduaily increased in the years since -reaching historicaily high levels
in 2007 and 200B.

Source:The Broadway league, BroadwaySeanm Statlnlcs

Related lndicator~l: 33, 42-44, 48-50, 67-69, 71-73
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42. Attendance at Touring Broadway Shows
Musicals, plays, songs and stars come to wide attention and national prominence on Broadway, and shows that have
succeeded there have spawned successful tours over the entire span of American theatrical history ("Ifyou can make it
there .. :1. Broadway sho~s tour the U.S. to audiences in many other cities and communities, bringing productions
from the New York theatre district all over the country.

This indicator measures attendance at touring productions of Broadway shows, rounded to the nearest 100,000 (provided
by the Broadway League). Through almost all years, more people saw Broadway shows on tour than in New York -almost
twice as many in the mid 19905, about one-quarter more in recentyears. While attendance at Broadway shows in New York
has remained steady, touring Broadway attracted progressively smaller audiences from 2005 through 2008.

Source: Broadway league, Touring BroadwayStat/nfa

Related Indlcator(s): 41, 43, 44,48-50, 67--69. 71-73
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43. Attendance at Live Popular Music
Attending the many varieties of popular music in concert is one of the main ways for the public to hear new 50ngs, styles
and sounds. While the natural domicile of symphonic or operatic music may be the concert hall, pop styles like rock, hip-hop,
or country are more likely to be heard in clubs, arenas, outdoor amphitheatres and stadiums. Scarborough Research conducts
largepscale studies on a wide range of consumer behaviors, including participation in cUltural activities, gathering data
from more than 200,000 interviews and questionnaires in 81 metropolitan areas in the U.S.

This indicator, using data obtained by Scarborough, estimates the number of people in its survey base who attended one
or more popular music concerts in the prior 12 months. Scarborough estimates that the population in the 81 markets it studies
is about 228 million in 2008, or about 75 percent of total U.S. population. Attendance at these events has ranged from 48.6
million people to 51.8 million people overthe five years of available data, peaking in 2005 and declining annually since.

(
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44. Attendance at Symphony, Dance, Opera and Theatre
For many decades, the performing arts have been associated especially strongly with the fields of dance, opera, symphony
and theatre. For this reason, it helps to understand the vitality of arts and culture overall to look at attendance at these four
art forms collectively as well as individually. These kinds of programs are typically presented by nonprofit entities that are
often influential not only for the quality of their performances, but because they are important cultural institutions. Data
on attendance at these kinds of arts events is gathered by Scarborough Research in 81 metropolitan areas that have about 75
percent ofthe entire U.s. population, along with data Scarborough collects on attendance at museums and at popular
music events.

This indicator is Scarborough's estimate of attendance at these performing arts events. This yvide diversity of artistic genres
contributes to a large audience base, of some 86.4 million in 2003, declining t080.1 million in 2007. Certainly, there is some
double counting among all of these measures,as audience members for one genre may well be devotees of others as well
-and may also attend popular music concerts and visit museums. However, the trend of continuing decline is a calise
for attention and concern.
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45. Motion Picture Attendance
Attendance at feature films is one of the most popular and widespread forms of participation in the arts. Hundreds
of millions· of people attend showings of hundreds offilms, presented in tens of thousands of movie theatres around the
country. While digital video over the Internet continues to grow in popularity and grow in its impact on how feature films
are delivered, cinema showings continue to attract the largest audiences ofthe activities tracked in this Index.

This indicator measures total attendance at movies according to the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA)
data in the U.s. and Canada. MPAA, like some other trade associations, combines Canadian and U.s. data in its annual
tallies. This is problematic in some ways because the data include some foreign activities. However, it is very likely that
Canadian moviegoing is sufficiently close to American moviegoing that rates of change are very close in both countries.
Total attendance peaked in 2002, declined until 2005, and then grew slightly through 2007 before falling in 2008.

Source: Motion Picture Association of Amenca, MPAA Theatrical SrotJitics annualreport

Related Indic;atorCs):23
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46. Museum Visits
Museums are educational centers, repositories ·of cultural materials, and places ofvision -often with singular architectural
appearance, presence and location. These attributes make them destinations for visitors, whom they attract through permanent
and special programs. Museum visits, with their opportunities for discovery and adventure, are cultural experiences that almost
every American has had at least once; these visits are important for education in art, history, culture and the sciences. The
American Association of Museums (AAM) gathers annual data from its members on operations, finances and attendance,
receiving between 600 and 900 total responses per year, including 125 museums that have responded every year that the
survey has been administered.

This indicator measures the annual Visitor counts atthe median museum in this group of 125. AAM membership is
diverse, composed of large metropolitan art museums and specialized mu·seums in smaller places and many other types.
Nonetheless, the median attendance in that trend group tracks overall increases or decreases in attendance. While museum
attendance declined since 2005, it is still higher than in the late1990s.

Source: Amerlcan Assodatlon of Museums

Related rndlcator(s):47, 70
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47. Art Museum Visits
While concert attendance events are widely distributed and are accessible in both larger and smaller markets, art museums
tend to be concentrated in metropolitan areas -including the 81 regions where Scarborough Research collects data. Art
museums are only a subset of the whole museum field; art museum attendance is a subset of total museum attendance.
Scarborough gathers data on art museum attendance, along with other data on attendance atperforming arts and popular
music events.

This indicator, provided by Scarborough, is an estimate of the number of people in its survey base who visited an art museum
one or more times in the prior 12 months. Art museum attendance in metropolitan areas declined from about 33.0 million
visitors to 30.9 million between 2003 and 2008.

Source:SCilrborough Research,lnc.

Related lndJcalor{s}: 46, 70
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48. Opera Attendance
Opera is one ofthe most comprehensive of live performance enterprises, encompassing visual, musical and dramatic elements
in acomplex performance. There are more thanl 00 professional opera companies in the U.s., collectively offering hundreds
of productions and more than 2,000 performances each year. OPERA America, the national service organization for the opera
field, conducts an annual Professional Opera Survey. Opera companies responding to this survey conduct more than 90 percent
of professional opera activity in the u.s.

This indicator measures total attendance at mainstage season performances by reporting opera companies. From 1998 through
2007, this ranged between 3.1 million and 3.9 million, with a peak last reached in 2000. Like symphony, theatre and other art
forms. much opera activity is offered outside ofthe concert hall, reaching community audiences in other educational
and community settings. Systematic counts of those audiences, however, are not available.

Source: Opera America

Related Indicator(s):41-44, 49, 50, 67-69, 71-73
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49. Symphony Attendance
Symphony as both an art form in the concert hall, and as an institutional presence in American communities, is one
ofthe mainstays ofthe lively arts in the American cultural experiencet a role it shares with opera, theatre and dance.
With hundreds of symphony orchestras around the country, founded in every time period from the mid-19th century
to the 19705 and even later, orchestral music is among the most accessible and widely available classical music types.
Data on symphony orchestra attendance is gathered annually by the League of American Orchestras for publication in its
Orchestral Survey ReportS.

This indicator tracks total attendance at symphony concerts in the U.S. as estimated by the League. In addition to reporting
data from responding orchestras, the League estimates attendance at all orchestra concerts by extrapolating from the
population of symphony orchestras. This indicator reports those estimates.

Source: League ofAmerIcan Orchest...s

Related Indicator(s):41-44,4B, SO, 67-69, 71-73
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50. Nonprofit Professional Theatre Attendance
Live theatre is another core component of the performing arts that is deeply embedded in the American cultural experience.
Theatre is' presented in any number of venues, by nonprofit groups with volunteer or professional actors, in private and public
schools at all levels, and by professional theatrical businesses, on Broadway and elsewhere.

This indicator measures total annual attendance at nonprofit professional theatres using data published annually
by Theatre Communications Group (TCG) in its annual Theatre Facts report. TCG makes an annual estimate of attendance
based on responses to its annual survey, and extrapolates that to attendance at all nonprofit professional theatres. Total
attendance peaked in 2003 at more than 34 million, and was again climbing after 2005. Earlier years are not included
because of a significant change in TCG's method of estimating total attendance prior to 2002.

Source: Theatre CommunIcations Group, Thearl'f! FtJdS annualrepont

Related Indlcalor(s): 41--44,48, 49,67-69, 71-73
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51. Citations of Arts and Culture in Bibliographic Databases
Arts and culture activities in all domains are the subject of communication in conversation, correspondence, and writing.
Much -probably most- of the interaction between people about the arts goes on away from the public view or is only
disseminated via the Internet. However, many documents that are more formally published refer to arts and culture.
In particular, we can measure what people write and publish about the arts in bibliographic databases of published work
in newspapers, magazines and·academicjournals.

This indicator shows how commonly some arts-related search terms are used as keywords in some well-known bibliographic
research databases. The terms are:"Musician:'"Artist:"Playwright;"'Dancer:"'Arts and Culture;'Creativity, Aesthetic, "Arts
Education,"Opera, "Fine Arts,"Theatre and Symphony. The databases were Ebsco Academic Search Premier, Proquest Classic
Research Library, Proquest Dissertation, and WilsonWeb OmniFile, all of which are commonly used for scholarly research
-but also for locating articles in magazines and newspapers with general circulation. The total of arts entries was compared
to all entries in the databases. The arts terms were in about 224,000 entries dated 1998, increasing to 477,000 by 2007,
while total entries grew from about 2.3 million to about 6.2 million. So, the arts-related items appear in between 7.2 percent
and 8.0 percent of entries over those years. What these sources do not include is material that is first published on the Web.

(
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Chapter 6. Arts Competitiveness Indicators

There are 25 indicators of arts participation, mainly showing arts and culture activity in the marketplace. They measure the
activity and experience in the arts in the form of personal engagement; being a part of audiences for public broadcasting,
museums, and live performances; and spending on cultural experiences and products. Like some ofthe Financial Flows
indicators, the indicators in this section offer visible and easily recognized measures of the arts as they answer the questions,
"how much art is being produced,lIand "'how many people are consuming the arts?" Here, however, they are tracked mainly
in terms of numbers of people.

The next two tables show the indicators used in the Arts Participation component, and the number of indicators that make
up the overall Arts Participation score in each year. Those scores are shown in Figure P, below.
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Averaged across all available data, they produce the following ten-year trend:

12D~

Figure P. National Arts Index Competitiveness Indicators (2003 = 100.0)

The term "competitiveness" is not often applied to the arts. Yet a number ofthese indicators assess the position of the arts
in their various markets against other possible uses of audience members' time, donors' contributions, and institutional
funding. The logic is similar to what companies use when assessing their market share: it shows how an organization is
faring when taking into account all ofthe other providers of its goods and services, as well as overall growth (or shrinkage)
of the marketplace. Similarly, the percentage of the overall population engaging in one or more arts activities points to how
the arts are competing against all of the other ways that consumers can spend their time and money. Some of the Capacity
indicators measure changes in the number ofworkers in artistic industries or artistic occupations; in the Competitiveness
component, the focus is on the artistic share of total workers or total industries, because these are also changing all the time.
For example, a one percent annual increase in attendance for a given art form is a positive, but it has less of an impact if the
population has grown more than one percent.

Other measures in this component relate to arts education, including the prior arts education of college-bound seniors,
and the visual and performing arts share of higher education degrees. There are views ofthe role of government funding
derived by looking atthe per capita funding ofthe arts provided by the federal and state governments, and at the share
of discretionary spending that Congress and the state legislatures committo the arts. Where indicators describing corporate
and financial philanthropy in the Financial Flows section were measured in dollars, those same dollars here are used
to evaluate the share oftotal corporate and foundation dollars.

The overall trend in these Competitiveness indicators is even less encouraging than the trend for Arts Participation indicators.
To the extent that the arts are viewed as co-existing in ecology with other powerful forces in society, its impact will necessarily
be affected by those other forces. The other forces-population growth and diversity, multiple public policy changes, the global
environment, changes in peoples' access to-and use oftechnology -are not our main subject in this report, but their general
effects, and especially the way in which they contend with arts for resources and attention, are vital matters for this study.

Overall, we see the cumulative evidence of indicators in this component as showing that the arts are becoming less competitive
and that this decline threatens the vitality of the arts, just as increased participation fuels its future.

The individual indicators described in the following 25 pages provide additional detail on the competitiveness of arts
and culture from 1998 to 2007.

The initial estimate of the Competitiveness component score for 2008, using 15 indicators, is 95.8. This continues the steep slide
in competitiveness that began in 2000 and continued through the decade, with only a brief pause in 2004.

Competitiveness
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52. Population Share Engaged in Personal Creativity
People who engage directly in personal creativity do so in addition to (or even in place of} other choices that they make
for spending leisure time. As with many other variables, we calculate the share ofthe population that is engaged
in personal creativity.

This indicator is created by taking the total of individuals involved in specific creative activities -as reported in Mediamark data
in the Statistical Abstract ofthe United States- and dividing that count ofindividuals by total u.s. population in that year.
The maximum rate ofparticipation in these specific activities ranged over five years, from 19.3 percent to 20.1 percent
ofthe population. This is a maximum because the numbers used to calculate the index score assume that the individuals
participating in each of these are all different people, even though some engage in multiple kinds of creativity. This maximum
is a total of 54 million through 61 million people. After increasing 2005 through 2007, the share declined by 0.6 percentage
points in 2008.

Total p~'riiti';
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Source: Bureau ofthe Census, StatlsricalAb~tToa ofthe United States

Related Indicator{51: 3D, 32, 54
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53. Arts and Culture Share of Private Giving
Nonprofit arts organizations seeking philanthropic support have to compete with the many other nonprofit industries that
depend on private giving. Arts and culture are only one of several targets for individuals, corporations and foundations when
they.spend money to support charitable action. The question of interest is, how well do arts and culture do in this competition?

This indicator measures the share oftotal private philanthropy given to arts and culture organizations. This share averaged 4.6
percent over the whole 11 -year span, but only 4.3 percent since 2003. While total private giving (in current dollars) increased
every year, support of the arts went up and down over the years. The cumulative effect is that the"market share" of arts and
culture in the overall philanthropy market in this decade has generally declined, especially when compared to the late 1990s.

SOUfce: Giving USA

Related IndlcatQr($):9-12, 26, 27, 61-62, 74
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54. Arts and Culture Share of Personal Expenditures
In the U.S. economy, personal and household consumer spending.represents about two-thirds of total activity, a proportion
that has stood up well over time. However, the actual composition of consumer spending within that aggregate can and does
change. For this reason, it is important to track how discretionary consumer spending on arts"and culture changes as a
component of overall consumption.

This indicator measures the total of those expenditures as a share of total personal consumption expenditUres, using
the National Income and Product Accounts available from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Total personal consumption
spending increased (in current dollars) from $5.9 trillion to $9.2 trillion between 1998 arid 2007. During the same time period,
arts and culture consumption grew from $108 billion to $169 billion, staying dose to 1.8 percent oftotal consumer expenditure.
This rase somewhat in the 2006 and 2007 to almost the same level as in the late 19905.

Source: Bureau ofEconomic Analysis, NoUrmollncome andProduct! Accounts

Related lndicatorls): 30, 32
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55. Visual and Performing Arts. Share of Higher Education Degrees

In total, more than 2S million degrees -from associate to doctoral level- were conferred between 1998 and 2007. Students
pick their'major from a range of supjeets. Successive cohorts of college students have evolving interests, resulting in shifts
in which majors end up being more or less popular to students as time goes on.

This indicator measures the share of those degrees that were in visual and performing arts. This indicator uses data from the
National Center for Education Statistics in the U.s. Department of Education. Starting at 3.6 percent in 1998, the share ofvisuaI
and performing arts degrees among all degrees peaked at 4.3 percent in 2004-capping several years of steady increase.
Even though the total number of arts degrees continued to rise, its growth was not as high as the growth in the number
oftotal degrees.

0.84 0.88 0.90 0.93 0.98 1.00 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.97 N/D

Source: National Centerfor Education Statistics, Department ofEducation, Digest ofEdurnrion Statist/a

Related Jndlcator(sl: 36, 37
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56. Share of Employees in Arts and Culture Industries
In adynamic economy, the total number ofworkers changes as people enter and exit the labor force. The long-running
(multi-decade) trend is an expansion ofthe labor force as the population grows, though the rate of growth is inconsistent
and even becomes negative in times of poor economic performance. As the labor force grows and contracts, some industries
will tend to have larger shares of all employees, while others will see their share of the workforce decline.

This indicator measures the employees in arts and cultur~ industries as a share of total employees in all industries, using
the 43 NAICS code industries listed in Appendix A. This indicator has remained between 1.7 percent and 1.8 percent oftotal
employees, though it has declined since 2000.

Source: Bureau of the census, CQUnty Business Pattuns

Related IndiatorCs): 17, 18, 57
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57. Share ofWorkers in Arts and Culture Occupations
The increase in the number of workers in artistic occupations can be evaluated against changes in the total number of workers
in all occupations over the same time period in order to determine the proportion of all workers who are in artistic occupations.
The same Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS) data that describe occupations of workers can be used to make this comparison.

This indicator measures the share ofworkers in all 450 occupations classified in the Standard Occupational Code system that
have arts and culture occupations (see Appendix B). These workers have an increasing share of total work, with their share
increasing 23 percent betWeen 1999 and 2008. This occurred because the total number of workers in all occupations
increased by four percent, while the total number of workers in arts and culture occupations grew by 28 percent. A change
in measurement systems to identify occupations more precisely accounts for part of the increased number of workers
in arts and culture occupations after 2003.

Source: Bureau ofLabor Statistics, o«uporlollQl Employment5fofisrlcs

Related Indlcator(s): 17-19, 56, 58
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58. Share of Payroll in Arts and Culture Industries
Absolute payroll dollars give a sense ofscale, but do not convey how much of all worker payroll is earned in arts and culture
businesses and nonprofits. That can be evaluated by comparing to total payrolls for all industries.

This indicator measures the share of all payroll in the arts and culture industries, defined by the same set of43 NAICS codes used
to estimate numbers of employees and establishments shown in Appendix A. This represented close to 1.9 percent of payroll
in all industries -a range that was fairly stable over the past decade, though lower in the last years of the series. The share
oftotal payroll in arts and culture industries is larger than the share of total employees in those same industries, additional
evidence that while competition for arts employment is fierce, workers in arts industries earn a premium over workers
in all industries.

Source: Bureau ofthe Census, COUnly Business Panerns

Related Indicator{s):2,3, 16-19,56,57
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59. Share of SAT Test Takers with Four Years of Art or Music

It is widely reported that art and music instruction in public education are declining because' of competitive pressures
from other subjects and the difficulty of obtaining necessary resources. Some evidence ofthe impact of these dedines comes
from the curriculum experience of students, ,as shown in the courses that they have taken. For college-bound high school
seniors, data on SAT Itest takers in the College Board's annual "College-Bound Seniors" reports provide this information.
The reports show that over the years, the average length of time that a college-bound senior student takes art and/or music
is two years.

This indicator measures the number of SAT test takers with four years of art and music as a share of all test takers who provide
data on their curriculum experience. Students with four years of art and/or music in high school made up a growing
percentage of college-bound seniors, especially from 2001 to 2006. The data also show that the share taking three years
rose from 10.B percentto 12.3 percentfrom 1998 to 2007.

Source:The College Board, College-BoundSeniors tmnuol reporu

Related Indlcatorlsl:3S-37
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60. Share of Establishments in Arts and Culture Industries
In a dynamic economy that mostly grows and sometimes contracts, the number affirms in a particular industry will change.
Economic circumstances may favor one kind of company over another. The increase in the total number of arts and culture
establishments parallels similar change in the broader economy, as the total number of establishments grew in every Industry.

This indicator measures the share of all establishments that are in arts and culture industries, i.e., in the industries defined
by the NAICS codes listed in Appendix A. This stayed quite steady at about 3.0 percent of all establishments, which is higher
than the share oftotal employeesJn the same industries (usually about 1.7 percent to 1.8 percent). This implies that the typical
arts and culture firm has fewer employees than other businesses.

Sourte: Bureau of the Census, CountyBusinW Patterns

Relat~ Indkalor(s):21-27,57,5B
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61. Arts and Culture Share of Foundation Funding
Foundations that support the arts often support other nonprofit areas as well, such as human service, health, education, or the
environment. Arts organizations, therefore, haveto compete against these other worthy demands for support.

This indicator measures the share oftotal foundation funding of arts and culture organizations as a share of all foundation
funding. The Foundation Center's annual tallies are based on grants of $1 0,000 or more, made by approximately 1,200 ofthe
nation's foundations. The number of grants of this scale that are reported in the Center's Fe Stats program has.increased
from 97,000 in 1998 to more than 140,000 in 2007. From 1998 to 2000, the arts and culture share declined compared to other
nonprofit causes, and then increased through 2004, before declining again through 2007.

Source: Foundation Center

Related lndlcaror(s): 10,s3
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62. Arts and Culture Share of Corporate Funding
Corporate support is vital to the arts, and also to health, human services. environmental, education and other areas ofnonprofit
activity. The Conference Board surveys major corporations every year on their charitable contributions, including the sectors
to which they give. Response levels range from 189 to 232 companies. The 80ard estimates that in 2006, these contributions
represented 62 percent of overall corporate contributions from U.S.-based companies that year. Respondents to Conference
Board surveys typically are major corporations; it is important to note that besides these companies, many small businesses,
numbering in the millions, also contribute to arts and culture activity, though typically at lower levels.

This indicator measures the share oftotal corporate giving (by survey respondents) targeted to arts and culture. The survey
is annual, but different companies respond each year. The indicator shows how arts and culture compete for corporate dollars
with other nonprofit service areas. Total corporate support reported in the survey grew strongly since the late 1990s, from $2.1
billion to $8.6 billion -a four-fold increase. Reported support ofthe arts doubled from $2.2 billion to $4.4 billion. While the
arts and culture support is beneficial, the growth in total giving far exceeds the growth in giving to the arts. As other nonprofit
services have captured a progressively larger share of business support, the arts and culture share of major corporate funding
has dwindled to less than haif of what it was in 1998.

Source: The Conference Board

Related Indh:alorjS): 9,53
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63. Federal Arts and Culture Funding Per Capita
Government spending reaches the public through funded programs and activities, and funding changes need to account
for population changes as \'Iell as for inflation. Considering services provided to an entire population on a per capita basis helps
to show how the federal government has kept up with growth in the American population. Of course, per capita measures
do not proyide any indication of which parts of a population are consuming a particular kind of arts and culture -they do not
indicate how much the different groups that make up the population are each participating.

This indicator measures the provision of arts and culture funding by the federal government to every American. This amount
averaged around $5.47 in constant dollars from 2001 to 2007, peaking in 2004. In current dollars, it was $5.30 in 2008. This
includes funding of various programs and offices, including: the National Endowment for the Arts; National Endowment
for the Humanities; Institute for Museum and Library Services; Corporation for Public Broadcasting; Smithsonian Institution;
Holocaust Museum; National Gallery; and the Kennedy Center.

N/D 1.03 1.02 0.97

$1.887.650
117.1

$[.611.460
304.059.724

$5.30

0.96

Sources: Congressional Research Servlce,Arts DodHumtJnities: Backgroundon Funding Reports, Government PrintIng Office Bud9~t afthe United StateJ

R~lated Illdicatar{s): 13-15, 64-66
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64. Arts and Culture Share of Federal Domestic Discretionary Spending.

Arts and culture competes for federal funding within the domestic discretionary portion of the budget. The federal
government has grown significantly in recent years. While much ofthe increase has been on defense, there has also been
a significant growth in domestic discretionary spending. "Domestic" means that this money is not allocated by Congress
for any international use {whether foreign aid or military);.f/discretionary"means that it is money that Congress has the
discretion to allocate or not (i.e., not an entitlement program such as Medicare),

This indicator measures total funding ofthe same arts and culture programs as a share aftotal federal domestic discretionary
spending. From 2002 through 2007, this total grew by 34 percent in'current dollars, while arts and culture funding grew
by 24 percent. The arts and culture share dropped from 0.42 percent ofthe federal domestic discretionary budget
to 0.39 percent.

482
1.867.650

0.39%

0.96

Sources: Congressional Researr:h Service, Arts andHumanilles: Backgroundall funding Report!, Government Printing Office Budgetofthe United Sr~tes

Related Indicator(s): 13-15, 63, 65, 66
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65. State Arts Agency Funding Per Capita
Just as for federal arts spending, it is possible to use per capita measures to evaluate how state funds are reaching citizens.
Combining the data provided by the National Assembly of State Arts Agencies with Census Bureau data on total population
makes it possible to calculate this measure for all us. residents. The focus again is on funding provided by state legislatures
to their state arts agencies.

This indicator measures constant dollar per capita funding by the states. It shows the relationship between total state
legislative appropriations to all state arts agencies on the one hand. and total population on the other. State arts funding is
volatile, whether rising or falling. Population, on the other hand, has grown steadily. The measure is calculated by converting
legislative appropriations to constant 2003 dollars and dividing by total us. population. After rising from the late 19905
through 2001, state support (measured in constant dollars per capita) dropped sharply through 2004 and only gradually
began to grow through 2007. In 2007, states were spending $1.16 in current dollars on average per person for the arts
-but only $1.03 per person on a constant dollar basis.

Sources: National k5~mbly of State Am Agencies

Related Indicator{s): 13-15, 63. 64, 66
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66. State Arts Agency Share of State General Fund Expenditures

The success ofthe arts at the state level-like at all levels of government-is part of a political process. As with all budgetary
allocations, state arts agency funding depends on state legislators who allocate funds to the arts, as well as to other public
services that compete for money in the budget process.

This indicator measures the share of general fund appropriations for state arts agencies as a share of all state general fund
appropriations. While it would be helpful to consider similar measures for state humanities councils, museums, or other related
programs, those data are not available. Arts agency funding as a share of total state general fund spending peaked in 2001
at 0.089 percent, and declined for three subsequent years. Since 2004, just over one-twentieth of one percent of all state
legislative allocations has gone to state arts agencies.

50uKes: National Assembly of State Arts Agencies

Related lndlcator(s): 13-1 S, 63-65
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67. Population Share Attending Broadway Shows in New York or on Tour

The separate indicators for attendance atBroadway performances in New York or on tour indicate total demand for Broadway
performances. What they do not answer directly is the issue of how demand is changing relative to population increases.

This indicator measures the share oftotal population that is attending all New York and touring Broadway performances
measured by the Broadway League. Attendance at louring Broadway shows makes up the majority of the total audience,
and the touring audience has been much more variable since 199B. This population share indicator reflects the influence
of this dynamic, with increases after 2001 and sharp declines after 2005.

Sources: Broadway League, BroadwaySeason SrCltistics and Tourio9 BroadwoySrafisli~

Related Indtc:ator(s):41-44,48-S0, 68,69. 71~73
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"68. Population Share Attending Live Popular Music
Scarborough Research collects data on arts attendance including residents in 81 metropolitan areas. The populations of those
regions have been growing along with the general population; it is less clear if population growth is slower, faster or growing
at the same rate as demand for a particular kind of cultural activity.

This indicator measures the share ofthat survey population of about 228 million that have attended one or more popular
music events. Between 21 percent and 23 percent of metro area residents have attended one or more such concert events,
with steady declines since 2005. Unlike measures based on attendance counts by producers, this indicator refers to separate
individuals who indicated they went to one or more music events; this is a clear population share.

Total
Estjmat:e(:H~

Populatioii's

live p~p~i~'~:

Source:Scarborough Research,lnc.

Related lndfcator(s): 41-44.48-50, 67, 69, 71·73
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69. Population Share Attending Symphony, Dance, Opera or Theatre

Scarborough Research data collected in 81 metropolitan areas indicate that total attendance at symphony, dance, opera
and theatre totaled more than 80 million from 2003 to 2008. While these numbers are impressive, they shouid be evaluated
against the broader population to gauge the sustainability of audience demand for these art forms amid a growing population.

This indicator measures the share of Scarborough's total survey base that has attended a performance of symphony,
dance, opera or theatre at least once in the previous 12 months. Ofthe three Scarborough estimates, this estimate reports
the most consistent and substantial decline. Overall estimated attendance at live performing arts in the 81 metropolitan
markets deciined from 40.4 percent to 33.6 percent.

Dance'-p'erl~;hf
in 81 ~ett~~'i:;,
Theill~~r, a«~nclif6~;':;;

in 81 ~et~_"~·;f~~(.
Symphony ~:ii~iii~

in 81 "'~t.~~:m~rI$,~J
Totalp~.;f~:rrrH~g.',@!:f'·

In 81 nietr~:ri..~.~~: .. ~
Estlm.ated t~.~~Hn~e!tit

Populati~n ~,~:.._~,;:

Related Inditator(s}:41-44,48-S0, 67, 68, 71~73
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70. Population Share Visiting Art Museums
Scarborough Research provides data on various forms of arts participation in 81 metropolitan areas. As is true for concert and
theatre attendance, total art museum attendance can be evaluated as a share ofthe population base -the population ofthe 81
metropolitan markets where Scarborough gathers data.

This indicator measures the share of Scarborough's total survey base who have visited an art museum at least once in the
previous 12 months. Scarborough's data show that the share oftotal population attending art museums declined from 155
percent in 2003 to 13.5 percent in 2008.

SOUI'Q!: Sl;arbotQugh Re5eardl.lnc.

Related Indicator(s): 46, 47
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71. Population Share Attending Opera
Opera, like other performing arts activities, competes for audience share with other performing arts, other kinds of arts
participation, and other forms of leisure. Just as for Broadway, nonprofit theatre, popular music and symphony, the share
of population attending performances of a particular art form is a measure of its competitive performance.

This indicator measure takes total attendance at opera companies responding to the Opera America Professional Opera Survey,
and divides it by the total U.S. population. This offers a"market share" ofthe u.s. population perspective on opera. Audiences
from 1998 to 2001 made up about 1.36 percent ofthe population, but opera has had less of a share in the years since, at 1.1
percent to 1.2 percent.

Source: Opera America

Related Indicator(s):41-44, 49, SO, 67-69, 72, 73
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72. Population Share Attending Symphony Orchestra Concerts

As with all other kinds of attendance, audiences at symphony performances choose that form of leisure activity as a way
to pass time from among many competing alternatives. Looking at how many people make this choice is similar to calculating
the market share that symphony has compared to people's other uses of time, money and interest.

This indicator takes total attendance at symphony orchestra concerts, provided by the League of American Orchestras,
and divides it by a total U.s. population to give a "market share" view. From 2003 to 2007, symphony attendance was less
than 10 percent after reaching nearly 12 percent in 199B. Because some patrons make multiple visits to symphony concerts,
the actual share ofconcertgoers in the population is probably less than this percentage.

Source: leoilgue (IfAmerican Orchestras

Related lndil:atof{sJ:41-44.49. SD, 67-69, 71, 73
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73. Population Share Attending Nonprofit Professional Theatre

As with all other kinds of attendance, theatre audiences are exhibiting their own choice, to attend the theatre instead
of spending their time in dne or more other competing ways. The share of potential theatregoers that actually participates
in theatre provides evidence oftrends in demand.

This indicator takes total attendance at nonprofit professional theatre as estimated by the Theatre Communications Group (TCG)
and divides it by the total US. population. Because some patrons make repeat visits to the theatre, the total attendance number
is probably greater than the number of people who attend. The trend since 2003 has been for smaller theatre audiences; when
combined with increases in population, there is a substantial decline in share -more than 10 percent.

Atte~;~~.~,~:'~:
profess,o~a(

Total:tj~$<p:~

Professiorl'al
as a s~~,;~:'~i:

Source;Theatre Communications Group, Theatre Fclcts annualreports

Related IndJcatorbl:41-«, 49, 50, 67-69, 71, 72
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74. Arts, Culture and Humanities in the Philanthropic Giving Index

'Professionals in the field offundraising philanthropy are ideally positioned to report on expectations offuture trends
in philanthropy. The Indiana University Center on Philanthropy issues a semi-annual Philanthropic Giving Index (PGI). The PGI
is compiled using data gathered from fund raising professionals, who are surveyed twice each year regarding their assessment
ofthe presentfundraising environment, and their expectations for the coming six months. The PGI ranges from 0 to 100,
with the highest score indicating the highest level of confidence. Index measures are calculated for seven subseetors
of philanthropic activity, including arts, culture and humanities.

This indicator shows the mid;".yearvalues ofthe Arts, Culture, and Humanities Index in the annual June PGI report. The dip
in 2003, though drastic, is accurate, and probably reflects concerns from the beginning of the Iraq war. Though confidence
rebounded in 2004, it has declined every year since, through 2008.

Source: Indiana University Center Qn Philanthropy

Related lndlcator(s): 11, 53
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75. Financial Performance of Arts Businesses
There is more than one measure of financial performance, and many measures of whether or not a firm is successful.
One measure that applies to multiple industries and to multiple businesses is the return on assets. This ratio is calculated
by taking net income for a certain time period as a percentage of assets held during that period. Every year, Robert Morris
Associates (RMA) publishes Annual Statement Studies. These reports present data collected from private commercial lenders
and commercial banks, using the financial statements of their current and prospective borrowers and partners. The data are
used to calculate key financial management ratios; the ratios are especially useful for small and mid-sized companies that are
trying to compare their performances to others in their industry or their size range. The industries are placed in categories
by NAICS. RMA includes data on companies in 23 NAICS codes in the arts and culture industries (listed in Appendix C).

This indicator measures return on assets for between 2,000 and 2,800 companies in those industries, aggregated across
industries and size of business. The index scores show that these generally earned returns on assets ranging between 22
percent and 34 percentJ averaging about 28 percent. This performance over time has been dynamic, with wide ranges
up and down from one year to the next.

Sources: Robert Morris Assoclates,Annua/5ratemenfSrudifi

Related fndlcator[s): 24,25,28, 76
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76. Share of Nonprofit Arts Organizations with End-of-Year Surplus

For an organization to be classified as "nonprofit," it cannot distribute any net earnings or surplus to private individuals for their
benefit. Nonprofit organizations, however, typically try to earn a surplus each year, to finance their own future programs
and activities. Nonprofit managers balance earned and contributed income with expenses, hoping to end up "in the black."
The ability to generate a surplus is critical to the sustainability of any organization, whether for-profit or nonprofit.

This indicator measures the share of all arts nonprofits filing Form 990 that have earned a positive net income in each year,
using data from the National Center for Charitable Statistics. In most years, more than 60 percent of nonprofit arts organizations
generate an operating surplus or break even, with more doing better than break-even in the years since 2002. However, the
typical amount of surplus has wide swings, as a dollar amount or as a share of total revenue. For example, in the year when the
smallest share of arts nonprofits had a surplus (2003), the median surplus ($4,234) was only 28 percent ofwhat it was in 1998
($1S,21 S). When one-third or more fail to break even each year, these thin margins are yet another threat to many
arts organizations.

Source: National Center for Charitable StatlstiCSiltthe Urban Instllute

Related lndicator(s): 9, 26,28, 75
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Chapter 7. Summary and Conclusions

This report represents a major miiestone for arts in America. Never before has there been a single and annuaily produced
gauge ofthe health and vitality ofthe arts in America. While new forthe arts, most of us interact with such indicators daily
without even thinking about it, such as whenever we talk about the stock market or"existing home sales:' An indicator provides
a common currency of language that encourages public discourse-enabling even the general public to discuss the value
of the arts using similar information and terms. If you want the public to find you, you have to put yourself on their map.
This is whatthe National Arts Index does for the arts atthe national level.

The prior chapters have presented many individual facts and gathered conclusions from the data. Many of these issues are
not new additions to the arts policy canon and some have been discussed for years. Some of these recurrent issues include the
steadily growing number of arts organizations, that the arts track with the economy, and that demand for the more traditional
nonprofit arts is declining. What has changed is that now we have the data to underscore such obserVations on a national scale,
to track how conditions are changing, and even gauge the effectiveness of efforts designed to strengthen the arts. The Index
yielded some unexpected findings as well, documenting a grOWing demand for arts education by college-bound high school
seniors, and that the arts are increasingly innovative.

As a compendium of data, what this report adds to the field is broad-based evidence about many individual sectors of the
arts-nonprofit arts forwprofit arts organizations, funding and investment, employment, and attendance and personal creation.
Beyond that, it introduces and promotes a systemic way of thinking about arts and culture with the Arts and Culture Balanced
Scorecard, demonstrating that the arts are a series of interdependent industries. It is easy to focus on government funding,
but without also concentrating on the demand-side of the equation or ifample infrastructure exists, one is only focusing
on part of the system. The Index shows that artistsJ arts audiences, businesses in the arts and in other sectors, arts nonprofits,
individual donors, private funders, government arts agencies, and government budget makers all have critical roles to play
in the future Vitality of the arts, just as they have had in the past.

Those roles are especially important at the local level. National results are not uniform results for every place and every arts
form across the country, or for every arts indusiry. That is, "your mileage may vary:' The opportunity of national findings is that
they offer a new lens with which to view local activity. It is an opportunity to ask, 'Is this what we're seeing locally? How do we
stack up with the national trends?"

The Index reveals a mixture of good and bad news for the arts, a combination of variability and vitality~ Some parts of arts are
very vital, working well and competing effectively, while others are struggling. It is fairly common knowledge, for example, that
movie theaters do a great business during a recession. For the National Arts Index, more than half of the indicators rose in 2007,
while just one-third did in 2008. It's also important to remember that this is a narrative ofthe past, based on events that have
already happened, but mayor may not persist. Only seven indicators trended continually up (three) or down (four), but the
other 69 indicators moved up and down, revealing variability as an ongoing attribute of the arts. This means that annual
updates to the Index will help to show the ongoing trends in the various sectors.

The National Arts Index in 2010 and Beyond

Publication of this report marks not the end of the project, but merely a next step. In fact, there are three main complementary
directions for the future ofthe National Arts Index.

One is to maintain the data set over time, to add new information as it becomes available, and to issue annual reports that
update the values ofthe indicators and the various measures and ACBS components with the most current data available.
Updates of the National Arts Index are scheduled to be published annually in October, beginning in October 2010.

A second direction for the Index is to adapt it for local use, creating tools that community arts leaders can use to make
longitudinal measures of arts and culture activity in their regions and states. Americans for the Arts will develop the Local
Vitality Arts Index in 2010 and pilot its use in communities across the country in 2011.

A third aim is to delve more deeply into the data set to learn more about individual arts sectors. Many other economic
modeling techniques are available that we did not apply in this report, but might be informative.

Spanning all of these aims is the desire to have the Index serve artists, arts managers, audiences, community leaders,
and others, as a useful source of data and as a helpful support to the vitality of arts and culture.

Looking Ahead
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Chapter 8. Creating the National Arts Index

This chapter ofthe report describes how the Index was put together and gives interested readers some additional information
on our methods. Here you can find how various policy index models helped inform development ofthe Index, characteristics
ofthe underlying data, the mathematics of calculating the Index, using the data to form specific views ofthe arts, and some
strengths and weaknesses of the techniques We use. Along with these are briefdiscussions of calculated V5. raw indicators, the
effects of inflation and population change, the statistical significance of the annual Index scores, data we sought but could not
find and data we found but did not use, and other multivariate approaches to using the data. We also gratefully acknowledge
and thank our many collaborators on this project as well as note some of the literature that influenced the project.

Benchmarks and Models for the National Arts Index

In establishing a technique for calculating the Index, we first studied how some well-known and long-running policy index
reports were produced. We also considered what some global organizations were recommending for measuring the vitality
of arts and culture in different national settings. Some ofthe models we examined include:

Annie E. Casey Foundation "Kids Count"*

Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index and Help Wanted Index.-

Roper Social Capital Indices

Gallup Organization Index ofLeading Religious/ndicators*

General SocialSurvey

Institute for Supply Management Report on Business

United Way of America State ofCaring (produced through 2002)
and Goals for the Common Good (since 2003)-

Heritage Foundation Index ofEconomic Freedom

Jacob Weisberg index at Slate.com

National Center for Educational Statistics NationalAssessment
ofEducationalProgress

Western States creative Vitality Index, developed by Hebert Researth

Performing Arts Research Coalition reports

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
[UNESCO) arts measurement reports

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development arts
measurement reports

International Federation of Arts and Cultural Councils toolkit

Those marked with an asterisk - were especially helpful in forming National Arts Index. Each uses a model that merges multiple
indicators into a smaller number ofcomponents, using weighting methods that assign either identical weights to all indicators,
or comparatively higher weight to some than others.

We also learned that once defined, the weighting scheme should stay in place as an index evolves over time. This persistence,
in economics, describes aULaspeyres" index, which uses weights set in the base period. An alternative approach is a"Paascheu

Creating the NAI
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index, in which the weights are set based on later periods, and may even use different data. In developing this initial National
Arts Index report, we used a Laspeyres approach, which we plan to maintain for annual updates ofthe Index.

National Arts Index Data

The Index was always intended to pe summary ofthe best available data describing arts and culture. Although we did not use
every indicator we found, this national-level longitudinal data set is the largest ever assembled describing arts and culture
in the U.S. When planning began in 200S, we expected to find 25 or 30 indicators meeting the necessary criteria. This turned
out to be too low by awide margin, as we found more than 70 sources of original data, and calculated an additional 23.
The indicators measure an enormous range ofhuman activities, asset stocks, production, financial flows, employment,
self-employment, and voluntarism, production and consumption, creative goods and experiences, public and private,
purchase and philanthropy. They came from multiple sources: government bureaus, private membership associations,
and academic and policy researchers. Table 10 below shows the nature of the sources:

\:,J'ClQlle 10. National Arts Index Dat~Sritif~~s
Type of data source

,;,:<.M~_mbership organization with mainly nonprofit members

:R~~~archorganization

:;-: M·e,m~~rship organization with mainly business members

Sources of individual data series are noted on the one-page reports, and a comprehensive list is in Appendix G.

All indicators meet the following eight criteria:

1. The indicator has at its core a meaningful measurement of arts and culture activity
2. The data are national in scope
3. The data are produced annually by a reputable organization
4. Five years of data are available, beginning no later than 2003 and available through 2007
5. The data are measured at a ratio level (not just on rankings or ratings)
6. The data series is statistically valid, even if based on sample
7. The data are expected to be available for use in the Index in future years
8. The data are affordable within project budget constraints

These criteria cannot overcome every problem in the data. Most of the Index indicators are based on secondary data, which
combine virtues and flaws. Some challenges already encountered include lags, sampling problems, and gaps in data. Every data
series we wish to use is produced by a puplic or private organization, with an annual calendar, budget, and processes. Staff at
many public and private offices have graciously helped us. We focus on the best available data as defined by the eight criteria.

Creoting theNAI
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The nation is constantly changing in ways that affect the arts. Where it makes sense, some indicators in this report are adjusted
to account for the effects of broad national change factors (population, for example) in order to distinguish arts and culture
changes from broad national-level shifts that affect all sectors. For example, attendance at public performances is considered
not solely as total numbers, but also as a share of the ever-growing U.S. population. If total attendance at a particular art form
increases at a rate of 0.5 percent per year-while total population grows at a 1 percent rate-then that art form is effectively
losing ground. That is, even though attendance numbers may be up, a shrinking portion of the population is attending.
Reporting both the number of people attending as well as the population share provides a more precise and meaningful
measure of activity. Similarly, arts philanthropy can be seen in both dollars and as a share of total philanthropy, government
arts funding as a percentage of discretionary government outlays, etc. Doing this made it possible to derive more than one
Arts Index indicator from specific secondary data.

Assigning Indicators to ACBS components

We assigned each indicator to only one ofthe four ACBS components. This sometimes required judgment as to where to assign
a particular indicator. Our main 9'oal was to place each indicator in the component most consistent with its function in the arts
and culture system. We had to evaluate whether sales by an industry (for instance, musical instruments, recordings, or books)
better represented resources flowing into the arts (number of dollars), or participation in the arts (number of guitars bought).
We assigned revenues to the Financial Flows component, and attendance and/or unit counts to Arts Participation. Another aim
was to achievellbalance"in the spirit of the Balanced Scorecard, by distributing the indicators evenly to the four components.

Computing the National Arts Index

The National Arts Index measures the vitality of arts and culture In the U.5. from 1998 to 2008, with a scale with a base year
of 2003 = 100.0. It is an average ofthe actual value of76 different indicators.

In calculating the National Arts Index for 1998 to 2008, every indicator has equal weight for every year that it is measured For
years 2003-2007, each ofthe 76 indicators has 1.32 percent of the weight (because 100 percent /76 = 1.32 percent). The same
method applies to earlier years when there were fewer observations. For exam-pie, in 2002, there were 67 observed indicators,
so each one has a weight of 1.49 percent in the 2002 Index score (100/67 = 1.49 percent).

The Index is calculated as follows: For every indicator, each annual measure is converted into an "index score" by dividing by the
same measure value in 2003, adjusting for the number of indicators observed in that year and forthe weight assigned to that
indicator, then multiplying the result by 100. The last step puts all Indicators into a common scale, which is "change leading up
to or since 2003" regardless of if they were originally measured in numbers of people, billions of dollars, percentage, or another
scale. It also makes it easy to view figures for later or earlier years as percentages ofthe 2003 figure. 2003 was selected as the
base year because it was the first year for which all 76 indicators were available and because it was recent enough to relate the
statistical findings of the Index to current events.

The indicator index scores ranged from a low of 0.51 (Indicator 22, CD and record stores in 2008) to a high of 2.5 (Indicator 62,
Arts and culture share of corporate funding to arts and culture in 1999). Other high scores for indicator 62 were 1.9 in 1998
and 1.6 in 2000. With these exceptions, all other indicators were 1.5 or less for every year. Therefore, the scale of 0.50 to 1.50
was used for the Index score axis in the figures in the one-page indicator reports.

After this step, all ofthe index scores are added to get the National Arts Index score for that year. The Index scale is set at 100.0
in 2003, and ranges from a high of 1OS.5 in 1999 to a low of 98.1 in 2008. Mathematically, this process is expressed as:

I

Nt, ""~ \v'jSil'X J4- i},x 100 ,where:
tl~t

Ny=the National Art Index for a given year, Y= 1998, ... ,2008

i =observed and measured indicators of arts and culture activity, i =1, ... , 76

0w= observed indicator I in year Y

sw= or!°12003, the index score for indicator i in year Y, ·calculated by dividing the observed indicator i for a year by its 2003 value

i y= total number of indicators observed in a given year, Y= 1998, ... ,2008

wJ= the weight assigned to indicator i,I w= 1.0
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Thus, all 5''2003:;:: 1.00, and N
200l

:;:: 100.0. In calculating the vitality of arts and culture, all WI are positive, meaning that they all
make a positive contribution to that vitality, and. none of them are "reverse scored:' We set all WI equal, meaning that the
National Arts Index is an unweighted average.,

We recognized that while making every indicator equally important in the Index is the approach used in this report, it need riot
be the only perspective on the data, just one "meta" or comprehensive view. Other researchers or analysts might want to devise
their own "views"ofthe data with their own weighting schemes. To facilitate such a task, the actual data are in the one-page
reports in chapters 3 through 6, and the calculated index scores are in AppendiX E.

Given that each indicator is importantto one or more audiences, each one should have some impact on the overall score.
We believe that"more.is better"when it comes to arts activities. and so we view as desirable a progression in which successive
scores on this composite measure improve from year to year. But, we have no theory of arts and culture vitality that declares
specific sectors (artists' employment vs. arts philanthropy) as more or less important than others (artists' earnings vs. orchestra
attendance). All of these components are needed for arts and culture to remain vital over time. The basic National Arts Index
score thus attaches equal weight or importance to every indicator, making the Index score for each year a simple average of all
of the index scores for all available indicators for that year.

ACBS and Median Annual Scores

The ACBS model, on the other hand, implies that all four of the components (financial flows, capacity, participation,
and competitiveness) have equal weight of 25 percent in making up an overall ACBS score. Within each component,
each indicator has an equal share of that 25 percent, resulting in the following weight for each indicator within each
component in years where all 76 indicators were available:

Financial flows: 1.67 percent, because 0.25/15 = 0.767

Capacity: 1.79,percent

Arts participation: 1.14 percent

Competitiveness: 1.00 percent

The table below shows the overall National Arts Index scores for each year from 199B to 200B, along with the median indicator
score, the ACBS, and the number of indicators used to calculate each year's score. While the full complement of data was
available for the five years 2003 through 2007, some data series were not kept or not accessible for years before 2003,
or were not yet available'for 2008 when this report went to press.

<:,':

2001 2002
;,.'-,', . .,ioii~1999 2000 2003 2004 2005 2006'

103.3 105.5 103.5 101.5 100.4 100.0 100.5 101.2 H)1.6, lti~.~

100.0 101.5 100.3 101.6 99.9 100.0 101.4 100.5 101.1' 10i5

100.7 104.2 104.6 104.9 101.2 100.0 100.6 101.3 10;~~

51 55 56 65 76 76 76

Additional information is provided by the median index score for each year (i.e., the value of the middle indicator for each year).
In general, year-to-year changes in the National Arts Index score (which is an average) closely parallel differences in each year's
median indicatorfor each year. A median score Is less influenced by ouliiers, and the median index scores for the period 1998
- 2001 especially attenuate the impact of high levels of philanthropic support that pull the Index score high above the median.
However, these differences were less pronounced in later years, with the median and average tracking each other very closely.
Figure 0 shows the three different summary scores, while Figure P shows that there was 1.0 percent or less difference between
all of them from 2003 onwards.
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Figure P. Percentage Differences Between National Arts Index, Median, and ACBS Scores

Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

-% NAI-Median 3.26% 3.94% 3.21% 2.33% 1.63% 0.00% -0.82% 0.70% 0.55% -0.87% 0.40%

-% NAI-ACB5 2.61% 1.23% -1.04% -0.92% 0.34% 0.00% -0.05% -0.07% -0.24% -0.62% -0.62%

-% Median-ACBS -0.63% -2.61% -4.12% -3.17% -1.27% 0.00% 0.78% -0.77% -0.79% 0.25% -1.01%
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Computing SeetorViews ofthe Data

In addition to the "meta# or cumulative perspective view ofthe vitality of the arts, this report also has "views" of the Index data
that address specific sectors or areas of interest. These views use subsets of all of the data that pertains to a particular of interest;
some relevant indicators have weight, and others have none. For example, the Nonprofit Measure in Chapter 1 incorporates 22
selected indicators that are relevant to the nonprofit arts. From 2003 to 2007, they each have 455 percent ofthe weight
(700/22 = 4.55), and the other 54 indicators have zero weight. Similar logic applies for other specific views. However, some
indicators are used more than once in these views, such as the volunteering indicator, found in both the Employment view
and in the Nonprofit view.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Index

Our review of other policy index projects and reports yields two key lessons: (1) the value oftransparency
and (2) identifying early on both the advantages and problems of the choices made in constructing an index. All data
collection and manipulation procedures involve tradeoffs between the overall objective of a robust and informative result
on the one hand, and the limitations of method or data or resources on the other. This section discusses some ofthe tradeofts
we encountered in creating the Index, especially between the precision of data and the desire to report continuing series.

Amajor overall objective was to create a result that was conceptually easy to understand for a broad-based audience, while
providing ample coverage of arts and culture in the U5., with additional detail on the underlying data. As a time-series study,
time itself is an important variable. The technique presents data for each indicator in a common measurement format that can
be used to compare between ·indicators over time. Year-ta-year change in each indicator is presented both numerically
and visually. In some ways, this is a Umeta-analysis,"whlch systematically accumulates evidence from multiple studies
of a subject to reach an overall finding. In this case, the subject is manifestations of the vitality of arts and culture. We are
looking at changes in the relatively recent past, making it easier to interpret trends using both memory and current
knowledge ofthe arts and culture world in the u.s. from 1998 to the present.

While subject to some flaws noted below, the data series that serve as indicators are the best available data to describe these
arts and culture activities nationally and annually. Like everything, the methods we use have both strengths and weaknesses.
Strengths of our approach include:

• Use of multiple data series from reputable private and public sources to create the largest national-level,
longitudinal data set ever assembled describing arts and culture in America.

• Deriving a diverse view of artistic businesses and work by using multiple classification ,systems for industries
and occupations, such as SOC, NTEE, NAIC5, etc.

• All data are ratio scaled, and are not measured categorically, ordinally, or in intervals. This consistent numerical
characteristic makes it possible to do calculations with the Index scores such as percentage changes.

• The data series i!re quite consistent over time. Although many providers modify their procedures from year
to year to improve precision, there is generallyyear-to-year continuity.

• The indexing procedure resolves differences between data series measured at different orders of magnitude.
For example, activity and participation levels are in the millions or tens of millions of people; but other indicators
are measured in small numbers like percentage margins. Financial figures were in billions of dollars. Indexing
to a base year makes for consistent year-to-year trend measurement.

• Annual data is much more precise and fine-grained than what is reported on five-plus year intervals by the NEA,
Department of Education, or Census Bureau.

• The National Arts Index technique is a model that can be used for studies of states, metropolitan areas,
and municipalities.

The Index as calculated can be maintained into the future.

It is possible to add new series that come to our attention, and to produce new benchmark versions of-the Index,
with it "crosswalk" to earlier"vintages:' (This would, however, mean adopting more ofa Paasche approach
to the Index.)

• Alternative measures (overall Arts Index, median, and ACBS) track each other very closely.
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• Multiple data sources on employment in the arts (government data by SOC-coded occupation and NAICS-coded
industry, and private data on SIC-coded industry), enabled us to shed light from mUltiple perspectives on this
critically important indicator of vitality.

• It was developed using standard desktop applications.

Weaknesses of our approach include the following considerations:

• Many of the raw data series are based on surveys that are subject to biases such as non~randomsamples,
self-selection, and non-response. Private membership organizations, especially, get their data from annual,
voluntary surveys of their members. While their scope may be national, they may still have small sample sizes,
and usually do not have the same respondents in successive years.

• There are lags between when the activity occurred and when the data are released. The lags are predictable,
but persistent, and can be as long as two years. They are longest in the areas of employment and payroll,
which are usually issued by the Census Bureau about 2B months after the period they describe.

• There is no information available about the variance within individual series (except for a small number
of government series), limiting our ability to make assertions about the statistical significance of differences
between individual indicators or indexscores.

• The Index scores vary over time, and this variation is the main focus of the analysis. However, there are not
enough observations (i.e., years of data) of each indicator to derive views through factor analysis or other
multivariate techniques.

• The indicators do not cover every element ofarts and culture activities, and many aspects escape annual
measurement. We could not find data describing the visual arts market (creation or consumption) to meet our
criteria. and similarly for craft-making, dance and choral music. The massive impact ofdesktop I laptop tools
on design and creativity, and the impact ofthe internet transmission of arts and culture content are similarly
absent from our list of indicators. Thus, while the report is comprehensi~e, it is not exhaustive. We fully expect
that other sectors may come to our attention in the future-as was the experience of index managers from other
policy index reports we learned from.

Other Methodological Notes

Calculated vs. original indicators

Twenty-three indicators were calculated by relating an observed data series describing artsahd culture to some wider measure
ofthe U.s. society, such as'population or total government spending. The specifics ofthese calculations are in the one-page
reports (mostly in Chapter 6), and the indicator names usually indicate that they are a "share:'

Adjusting for inflation

Financial figures were converted from current or nomimil dollars to constant (inflation-adjusted) dollars using the annual
average Consumer Price Index for urban consumers at ftp:ffftp.bls.govfpubfspecial.requestsfcpi/cpiaLtxt. The original base
period (i.e.. when the CPI was 100) is 1983, but price levels have more than doubled since then. To put this into a scaie easier
to relate to recent price changes, the one-page reports use CPlset to 2003 =100, calculated by diViding average annual CPI
figures for Index years by the 2003 CPI, and multiplying by 100:
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2003
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2002
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.Thus, the "constant dollar"figures reported are essentially in 2003 dollars. Note that the cumulative effect of inflation from 1998
to 2007 was 27.2 percent, calculated as (112.69 I 8B.59) - 1 = 0.272. Effectively, a dollar in 200B bought less than three quarters
ofwhat it purchased in 1998.

We chose to use (PI for two reasons. One is that arts anct'culture are consumer products, and so it is consistent with thesubje.ct
of the report. The other reason is that the GOP deflator, another measure of price change issued by the government, is always .
being revised retrospectively. and every new "vintage" restates its own past values. This restatement makes comparison
of present to past slightly more precise, but much harder to manage.

Adjusting for population change

Population figures are based on the decennial (every ten years) U.5. Census. hi intervening years, the Census Bureau estimates
population levels as it has done annually s.ince before the 1990 census. When a new decennial census is conducted (as it will
be in 2010), the Bureau revises its prior estimates in the light ofthe actual population count. This report uses these so-called
"intercensal"estimates oftotal U.s. resident population on July 1 of 199B and 1999, at http://www.census.gov/popest!archives/
EST901NTERCENSAUUS-EST901NT-07/US-EST90INT-07.csv, the actual April 1,2000 Census count, and annual estimates for 2001
through 2008 (all at http://www.census.gov/popest!states/NST-ann-est.html).

(
Tests of statistical significance

Without variance information for most indicatorsJ our quest for statistical significance is largely restricted to comparisons
of annual National Arts Index scores between years using simple t-tests (two-tailed).The table below shows where we found
statistical significant differences between the Index scores for specific pairs ofyear, Significant results are shown at the 10
percent level of significance, which refers to the probability that the calculated difference came from chance
as opposed to a systematic pattern in the data:
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The numbers in the table are the probabilities associated with a hypothesis that the two Index scores are not the same.
The closer the number is to zero, the more likely that the difference is not by chance. Cells underlined and boldfaced indicate
that the Index scores of two years are different from each other atthe 10 percent level of significance. Specifically, the 2008
Index score is significantly less than the scores of 1999 and 2001, as is the 2003 Index score compared to 2000, 2001, and 2007.
Generally, these t-test results suggest that a difference of five Index points is significant at the 10 percent level for comparisons
of two years where all 76 indicators are used (as is the case for the comparison between 2003 and 2007).

Data seri~swe did not use

In addition to the data series used to build indicators for the Index, we also found sources describing aspects of arts and culture
that we did not use for one or more reasons, such as an indirect or limited connection to the arts, concerns about continued
availability of the data over time, variability far outside the dynamic range of other indicators, or too close a parallel to available
data. Here are some series thatwe identified but did not use:

• Data on visitation to public libraries for various purposes, 'obtained from NCES

• Share ofthe global art auction market sold in U.S. auction houses, obtained from artmarket.com. This has been
around 40 percent in 'recent years.

• A price index of the sales of art in U.S auction houses, also from artmarket.com. This index has fluctuated very widely
in recent years.

• The share of the Library of Congress collection devoted to works offine arts and music. This increased from about
19.5 million items to about 23.1 million items from 1999 to 2006, representing about 6.8 to 7.0 percent ofthe
total collection.

• International trade (both imports and exports) in art and music products defined by the Standard International Trade
Classification, from the International Trade Administration

• Number of nonprofit arts organizations filing the annual Form 990 information return. Every year, this represented
an almost identical share (about 3S percent) of the total number of registered nonprofit arts organizations,
and so would have provided nO additional trend information to the Index. Financial figures for nonprofit revenue,
assets, and surplus are derived only from those organizations that do file form 990.

• Another measure of corporate support ofthe arts from the Committee Encouraging Corporate Philanthropy.
This closely paralleled data provided by the Conference Board, but with fewer years of data available.

• Total movie revenue, which moved in parallel to movie attendance.

• Specific indicators on movie releases, and premieres in opera, theatre, and symphony were combined into one
"New Work" indicator.

Alternative systems for analyzing the Index data

Our procedure as outlined above involved first indeXing the data series (dividing by the 2003 value) and then averaging them,
effectively setting all weights equal to each other. The resulting annual Index scores are thus linear point estimates of total
variation across all indicators in each year. This was appropriate because of its simplicity and the ease of computation. To group
them into components, we used the ACBS model and our own sense of what constituted financial flows, capacity, arts
participation, and arts competitiveness.

With additional resources or time, we could have used other systems to categorize the data or find components from the
available variance rather than the views implied by the AC8S model. We could not use factor analysis, principal components
analysis or structural equation modeling because these approaches need many more observations than variables, and the Index
data include only eleven observations (one per year) of dozens of variables. Optimization techniques like linear programming
or data envelopment analysis are not helpful because we do not have a single state of arts and culture to set as that optimum
standard, 50 there is no clear objective to pursue or compare to. For similar reasons, we did not use a Lorenz curve / Ginni
coefficient approach to compare actual provision of arts and culture to a conceptual ideal where every person has equal
access to the arts.

All this said, we are interested in more elaborate approaches, either those mentioned here, or others. We encourage researchers
and analysts to approach us with models for alternatives. Note that Appendix Econtains all of the annual index scores
for every variable.
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Additional years' data

As the project began, we set 1996 as the first year for which we would seek observations. Ultimately, 27 indicators had
meastirements for 1996, and two more also had 1997 data. Under a rule of thumb that we would not focus on any year
with too few indicators, we only present detailed data for 1998 through 2008. The smallest number of indicators in this
span for the first ten years Is 49, in 1998. At the time ofwriting, a total of 50 indicators (two-thirds ofthe maximum) were
available for 2008. We expect to be able to complete data collection for 2008 by August of 201 0, and to report a full200B
Index score in October of 201 O.
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APPENDIX A: NORTH AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM CODES DEFINING
ARTS AND CULTURE INDUSTRIES

NAICSCODE DESCRIPTION

334612 Prerecorded ComDact Disc (exc;;r>tSoftware), TaDe, and Record Reproducina
339911 Jewelry (except Costume) ManufiiCt'Jring
339942 Lead Pencil and Art Good Mai)ufai:tiJrina
339992 Musical Instrument ManufaCturiiii("
423410 Photographic Equipment aildSupplies Merchant Wholesalers
443130 Camera and PhotoaraDhicS\JppJiQS Stores
4S1140 Muslcallnstrumentand SUDDlie" Stores ,
451220 Prerecorded TaDe, ComDa~tJ:)isc:; ai)d RQ~cird Stores
4S3920 ArtDealers'"
511130 Book Publishers .'
S12110 Motion Picture and VideO. prodll~tlorf.:." "', "
S12120 Motion Picture and VidQO Distribution':
512131 Motion Picture Theaters (exc"PtDrii,re',lils)":"
512132 Drive-In Motion PictureTheaters.'.'.',.,:, .

.512191.. .", I . :,.,. Telellroductipnand OtherPostDroduction Services ..

512221F" 'Intell,ated Record Production/DistributiOn' ..
512230 ". ··'·.;,·Mil"ii:: PIll>Ii"hQr,,:'" . .":'. ...... .. ,.
512240 I'.''':, ·So.lIndRec:ordinaStudios.·.. ',' . ..""

. 512290 '··Othe·rsoui)d.RQcording Industries .. ... ,.,>"

'., .•...... ,.
'i' .. ' ,.

. . .'.

51S111 RadioN"tWorks,,· : ..,.

(
51 S112 Radio Stations
51 S120 Televisici'''Broadcasting
S19120 Libraries·and.Archives
532230 Video Tape and Qisc Rental
541310 ArchitecturalServices'·
541410 InteriorOesignServices.,:··
541430 GraDhic Desian Services .,.""",
541490 OtherSPecialized DesignS"nii~e"

541810 Adverti"ingAgencies·' ""
541921 Photciiitlii:ihvStudios; portrait

. '."
. . .

......

: ....

"',',"".
.. '

" .

.' .
541922 COlJ1lJ1erciaIPIj~!l>_!I~r",a!<ph~Y,-' -"":,,,,,,+----------1
611610 FineAri"Sch.oOI","
711110 Theater,COll\paniesand DinnerTheaters
711120 DaiJ~eCompail.es
711130 l'IIusical Groups and Artists

(

711190 .OthQrperforming Arts Companies
711510 'Ii)dependent Artists, Writers, and Performers
712110 . Museums
712120 Historical Sites
712130 Zoos and Botanical Gardens

• Used in indicators 3, 18,24, 56, 58 and 60
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APPENDIX B: STANDARD 0 CCUPATIONAL CODES DEFINING
ARTS AND CULTURE OCCUPATIONS**

SOC CODE TYPE OF WORK

131011 Aoents and Business Mananers of Artists, Performers and Athletes
171011 Architects, Excent Landscane and Naval
171012 Landscane Architects
25~1121 Art, Drama, and Music Teachers"Postsecondarv
254011 Archivists :,: ,
254012 Curators ','T
259011 Audio-Visual Collections Snecialis~'.",

271011 Art Directors ""','"
271012 Craft Artists 77','
271013 Fine Artists, Includina Paint~rs/Seul"tots and Illustrators
271014 MultiMedia Artists and Animators"','': ",'~

271019 Artists and Related Workers, All Other': '"
271021 Commercial and IndustrialpesiiJners,',:i, ,',

271023 Floral Desianers""",' ',':" ' ,,' "c,.
271024 Granhic Desianers, ,,' ,,"', ,"
271025 Interior DesTcmers ' '<,""':,,":',', ,'7',
271 026 Merchandise Disnlavers and Window'Trhtjmers' '

, ','","

(

272011"" "",',,",' Actors" ""'" ",', ""',, ,,",,',' "",'"," ,,'

272041 Musii:Pih'Ctprs and Comnosers ?' ''«',',
272042 Musiciiln(a"dSingers',:,':,',,;

273011 Radio arid Television Announcers',,',";"'"
273041 Editors"',' ,ce"",'
273042 Technical Writers ,";: ','<ii,
273043 Writers and Authors ,--,c'," ',::, ',,'
274011 Audio and Video EauiomentTechnichiris ',,;,,:,,:
274012 BroadCi,stTechnicians':ce,;":,, ":' ;",':

274021 Phot(lgraphet.,,.:,:.':':,,'c;:"\',/,',:,:, ,,:4'-----------1
274031 cameHl1jD\irllj~~ii;~ri,Video, and Mntion Picture " ",'~":..-'----------1
274032 Film and Vldeo Editors:}"
274099 Media al1C!(:(Immunication Eauipment Workers, All Other
393021 MCltiol1J'iCtUre,projectionists
393031 Ushers, LClbbvAttendants, and Ticket Takers
393092 CoStiim" Attendants
393099 Entertainment Attendants and Related Workers, All Others
395091 ,"', Makeun Artists Theatrical and Performance
499063 Musical Instrument Renairers and Tuners
519071 Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers

• Used in indicators 2,17 and 57

,
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APPENDIX C: NAICS CODES USED IN IFINANCIAL .
PERFORMANCE' INDICATOR

NAIC5CODE

339911
339992
423410
443130
451140
511130
512110
512131
512199
515112
515120
532230
541310
541410
541430
541810
541890
541921
541922
611610
711110
711130
712110

Appendices

DESCRIPTION

Jewelr (exce t Costume) Manufacturin
Musical Instrument Manufacturin
Photo ra hie E ui mentand 5u lies Merchant Wholesalers
Camera and Photo ra hie Su lies Stores
Musical Instrument and 5u lies Store
Book Publishers
Motion Picture and Video Production
Motion Picture Theaters (exce t Drive-Ins)
Other Motion Picture and Video Industries
Radio Stations
Television Broadcastin
Video 1a .e and Disc Rental
Architectural Services
Interior Desi n Services
Gra hie Desi n Services
Advertisin A encies
Other Services Related to A'dvertisin
Photo ra h Studios Poftraif.'
Commercial Photo ra
Fine Arts Schools .
Theater Companies andi)irinerTheaters.::'
Musical Groups and Artisfs·· .
Museums



APPENDIX D: NATIONAL TAXbNOMY OF EXEMPT
ENTITIES CODES DEFINING
ARTS AND CULTURE INDUSTRIES

NTEECODE TYPE OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

(

AOI Alliance/Advocacv Or...nizatiO~{':
A02 Manaaement & Technical Assistiince,
A03 Professional Societies & AssoCiaflilns,
AOS Research Institutes and/or Nbll,c PolltvAna","ls
A11 . Sinale Oraanization Suooort"··· '. ·c,
A12 Fundraisin.. and/or Fund Ilisfributipn'
A19 NonmonetarvStiiiDort NptElseWhereCliissified
A20 Arts, Cultural Oraanizations",Mjiltio'urDose:
A23 Cultural/Ethnic Awareness··.·:':':' '. C,0
A25 Arts Education/Schools':.·":- .. c",">:::
A26 Arts Council/Aaenev:', '. :-:. ",:":-"'!;::!;
A30 Media, Communications'Qrfta-ri1zatioris';
A31 Film, Video '. '.. ':'.,: .•.•.:....::'.::..
A32 Television . '.' ,', :;.i.,: .:..:

A34' '.: '. ·:Radio.····· ".',,,':":." '. ,':" ,.". '. :.' ':':-".: , ' ' .." ..

A56 ': Nlj~lIr~lHi~tQry, Natural Science Museums ::'::,-',''-:

A60 Performlna Arts .......• i:C
A61 Performin'gArts Centers !:-,i':',:
A62 Dance ~"":., .
A63 Ballet:>'." :-c.: '0: ,

A65 Theater: .. ,::

.,",

A68 Music.' :', .,.~

A69 Svmpltoriv Orchestras··

A6C Music ~rojips,Biirids; Ensembles

" ... '

'.....

(

A6E Perfori1\ln!lAf~S¢ltciols
A70 HUman.iti"'~s~O~r~!l:';an~··t',z~a~ti~o~n-s--------------"'+:'------------1

A84 C:(jrn.mei'liorative Events
A90A~sS.eh;ice Activities/ Organizations ".':,'
A99':QttierArt, Culture, Humanities Organizations/Services Not Elsewhere Classified
N52 ---;County/Street/Civic/Multi-Arts Fairs and Festivals

• Used in indicators 8, 26, 27, 29 and 76
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APPENDIX E: NATIONAL ARTS INDEX ANNUAL
INDEX SCORES, 1998 - 2008

"':i,

1.132\1.141;.

0.990 ·.1,,054 1.120
1.0811.1~8" 1.137

.. ,,;, ;.~: ;,,~:"~ '. ";':: :':'.,<
'1.0:"'; 1.075 1.071

,·1.097' 1.095

1.074 1 ""~. 11.0630.948"
0.927" 0.880 0.930 0.935..

O~;;36 0.945 1.053 \'009

•,'1:;'0''0"'7' 0.976' 1~il~~ 1.033 •.~:.~.··.~7.'.:'
, '.,

'J·()fiO

:1.0~;··

"'"J,:, i-"'-;' "',."'" .",,;-;';,'"

1.~40 1.039.1:000 0.986 'yo,,,'

1.000 "/1.928; 1.060

0.968
1.075
1.359

().928
;1,037'.·
1,30~ .

29. Capital stock of al1s
and culture non rofits

22. Independent artists, writers
and performers

21. CD and record stores

23. Movie screens

, 7. Workers irfairts'an"d culture' c-'
occupation's'·'r'·;'.::',·,: )":.:;./:,,:';,,. ,'.

by colle'ge~boundseniors

Appendices

30. Personal arts creativity
experiences

28. Capital stock of arts
and culture industries

31. Copyright applications

13. Federal government arts
and culture funding

27. Arts support organizations

12. United arts fundraising
campaigns

15. Local government funding

of 10F~' ~l1s ~9~~Fi~~.. .

INDICATOR

11. Private giving to arts and culture

9. Corporate arts and culture funding

1. Songwriter and composer
performing rights royalties

2. Wages in artistic occupations

8. Revenue of arts and culture
nonprofits

7. Recording industry shipment value

3. Payroll in arts and culture
industries

4. Publishing industry revenue

6. Musical instrument sales
S. Bookseller sales

19. "Creative Industries" employm~i"if'
20. Arts union membership

25. ""ereative Industries"
establishments

24. Establishments In arts and culture
industries

14. State arts agency legislative
appropriations

33. New work in theatre~ orchestra,
opera, Broadway and film

10. Foundation arts and culture
funding

26. Registered arts and culture
501 (c)(3) organizations

32. Personal expenditures
on arts and culture

34. Performance of SAT test takers
with four years of art or music

18. Employees in arts'iI!lid, ~tJ.lt,I:.I~,f!"":'"

industries ·'.",·.::.,',i>,"';:.,;·',:

35. Volunteering forthe'arts
36. Arts majors

(

(



APPENDIXE: NATIONAL ARTS INDEX ANNUAL
INDEX SCORES, 1998 - 2008 (continued)

:'f';''-'';;,:,:'''~ ''-'':''K, gJ:'!'
1.020F&~Yj' 0.950 '0:964

"'-
1.030

·'.(f'''t!''· •. ":.:j':,:~,,-. ,'.'.,"',"',

11;762; 0.791 "i8~1 0.841 "I~i~per capita

live popular music

67. Population share attending
Broadway shows in New York
or on tour

64. Arts and culture share offederal..
domestic discretionary spericiirig

65. State arts agency funding

66. State arts agency share of state
general fund expenditures

56. Share of employees in arts
and culture industries

INDICATOR

62. Arts and culture share
of cor orate fundin

61. Arts and culture share
of foundation funding

37. Visual and performing
arts degrees

59. Share of SAT Itest takers
with four years of art or music

58. Share of payroll
in arts and culture industries

52. Populatio~shareeng~ged .
in persC)~~f~~~tlv'itY~,~_~lVi~i~s:

so. Nonprofit professional
theatre attendance

55. Visual and performing arb': ,'i

share of all degrees ..

40. Foreign visitor participation
in arts and culture leisure activity

42. Attendance at touring
Broadwa shows

43. Attendance at live popular music

38. Noncommercial radio listenership
39. Public television viewing

41. Attendance at Broadway shows
in New York

44. Attendance at symphony, dance,
opera, and theatre

49. S m honyattendance

45. Motion picture attendance
46. Art museum visits
47. Museum visits
48. Opera attendance

54. Arts and culture sha.~e:':::> .,:::::~~:,:: '
of personal expenditur~s:,~, :::'; :',':':,' .'

53. Arts and"cul~~~',sbare:""':"i":'''> .. ;-~;, ...'"
of private giviri~:;~:;':.:':,: '.:': .

68. Population share attending'

57. Share of workers
in arts and culture occupations

60. Share of establishments
in arts and culture Industries

51. Citations of arts and culture
in biblio ra hie databasel

63. Federal government arts
and culture fundin er ca ita','

(

(
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APPENDIX E: NATIONAL ARTS INDEX ANNUAL
INDEX SCORES, 1998 - 2008 (continued)

I '. ' .. :',.'.'
0.972 1~.!l1~lJO~.8~8~3~~Ll
1.034 T.\I5O 1.078 .....

I. ': : .•...':
0.947 I (1il... 0,878 ;. '.,~ :

2003
.... ,.... I .. •·

2000' 20011999INDICATOR

70. :;:~~:~:,:::areVisiting: ..••'. " I. 1.000~ ..

71. Population share attedning opera 1.200 1.255 1.031. 1.000 '.1.084'

, . 1/'7''>
69. Population share attending .,. . I.:..>'.... :....,'

symphony, dance, opera and theatre ;:::'~'tt'j (',::·,/'};"c;; 1.000

72, Population share I)t,,:: 1.155 In'•.JIT;i;:cJ
attending symphony 1,2' 1.152 i,h: 1.000 O.!!87 D.935 1•017 1.007"'"...•

74. Arts, culture, and humanities :~::';';{:r~~ ;:;:::A\:i/'_':~';;.:.tt'~; ;,:,,;;,;,,;,!::,,:,;': I::<~}:~ ::<::'.
in the Philanthropic Giving Index 134. 1.368 .1,45,$ 1,429 1.000 1 AU 1.400 ,~.

0.871 '.8~3
:;~~

1.183

(
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APPENDIX F: INDICATORS IN SELECTED VIEWS
National Arts Index Capadty and Infrastructure Measure

Artists in the workforce
• Registered arts and culture SOl (cJ(31 organizations
• Capital stock of arts and culture industries

CD and record stores
"Creative Industries"employment
"Creative Industries"establishments
Employees in arts and culture industries
Establishments in arts and culture industries
Movie screens
Capital stock of arts and culture nonprofits
Independent artists, writers and performers
Arts support organizations
Arts union membership " ",
Workers in arts and culture occupations

National Arts Index Partidpation Me~sUI';!

Attendance at Broadway sIjJ~~~n~edVork '
Attendance attouring Broadway sl1<iVlis,

• Citations of arts and culture in, bi~li~gtilphic databases
Copyright applications,':':'":",',',.,,, ',,",

• Visual and performing arts de~r,,~s,' ,,'
Foreign visitor partidp~tioij in arts and culture leisure activity

• Arts majors by college-boundselliors' ' '
Attendance at live popular music;"', '
Art museum visits . "

, ",',. '... ,", ',', 'A~,:,nd"nc" ~t ~Xl1lph~!ty,o:tal1~e,#"~l'a ~l1o:t~h,,~tre, ','

··i······,if.~i;~t~~c'm
PUbl,i~~el"y,i~ion viewing ',.,....
Perforrna~t:i!of SAT testtakers with four years ofattor music
Personal~~,:,nditures on arts and culture "", " '
Symphonya~i!ndance

Nonprofit professional theatre attendance
Volunteering for the arts

National Arts Index Contributed Support Me~s~re
corp~r~j~~rts,,~nd,c'!It¥~ffr~Ji~g' •• ,\ •••', ':.
Arts il"clCUI~~!",sh~Je.Qfc~rporatefundingi
Fed,:,rafgi1",,~nl1l"~tart5and culture funding ('"
Fed",ral 90ll"mrn':'nt,aitS and culture funding per capita ':,',",
Artsilnd cUltU!~sitar" of federal domestic discretionary spending
Fo~no:t~ti?ri"rt5and culture funding "
ArtSal1l:f,'cUlture share offoundation funding
~pcalgov"rnmentfunding of local arts agendes ",'
A"is, culture, and humanities in the Philanthropic Giving Index:,'
Private giving to arts and culture "
Arts and culture share of private giving
State arts agency legislative appropriations
State arts agency funding per capita
State arts agency share of state general fund expenditures
Arts support organizations
United arts fundraising campaigns
Volunteering for the arts
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APPENDIX F: INDICATORS IN SELECTED VIEWS (continued)

National Arts Index Employment Measure

"Creative Industries"employment
Employees in arts and culture industries
Share ofemployees in arts and culture industries
Payroll in arts and culture industries
Share of payroll in arts and culture industries
Independent artists, writers and performers

• Arts union membership
Volunteering for the arts

• Wages in artistic occupations
Workers in arts and culture occupations
Share ofworkers in arts and cul~ureoccupations

National Arts Index Nonprofit Measure~';';'

Registered arts and culture SP1I~)I~),organizations
Foundation arts and culturl!filliding;,
Arts and culture share offo~!!iii#lorif~~ding
Art museum visits .. ,:,~,..-:';;.... :,.:":; ~':::< "':.:;"'.:.:;"

Population share visitingil,~T~~t!~l'I1s>,
Attendance at symphonY;~~n~e,9Pl!~~"ri!ltheatre
Population share atten!lirgSyli!R~Ciriy,o:Iarice,opera and theatre
Capital stock of arts anc;l~il!Mt1n'c;riRto~t~'
Revenue of arts and cUltilr"ni>ripr~~ts'.;\
Opera attendance :,: '''','.;':;;,-",)}:';':;:'" ::"".
Population share attending i>pe~il:':' "i'·:)'
Private giving to arts and culture:;::)} :'/'" ..,

." ";'.i" :~~i~~~~t~~frl~i~ir:t~~;~Wi~JtJ~%;/:" "~iii:' '\.
... ::V Pil!l"ctt!l!jti~j9i!)~il!}\I!rig:,,::.
::'; ...rts,¥HRP",rt~rg~~'~~~I"f1s '.".,,;
'. ,,' SJja~",9(riiinproli~..rts",..ganizations with~IlC:l:iiH'earsurplus

$Ym~"~riY~"~,riiiiir.ce . .,...... . ".
·:pCip~!~~jc;ri~,!l..re attending symphony

NO~P(9~tp"'iifessionaltheatre attendance, ."."
Popul'!!!Ci~s"areattending nonprofit professiorial !~eatre
Volunteer!!lg for the arts . '.' . '.

National Arts Inde~'2i~"tiVity Measure

Artists iri theworkforce:';"!,,' . ,
Regist~rl!d arts and cultureSp.1(c'(~)organizations
Copyrj!l~~ !,pplications,.,: ,::;i:'","
Visual<\Jl!lpl!rf'wnj!lg <\r~!I~g ..ees "'. : ...•.,.
Mus!~~HIi~'trllrn~r.ts"I"ri "',' ',' .....,
Ne,:,,)~ijr!<!rJth~!Iir~;:Qr~he'stra, opera, Broadway and filrri
Per~'1~~I~rt~~r""tiyitYexperiences .
Indeper.ile)lt'ait!iits; writers and performers

National~..~i;~~~Ji~cl~cationallnterest Measure
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APPENDIX F: INDICATORS IN SELECTED VIEWS (continued)

National Arts Index Employment Measure

"Creative Industries" employment
Employees in arts and culture industries
Share of employees in arts and culture industries
Payroll in arts and culture industries .

• Share of payroll in arts and culture industries
Independent artists, writers and performers
Arts union membership
Volunteering for the arts
Wages in artistic occupations
Workers in arts and culture occupations
Share of workers in arts and culture occupations

National Arts Index Business Measure .'

(

•

','."

.'.'.:'
~" -:- .. '

·

•

•
•

•

Bookseller sales ..... .'. .'"
Attendance at Broadway shO(y~ lIlN!!;" York
Population share attending!ir9a~i:Yayshowsin New Yorkor on tour
Capital stock of arts and cIJIture'jrid~stries

CD and record stores '. .,. "" (c ... '. ",.
Musical instrument sales".:,'.,..,.,: '.::.
Attendance at live popularitl!JsiC·.·..·· .•
Population share atte?~il1~live popular music
Motion picture attendall~e: '''. 'c·, :icc:;'<·::::
Movie screens " :-., ,". \"':.::,'.

Songwriter and composer perf9rmil1ii.rilY~I~ies
Return on assets of arts businesses":' ,,' ".,:" ...'.' .
R~tUrn".II;>sse~sofarts.~usinesse~ ...•. , .... >i'

.' ;'Rl!Cor~i"glriii~5tryshjprt\~~t!lal ..e... ..:...•.',.,.. :....
,ll1dependentartists,writer'i"dperfiir"'ers' .

.' -'."";",',' :'_:_'",';.::::::<';.'·._' .. '.,_,_:.',N._', ,-,-",',"",:":.'- :_:..... '0" . ',,:,.;.. L
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APPENDIX G: INDICATOR SOURCES
Indicator
1.Songwriter and composer
performing rights royalties

2.Wages in artistic
occupations

3. Payroll in arts and culture
industries

4. Publishing industry
revenue

S. Bookseller sales

6. Musical instrument sales

7. Recording industry
shipment value

8. Revenue of arts
and culture nonprofits

9. Corporate arts
and culture funding

10. Foundation arts
and culture funding

Source(s)
ASCAP and 8MI, retrieved from http://www.ascap;com/newtandhttp:llbmi.com/press/

Bureau of labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics, retrieved from http://www.bls.gov/oes/#tables and http://
www.bls.gov/oes/release_archive.htm,full-timestatus from http://www.arts.gov/research/ArtlstslnWorkforce.pdf

Bureau ofthe Census, County Business Patterns, retrieved from http://censtats.census.90v/c9i~bin/cbpnaidcbpsel.pl

American Association of Publishers, retrieved from
http://www.publishers.org/mainllndustryStats/documents/S12007FJnal.pdf

Bureau of the Census, Monthly Retail Sales, retrieved from http://www.census.gov/mrts/www/data/excel/mrtssales92~09.xls

National Association of Music Merchants, NAMMGlobal Report Featuring Music USA annual report retrieved from http://www.
namm.org/library/music-usa ,'''.

Recording Industry Association ofAmerlca:/2!JQ~Y~al~~~~Shipment Statistics, retrieved fromhttp://riaa.orglkeystatistlcs.php

Data prOVided to Americans for the Art~-bY, N~~i~lJa:1 cent~~ 'fqr Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute

, ' "'.' .
Conference Board, 2007 and2008 Co;,x,rateContrlb.uuon's Repqrts, additional data provided by the Conference Board to
Americans forthe Arts . .

Foundation Center FCStats, retrievcii fromhtip://f<?unda~ion~e~~ei:org/findfunderslstatisticS/9s_subject.html

---------,-----------_._-~...__..~.~•..__.._----~----

11. PrivatE! giving to arts
arid culture . ,

Giying !JSA Fol:'f\dati~'?,~~v~ng qSA annual,publll2ticlO

( 12. United artsfu~d'~:isiri~ " 'A~eric~ns f9rth~ A~,. ~~II~~ fur~h;e- U~it,edSt~t~' 'ur~n ,Arts'~d~;ti.on
campaigns ' '

',,'

13. Federal government artS '
and culture funding

14. State arts- agency
legislative appropriations

1S. Local government
funding of local arts
agencies

16. Artists in the workforce

17. Workers In arts
and culture occupations

18. Employees in arts
and culture industries

19."Creative Industries"
employment

20. Arts union membership

21. CO and record stores

22. Independent artists,
writers and performers

23. Movie screens

Appendice5

(:ong~~ssi~n~iB~e~rch_ ~~~i~e Arts andHumanities: Backgroun,~~nFl,lncilng, retrieved from http://italy.usembassy.gov/pdf/
other/RSi0287.pdf; General Printing Office, retrieved from http://wWw.gpoaccess.gov/usbudgetibrowse..html

~' " '," , , ' : .:.' , .

Data prov;d~i t~:~~~ricans forthe Arts by National Assembly of s~~~A~.Agencies

Americans for the Arts; ~ollected for the United States Urban Arts Fed~~ti'on

National Endo~Ment for the Arts Rese~r~~ Note;',76;87, 90, and 97 retrlevedf~o~' hUp://www.arts.gov/research/Research-
Notes_chron,oJitinl , ' .

Bureau ofLa:i;>~~sUitisti,~;9p:u!?~tioriai Em~loyment Statistics, retrieved from h~P~Jwww.bIS.9ov/oes/#tables and http://
www.bls.gov!oesfrelease_ar(:h\v~.htm, full-time status from http-Jlwww.arts.gov!research/ArtlstslnWorkforce.pdf

Bureau en~h'~ c~~-~u~, ca'uiity Business Patterns, retrieved from http://censtats.cens~s.gov Icgi~bin/~bpnaiclcbpsel.pl

Americans for the Arts; data collected for the annual Creative Industries reports described at
http://~.ainericansforthearts.org/information_services/research/services!creativeJndustrles/default.asp

Office of labor Management Standards, Department of Labor, retrieved from http://kcerds.dol-esa.gov/query/getorgQry.do

Rolling Stone Volume 1045, p., Almighty Institute of Music Retail

Bureau ofthe Census, Non·Employer Statistics, retrieved from http://www.census.gov/epcd!nonemployerI2002lusiUSOOO.
htm

Motion Picture Association of America, 2008 MPAA Theatrical Statistics, retrieved from http://www.mpaa.orgI2008_TheaC
Stats.pdf
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APPENDIX G: INDICATOR SOURCES (continued)

Indicator
24. Establishments in arts
and culture industries

25."Creative IndustriesN

establishments

26. RegIstered arts and
culture SOl (c){3)
organizations

27. Arts support
o.rganizations

2B. Capital stock of arts'
and culture industries

29. Capital stock of arts
and culture nonprofits

30. Personal arts creativity
experiences

31. Copyright applications

32. Personal expenditures
on arts and culture

33. New work In theatre,
orchestra, opera, Broadway
and film ;-.'

Source(s)
Bureau of the Census, County Business Patterns, retrieved from http://censtats.census.govlcgi-binlcbpnaiclcbpsel:pl

Americans for the Arts; data collected for the annual Creative Industries reports described at
http://www.amerlcansforthearts.org/informatlon_servicesiresearch/servlces!creativeJndustries/default.asp

Data provided to Americans for the Arts by National Center for Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute

Data provided to Americans for the Arts by National Center for Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute

Bureau of Economic Analysis, retrieved from http://www.bea.gov/nationaIlFAl004/Details/xls/detai1nonres_stkl.xls

Data provided to Americans for the Arts bYN~~~onal Center for Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute

Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of'th~ Unlfup'States, retri~ved from http://www.census.gov/prodlwww/absl
statab2001_200S.html and http://www.~~n~~~:Q~iyj.pt~.f..WW/abs/statab2006_2010.html

Copyright Office, Library of Congress, ,retriev,~#·f(o.~ ~~n~~~i:reports at http://www.copyright.gov/reports/index.html,2008
figure provided by Copyright Office st~~~~:. ,: .' , , '., ,- ' ..

Bureau of Economic Analysis, Nation'~d,t,;:o~,e~h~pr~d'~ciS:~ttounts Table, retrieved from
http://bea.gov/nationaVnlpawebrrab,leVie\y.asp??eleet~SJTa~I~;:'65&ViewSerles=NO&Java=no&Request3Place=N&3Place=
N&FromView=YES&Freq=Year&F~~~.Y~ar~,l~9~~~St"e~r,~29:0B&3,Place=N&Update=Update&JavaBox=no

Compiled from data from Broadway Leagu~;·Uak~~',Bf.A~~i!taAO~<;hestras, Motion Picture Association ofAmerica, Opera
America, and Theatre Communications Group , . :": '::; ::' \

34. performartc~,~f'~At:i~1i:::,; 2~I,I~,~'~,;B~~~~~i2bl,~:~t~J'4n~;,~~~i:~i?}',~e,tri'~~~'di~~~~Il~~1i~r~~~sl&~~·I~':~'dl'~'~6~'~;d.~~~/data~repo~~ res~~rc~/satJ
takers with fouryearS'ofart): ~ic;hjye#,:,<..:,;>'~ ,. ,; "'.:',:,:"' ".';':, ,:: ":~< : ,.,
ormuslc ,.', . ;"," "';,,:,; , , ",,"

,':

36. Arts majors
bycollege~bound seniors

37.Visual and performing
arts degrees

3B. Noncommercial radio
listenership

39. Public television viewing

40. Foreign visitor
participation in arts
and cuJture leisure activity

41. Attendance at Broadway
shows in New York

42. Attendance at
tourlng Broadway shows

43. Attendance at live
popular music

.44. Attendance at sympho~
ny, dance, opera and theatre

45. Motion picture
attendance

46. Art museum visits

Colle~'~'~6~;~/¢~II~~¥Bound Seniors, retrieved from http://prd'f~~~i~h,~f~G:ci;il~geboard.com/data-reports- research/satJ
archived -",:\':-',",,:' ,;'"y",,-..:,""'.,',:

National Center'f6;':'Ed~cation StatIstics, Digest ofEducation Statisticiiaijl~''i53: 254, 263, and 31 0, retrieved
from http://nces.ed.g·oV/programs/digestJd07/tables/dt07_263:asp; http;!l~tes.,~d.gov/programs/digestld06/tablesi
dt06_256.asp; http://nces:ed.gov/prog rams/digestld06/ta~lesii:lt06_254.a~p;Clnd http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d07/
tables/dt07_310.asp " . , ,

Data provided.~ Americans forthe Arts bY.R~,qiC? R~~;ch Corporation

Data provid~B'~~ ~~rlC~ll,S fo~)h~:A~s'l;y:,~ublic Broadcasting System
, ,", ' , • ';':',' C" '" '.',' ... '. '.' ' ~ '.. , ',: • •

Broad~~Yl~~g~~,'B:~~~dway Season Statistics, retrieved from
http://WwWJ)road~ayleague.com/index.php?urUdentifier=season-by-season"Stats-1:'

:, . '. ~ .. '

Broa-i;lw~Y<l~ague, Touring Broadway Statistics, retrieved from
http1twww.broadwayJeague.com/index.php?urUdentifier=touring-broadway-statistics

Data purchased by Americans for the Arts from Scarborough Research, www.scarborough.com

Data purchased by Americans for the Arts from Scarborough Research, www.scarborough.com

Motion Picture Association of America,200B MPAA Theatrical Statistics, retrieved from
http://www.mpaa.org1200B_TheacStats.pdf

Data purchased by Americans for the Arts from Scarborough Research, www.scarborough.com
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APPENDIX G: INDICATOR SOURCES (continued]

Indicator
47. Museum visits .

Source(s)
Data provided to Americans for the Arts by American Association ofMuseums

48. Opera attendance Data provided to Americans for the Arts by Opera America

49. Symphony attendance Data provided to Americans for the Arts by League of American Orchestras

50. Nonprofit professional
theatre attendance

Theatre Communications GroupTheatre Facts annual report, retrieved from http://www.tcg.org/toolslfaets/

51. Citations ofarts and
culture in bibliographic
databases

Selected Proquest Gale, Ebsco, and Wilson databases accessed at Muhlenberg College, Allentown, PA. and Lehigh University.
Bethlehem, PA

52. Population share
engaged in personal
creativity activities

Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, retrieved from http://www.census.gov/prod/www/abs/
statab2001_200S.html and http://www.censu$.gov/prod/www/abs/statab2006_2010.html

53. Arts and culture share
of private giving

Giving USA Foundation, Giving USA annual pU~I,q.ti<?n

54. Arts and culture share
of personal expenditures

Bureau of Economic Analysis, National hlcome ~nd ,prod.utts AccountsTable, retrieved from
htfp://bea.gov/national/nipawebfTableView.asp1SeleqedTable=6S&View$eries=NO&Java=no&Request3Place=N&3Place=
N&FromView=YES&Freq=Year&FirstYear=199~&~~s.~Yea~:=20.o.8&3Pface=N&Update=Update&JavaBox=no

55. Visual and performing
arts share ofall degrees

, , :'.,'.:' ,.

National Center for Education StatistlC5;Dlge:Sto~Educat,!,n,StatisticsTables 253, 254, 263, and 310, retrieved from http://
nces.ed.gov/programs/digestld07ltable.sf~t07_2§3.asp; http://nces,ed.gov/programs/digestld06/tablesldt96_256.asp:
http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digestld06/~ab;fes/dt06_254,asp;.ar'l d http://nces.ed.gov/programs/dlgest/d07/tables/
dt07....310.asp . .

56. Share of employees in
arts and culture industries

Bureau of the Census., County Business Patterns" ~~~ril~v.ed' fromhiiP:IJcenstats.census.govlcgi-bin/cbpnaiclcbpsel.pl

(
57. Share of w9r~,~r~.-j,n·arts·
and culture occupation~

58. Share ofpayroll iil' arti
and culture Industries

B~~auof La'bO~S!~tistic;;~'Oct~paii()(l'al EnlpioymentSta~i5tics, r.etri.eveci from http://~.blS.90J/o~ittt~bies'and http;/!
'www.bfs.govJoes/r~leasejiichive.btm/full-time status fro..m http://www~rts.gov/research/ArtistslnWorkforce.pdf. ,. . .. ' , .' .. " .... '.' -",-'" :.... ; ... , .

.~u;ea~·'ofthe.cens~~,c~unt}r'Bus.i:,!essPatter~s. retrieved'fr~rrihttp://censtats.census.90V/C9i-binlcbpnaidcbPsel.PI

59. Share of SAT Itest takers
with four years of art or
music

Coile!;WBo:~rdi'C~~l~g~'~'~und Seniors. retrieved from http://P~of~SSi~n~is:iollegebOard.com/data-reports- research/sat!
archived . . . .. .

60. Share ofestablishments Bureau ofthe c~niu.~:~ountyBusiness Patterns,retrieved from htt~J/c~h'st~ts.'census.90Vlcgl-bln/cbpnaiclcbpsel.pl
in arts and culture industries

61. Arts and culture share
of foundation funding

Foundation Center FCStats; retrieved from http://foun~atlohcenter.org/fi~dfu'riO~rslstatisticS/9s_subject.html

62. Arts and culture share
of corporate funding

Conference Board', 2007and200S Corporate COh~~ib'u~jons Reports, additio~ai dat~..J=;rovided by the Conference Board to
Americans for the Arts ' ,

Congressiom~1 ~e~;chse~i~Arts'a'ndHumanities: Background on Funding. reiriev~ from http://italy.usembassy.gov/pdf/
other/RS20287~~df; Gener~1 Printiri~ Office. retrieved from http://www.gpoaccess.gov/usbudgetlbrowse.html

64. Arts and culture share
offederal domestic
discretionary spending

63. Federal government
arts and culture funding
per capita
-------~. '--."7'-'~---------

Congressioniil R,esean;h SerVice Arts and Humanities: Background on Funding. retrieved from http://italy.usembassy.gov/
pdflotl'ier/RS2028ipdf; General Printing Office, retrieved from http://www.gpoaccess~govlusbudget!browse.html

65. State arts agency
funding per capita

Data proVided to Americans forthe Arts by National Assembly ofState Arts Agencies

66. State arts agency share
of state general fund
expenditures

Data prOVided to Americans forthe Arts by National Assembly ofState Arts Agencies

67. Population share
attending Broadway shows
in New York or on tour

Broadway League, BroadwaySeason Statistics, retrieved from nttp:llwww.broadwayleague.comlindex.php?urL
identifier=season-by-season-stats-1 ; and Touring Broadway Statistics, retrieved from http://www.broadwayleague.com/
index.php?urUdentifier=touring-broadway·st~tistics

68. Population share
attending live popular music

Data purchased by Americans for the Arts from Scarborough Research, www.scarborough.com
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APPENDIX G: INDICATOR SOURCES (continued)

Indicator
69. Population share
attending symphony, dance,
opera and theatre

Source(s)
Data purchased by Americans forthe Arts from Scarborough Research, www.scarborough.com

70. Population share visiting Data purchased by AmerJcans for the Arts from Scarborough Research, www.scarborough.com
art museums

(

71. Population share
attending opera

72. Population share
attending symphony

73. Population share
attending nonprofit
professional theatre

74. Arts, culture
and humanities In the
Philanthropic Giving Index

75. Return on assets of arts
businesses

76. Share of nonprofit
arts organizations
with end-of-year surplus

Data provided to Americans for the Arts by Opera America

Data provided to Americans fer the Arts by league of American Orchestras

Theatre Communications GroupTheatre Facts annual report, retrieved from http://WWW.tcg.org/tools/faets/

Data provided to Americans forthe Arts by 1'1<;ti~maUniversity Center on Philanthropy
.':' ,c.""

Robert Morris Associates AnnualStatemeht.St~di~~,~~~~I'publication

Data provided to Americans for the ~'~'.~y N.~,~ioF~i.Cent~r to'~ Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute
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APPENDIX H: USING THE INDEX FOR FORECASTING
The annual frequency of the Arts Index data makes it convenient for making one-year, two-year, or more distant forecasts.
These can help policy makers, planners, and entrepreneurs trying to project future conditions. Forecasts can be made using
tools built in to common spreadsheet packages. The FORECAST function in Microsoft Excel, for example, extends a multiyear
trend under various assumptions, extrapolating a point estimate for a later year from a least squares linear regression.
Applying this technique to data on Broadway attendance in New York City (indicator 41) results in a projection for 2009
data of 12,472,529, which would equate to an index score of 1.09.

Other techniques give weights to prior years under different assumptions. For example, assume that you know enough
from four prior years to forecast a fifth year, and you wish to forecast 2009 using data from 2005-2008. A simple moving average
works if you believe that each of those four years is equallY important, thus giving each year's data 25 percent of the weight .
in making up your 2009 forecast. Under this assumption,

2009 simple average forecast

Applied to the Broadway data,

2009 simple average forecast

; (25% of 2005 score) + (25% of 2006 score) + (25% of 2007 score) + (25% of 2008 score)

; (0.25 x 11,527,349) + (O,25 x 12,003,148) + (0.25 x 12,311,745) + (0.25 x 12,266,585)

; 12,027,207

(

.' . .
Alternatively, you might believe that recent years say moreabJut thefulurethan do long-ago years, so that 2008 tells you
more about 2009 than you can learn from 2005, 2006 O( 2007. In that case,'a Weighted moving average forecast would give
2008 data more weight than 2007, 2006, and 2005 scoreS,pore to 2007 than}006 and 2005, and more to 2006 than 2005.
An easy weighting scheme for four prior years gives 40P~rce;'t ofthe ",eight tothe last year, 30 percent to the one before that,
20 percentto the second'one, and 10 percent to the firstyear's sc6r~: .By'pffia.saryt coincidence, these add up to 100 percent.
Under this assumption, .

2009 moving a~~i~~~'fO;'~~st'~hd~~~:i6'd~sC6;e)+i20%6f2006 ~l:6i¢) +(3Q%of2007~l:l)i,,)+(40% 6f 2008 score)

Applied to t~~Br6~d~aid~f~;;:'>'; " .. ':,'/';•.•....•

2009 moving averag~i()r~~st/i\ 4\8.i~:)1,idl:14~)+ (0.2 x 12,003,148;1. (6.3 x 1~,311,745) + (004 x 12,266,585)
";::"

"';'12,153,522

Olthese, the third (moving average;or:c}]i)iS closest to actual 2009 Broadway att~~iincebf 12,150,000.

These three are only asubset of the var!aus f:;~casting techniques availabl,¢;: More a~~.iii~0~;1eChniqUeS such as
auto-regressive moving average (ARMi\) or auto-regressive integratedlJ\oving average (ARI,IYlA) may also be appropriate,
but require much more adventurous t¢chniques that are beyondthe scope of this report,btlt are described in many
economics and business textbooks. .' ". .,' ' ,
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Americans for the Arts is the nation's leading nonprofit organization for advancing the arts in America. Celebrating its
50th Anniversary, it is dedicated to representing and serving iocal communities and creating opportunities for every
American to participate in and appreciate all forms ofthe arts. From offices in Washington, D.C., and New York City, it
serves more than 150,000 organizational and individual members and stakeholders.

Americans for the Arts is focused on four primary goals:

1. Lead and serve individuals and organizations to help build environments in which the arts and arts education
thrive and contribute to more vibrant and creative communities.

2. Generate meaningful public and private sector policies and more leaders and resources for the arts
and arts education.

3. Build individual awareness and appreciation of the value of the arts and arts education.

4. Ensure the operational stability of the organization and its ability to creatively respond to opportunities
and challenges.

To achieve its goals, Americans for the Arts partners with local, state, and national arts organizations; government
agencies; business leaders; individual philanthropists; educators; and funders throughout the country. It proVides
extensive arts-industry research and professional development opportunities for community arts leaders via specialized
programs and services, including a content-rich website and an annual national convention.

Local arts agencies throughout the United States comprise Americans for the Arts' core constituency. Avariety of unique
partner networks with particular interests such as public art, united arts fund raising, arts education, and em'erging arts
leaders are also supported.

For more information about Americans for the Arts,
please visit www.AmericansForTheArts.org.

Americans for the Arts also hosts Arts Advocacy Day annually on Capitol Hill,
convening arts advocates from across the country to advance federal support
ofthe arts, humanities, and arts education.

AMERICANSfurtheARTS
1960 • Z()l ()

COPYRIGHT Q 2010 BY AMEIlJCANS FOR. THE ARTS. All RIGHTS RESERVED.

Through national visibility campaigns and local outreach, Americans for the Arts strives to motivate and mobilize opinion
leaders and decision-makers who can make the arts thrive in America. Americans for the Arts produces annual events
that heighten national visibility for the arts, including the National Arts Awards and BCA TEN honoring
private-sector leadership and the Public Leadership in the Arts Awards (in cooperation with The United State
Conference of Mayors) honoring elected officials in local, state, and federal government.

(




